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PREFACE

Writing a thesis on the history of the Ancient Order of Hibernians in
Ireland has presented certain difficulties.
on the Order is entirely satisfactory.

None of the secondary works

History of the Ancient Order of

Hibernians by T. McGrath (Cleveland 1898) and History of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians and Ladies Auxiliaries by J. O'Dea 4 Vols. (Philadelphia 192J)
are accounts of the Order in America which deal with the Order in Ireland
only when its business intruded on that of the former.

The Unknown Power

behind the Irish Nationalist Party by Baron Ashtown (London 190?) is a work
by a prominent Unionist which portrays the A.O.H. in Ireland in the most
sinister possible light.

Though not entirely useless it should be read

as part of the propaganda war over Home Rule in the period before 1914.
History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians by J. J. Bergin (Dublin 1910)
is the official history of the A.O.H. in Ireland.

It is a brief work

which skates over and confuses many important issues.

I therefore had to

rely mainly on original material - and here there are important gaps.

The

records of the A.O.H. in Ireland prior to 1922 were destroyed in the Troubles
of that year and I was refused access to those kept since that date.

The

papers of the most famous Hibernian, Joseph Devlin, who was National
President from 1905 to 1934, were destroyed, on his instructions, by his
sister after his death in 1934.
However, there was still much material to be utilized.

One major

source, without which in fact the thesis could not have been written, was
the police records for the crucial quarter century before 1914.

Owing to

its secret character the activities of the A.O.H. were closely watched by
the police and the files of, for instance, Crime Branch Special, contain
information which almost certainly is no longer available elsewhere.
The loss of Devlin's papers is mitigated to some extent by the existence
of letters from him to his contemporaries, especially to John Redmond and
John Dillon.

Newspapers were another invaluable source.

From 1903

onwards papers such as the Irish News and the Northern Star began to
carry reports of lodge meetings (submitted by the lodges themselves).
These reports were often quite revealing, containing the views of
members on issues affecting the A.O.H. and resolutions passed by lodges.
In addition the papers carried letters from members of the A.O.H. and
its opponents;

there were editorials on the A.O.H. and there were

reports on A.O.H. demonstrations and clashes between Hibernians and their
opponents.
Finally, I have been helped by many people, not all of them
Hibernians.

In particular, I should like to thank Willie Coyle,

Letterkenny, Co. Donegal, Father Daniel McDyer, Administrator of the
Cathedral Parish, Letterkenny, Dr Paddy McGill, formerly Nationalist
Senator in the Northern Ireland Parliament, Eddie McAteer, President of
the Nationalist Party, Archie McKendrick, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal,
Miss Patricia MacManus, New York, U.S.A., Barney O'Donnell, Milford,
Co. Donegal, Father Peter Tierney, Archivist of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Glasgow, and F. J. Whitford, DunLaoghaire, Republic of
Ireland.
In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to two people;
firstly, to my supervisor, Dr. Cornelius O'Leary, for his great patience
and interest - the work benefited greatly from his criticisms:

secondly,

to Miss Colette Murray who typed the thesis (I dare not describe the
unfair burdens imposed on herJ) my sincere thanks.
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CHAPTER ONE

ANTECEDENTS

The present day situation of the Ancient Order of Hibernians is
indeed a rather sorry one.

Membership is in decline;

the parades which

were one of the major attractions of membership and a source of
recruitment were cancelled in 1969 owing to the governing board's
anxiety to do nothing which might further inflame the already explosive
situation in Northern Ireland and they were only resumed in 1975;

but

possibly most alarming of all to the Order is the widespread ignorance as
to what it is and what it stands for'!' while amongst those who are
familiar with it there is often the feeling that it is an irrelevant
hangover from the past.

It was not always so.

In the decade before

191^ the Ancient Order of Hibernians was a real power in Ireland.

Then,

under the leadership of Joseph Devlin, one of the greatest politicians
produced by Ulster and a leading member of the Irish Nationalist party,
the A.O.H. was able to count its membership in tens of thousands and it
was safe in the knowledge that it could rely on a steady flow of
recruits from the Catholic community in Ireland.

Most Protestants in

Ireland certainly knew of its existence and regarded it with anything but
ridicule.

Indeed, one respected Unionist could write in 1911 that "if

anyone cared to prophesy the coming Nationalist organization he would
certainly be safer in indicating the Hibernians than any other"

2

and the

fear felt by many Protestants often reached almost manic proportions.
This thesis seeks to trace the steps by which the Order reached this
pinnacle of power, and to analyse the consequences and survey the
subsequent long decline of the Order.
What is the Ancient Order of Hibernians and what does it stand for?
The Order regards itself as a society whose duty it is to give protection
to both the Roman Catholic faith and the Roman Catholic population in

- 1 -

Ireland.

It considers this role to be historically necessary for two

reasons.

First, there is the fact that for much of her history Ireland

was ruled by England, a non-Catholic country which Hibernians believe,
rightly or wrongly, was dedicated for much of the period of her rule to
destroying the Roman Catholic faith and to discriminating against,
persecuting or even exterminating the Roman Catholic population.
Secondly, there is the fact that in one part of Ireland Catholics have
long been in a minority position and here especially, Hibernians claim,
an organization like the A.O.H. was and is necessary.

Thus the Order

claims to do for the Catholic community what the Orange Order claims to
do for the Protestant.

This explains why Hibernians are often nicknamed

"Green Orangemen" - and though, as this thesis will bring out, it is not
an exact description, it is a very useful comparison.
Where to begin?

Even Hibernians are not sure.

They claim to

have existed for centuries as an organization before the year 1838 when
the title Ancient Order of Hibernians came into being, but for exactly
how long they are not sure.

MacGrath^ in his search for a date of origin

goes back to 1565 when he claims to see a combination working on behalf
of Irish Catholics, but the Irish A.O.H. in its official history is forced
to admit that though "that combination was in all probability our
Organization, yet there is insufficient material available to support

4

It prefers the year l64l .

this date as entirely accurate".

In that

year a Leinster chieftain, Rory O'More, managed to weld together the
manifold discontents among the old and new Catholic Irish and organize a
rebellion against the English government.

O'More is the hero of the

A.O.H., its "William of Orange", and he is the person whose portrait is by
far the most popular one on the banners at Hibernian parades.

O'More was

to play a leading part in the subsequent decade of turmoil in Ireland but
in

1652

as the Cromwellian forces were in the final stages of restoring

some kind of order O'More sought refuge in Innisbofin and was never heard

-
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of again.

The A.O.H. claims, however, that he left a legacy in the form

of a group of followers he had gathered round him called the Defenders,
and that they defended Catholics throughout the succeeding decades of
persecution.
It should be said that if this is not exactly wishful thinking,
there is absolutely no historical foundation for the account given by the
Order, because it is overwhelmingly agreed by historians that the
Defenders were an entirely new organization which was formed about the
year 1785> .

With the Defenders we are on slightly firmer ground.

Certainly some of the features of the Defenders were to be shared by the
A.O.H. as it later evolved.

They were a secret society, exclusively

Catholic, operating in a period of growing sectarian bitterness in
Ireland, which saw many armed clashes between them and the Protestant
Peep O'Day Boys.

Indeed, it was after one such clash in September 1?95

at a small hamlet near Armagh, called the Diamond, that the first Orange
Lodge was set up.

The Defenders also were oath bound;

they had

passwords and signs of recognition and, interestingly enough, they were
organized on a lodge basis^.

In the 1790s they became linked with

Tone's United Irishmen only to have their organization shattered by the
disaster of 1798.

The A.O.H. claims, however, that they were not

destroyed and that, just as the Orange Order was the lineal descendant
of the Peep O'Day Boys, so the Defenders had their successor in the
Ribbonmen and the Ribbon Society which emerged in Ireland about the year

1820.
For this theory there is some historical backing but an examination
of the Ribbonmen brings out the extreme difficulties of making hard
historical judgements about them.

The Ribbonmen were only one of a

multitude of secret societies operating in Ireland at this time.

There

were the Rockites, the Shanavests, the Terry Alts, the Whiteboys and the
Dowsers.

These were all manifestations of a society that was patently

-
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sick with widespread disrespect for the law, continuous and
widespread violence, intense religious bigotry, an alien landlord
caste, land hunger and widespread poverty.

The result was that in

the first decades of the nineteenth century it must have appeared to
observers that Ireland was a country where Dublin Castle was in nominal
control but that outside the main towns a kind of submerged civil war
v/as raging, with the manifold secret societies strong and bold enough to
hold pitched battles with detachments of troops, attack, maim and
murder landlords and those who supported them, put witnesses in fear of
their lives so that the administration of justice became almost a farce,
and in the case of the Ribbonmen and Orangemen carry on a religious war.
It is little wonder that one historian has concluded that "what in fact
confronted the government in Ireland was not crime in the ordinary sense

7

but a species of intermittent social warfare" .

The ruthlessness of the

secret societies was very great (one of them, the Carders, was so called
because its members tore the flesh of the bodies of its victims with the
wire brushes used for carding wool) and the government was driven to
extraordinary measures to prevent the situation from becoming completely
uncontrollable.

Peel, who was Chief Secretary for Ireland from 1812 to

l8l8, had to bring in two Coercion Acts in 1815, the first one of which
allowed the Lord Lieutenant to declare a district disturbed and to appoint
a superintending magistrate for it, while the second revived an
Insurrection Act of 1807 which had been allowed to lapse.

Limerick and

parts of three other counties were soon placed under the latter.
It was against this background that the Ribbon Society emerged.
We can be certain of some things about it;
1820;

first, that it emerged about

secondly, that it was fuelled by two of the most powerful forces

in Ireland, religious hatred and hatred of landlords.

The first of

these forces made the Ribbonmen the Catholic equivalent of the Orange
Order on the Protestant side.

This is clearly brought out by, for

-
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instance, one of the oaths a person would have to take on being
initiated into the society.

A typical one made him promise ".....

to

support our one true religion and that I will destroy all heretics, as
far as in my power agreeable to order, and will not spare person or
property none excepted.

I do also swear and acknowledge that I will be

ready to assist the secret members of this society against every heretic
that is perpetually loading and trampling our blest communion;

and I do

further swear by our Holy Father the Pope to be ready if possible,
nothing but sickness to prevent my efforts, in 24 hours warning to carry
this our glorious and long wished for design into real execution against
heretics of every sect who fatten on the tenth part of labour;

and that

neither torture or death shall make him divulge any part of the above
declaration.

So help me God by the Cross and true seal of a Saviour

g
and bind me faithful to this obligation. Amen."
The "war" betv/een the Ribbonmen and the Orangemen was conducted by
the by now customary methods of terror and intimidation.

9

There was the

midnight warning pinned on the door of an opponent , there was
assault and murder and there was the pitched battle.

physical

The most famous of

these armed clashes was the by now legendary battle of Dolly's Brae, near
Newcastle, in July 1849.

Here a procession of Orangemen returning from

their demonstration clashed with a band of Ribbonmen - a clash which
resulted in four of the Ribbonmen being shot dead and forty others
wounded.

The other motivatingfector in Ribbonism, hatred of landlordism,

often conveniently tied in with the religious hatred since landlords
were overwhelmingly Protestant.
Again we can be certain that Ribbonism was not political in the
fullest sense in that, though the agents of the government were its
deadly enemies and prime targets for its retribution, the Ribbon Society
never had as its aim the overthrow of the government.

In this sense it

was totally different from a secret society such as the Fenians whose

-
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members were very clear that the object of their organization was to
destroy British rule in Ireland.

This distinction was well brought out

by the Fenian, John O'Leary, when he wrote "There is nothing that I know of common to Fenianism and
Ribbonism but illegality;

there is nothing legal or constitutional

about either body, but their aims and objects are as wide as the poles
asunder.

Ribbonism is purely agrarian and religious, i.e. anti

landlord and anti-Protestant, while Fenianism is purely national,
i.e. anti-English.

I think I said before that it was easier both in

1848 and in the Fenian times to make a rebel of an Orangeman than of a
Ribbonman.
It is when we try to get beyond generalizations that the hopeless
complexity of Ribbonism becomes apparent.

The staggering thing is that

in spite of all the government investigations of Ribbonism, all the
police reports and all the newspaper articles of the time, we know very
few hard facts about the phenomenon.

The crux of the matter is that

Ribbonism was a generic term used by people at the time to cover any
criminal occurrence.

A police inspector, for instance, faced with an

outrage which he could not serve would tend to automatically mark it
down as the work of a Ribbon lodge when it was just as likely to have
been done by a group of bandits or a local agrarian secret society.
There was also the chaotic situation where different local officials
of an organization in an area might label it with several different
names, with the result that people might be members of a society and yet
be unaware of the facti

The government, of course, tried to get

information on Ribbonism through informers and also through investigations.
How little progress was made can be gathered from the report of a select
committee of the House of Lords almost two decades after Ribbonism first
manifested itself.

This was the Roden Committee set up in 1839 to

investigate crime in Ireland'L'*'.

During its hearings a stream of

-
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learned witnesses passed before it who had made the study of Ribbonism
their speciality.

About all they could agree on was that it was oath-

bound and exclusively Roman Catholic.

One witness, Major Warburton,

who had just retired as the Inspector General of the constabulary,
painted a picture of the Ribbon society as a loose federation of Ribbon
groups, with the organization in a locality run by a group of three
officers and with the various sections keeping in touch with each other
by personal contact.

Another witness, however, a stipendiary magistrate

called Hill Rowan, who was the brother of the Commander of the Dublin
police, while agreeing that there was much local autonomy, was adamant
that the society had a national leadership, a Chief Ribbon Board operating
from Dublin.

I

Rowan's testimony, which was based on information from

Ribbonmen, is extremely interesting, because the way in which he
described the society as working is strikingly similar to the mode of
operation of the Ancient Order of Hibernians later on in the century.
Rowan claimed that the central board originated the oaths, passwords
and signs which were given at quarterly intervals to gatherings in Dublin,
and from there they would filter down to the ordinary membership via
officials known as county delegates, baronial delegates and parish
masters.

Another witness was a commissioner of police in Dublin,

called John Lewis O'Ferrall.

He rather disarmingly confessed his

inability to get authoritative information on the subject (he "has
known Ribbon Societies to exist since 1822 and since that period a most
efficient police has been organized throughout the country, the most
active magistrates have been employed, with ample means supplied to
them at all times to enable them to obtain information;

and yet,

notwithstanding their cautions, and every reward offered, we do not know
more about the objects at the present moment than we did then") but he
did feel able to volunteer a description which directly contradicted
Rowan.

He denied that there was a central leadership and painted a

-
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picture of local Ribbon groups each concerned with their own local
issues (in Dublin he thought Ribbonism was concentrated on trade
unionism but in other areas the land question was the main issue),
using their own passwords and often, in fact, antagonistic to each
other.

When the committee moved on to probe the aims of Ribbonism

testimony from the witnesses varied widely and was often totally
contradictory.

One witness thought it to be the extermination of

Protestantism, another thought it to be separation from England, yet
another thought it was a combination of the two with an independent
monarchy in Ireland under a Roman Catholic king.

Warburton, the

former Inspector General, probably brought home to the committee
members the futility of their task when he declared that in his
opinion Ribbonism had no specific aims ’’From what you have understood to be the nature of the Ribbon
Association, what should you say were its objects, if it is presumed
to have specific objects? - It appears to me to be a system that is
convertible for any objects which may arise;

that the people are kept

in a state of organization, without defining objects to them, but
merely keeping them in such a state that if any occurrence took place
where a popular demonstration was desirable, they could be collected
immediately, from the organization, to make a show upon that occasion.”
The situation then was that in Ireland the English government was
faced with a phenomenon that defied all its attempts to explain or
understand, but could not be ignored.

Whatever Ribbonism was, the fact

was that people were being killed, troops and police were being attacked
and Ribbonmen were being blamed for these outrages.

If the disease could

not be diagnosed, its symptoms still had to be counteracted.

This was

to be one of the major aims of Irish administrations throughout the

1820s, l830s and even beyond.
The first outburst of Ribbonism in the 1820s was of grave concern to

-
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the government of Lord Liverpool.

In Ireland the government seemed

beset on all fronts, with continual disorder from the secret societies,
while the very existence of the government was being threatened by
O'Connell's Catholic Association which was campaigning for Catholic
Emancipation.

In 1825, Peel, now holding the Home Secretaryship, and

Henry Goulbourn, the Chief Secretary for Ireland, pushed through
parliament an Unlawful Societies Act which declared illegal any
organization collecting or receiving money or interfering in the judicial
process.
At the same time as it was coming under attack from the government,
Ribbonism was also feeling the effect of pressure from another source, one
that probably caused more concern to Ribbonmen, the Roman Catholic Church.
Both on the national level in Ireland and on the international level the
Church was becoming increasingly concerned about the activities of secret
societies.

In Ireland the campaign was led by Dr. Doyle, the Roman

Catholic Bishop of Kildare and Leighlin.

In his first pastoral letter

in 1819 he had warned that "these associations are opposed to all your
interests, both temporal and eternal;

that the oath which unites them

is illegal, sacrilegious and unjust;
bond of iniquity;

that if observed, it would be a

and that though it would be a crime to take it, it

would be a still greater crime to observe it by word or deed"

12

.

He

followed this attack up in 1822 with another pastoral address "To the
Deluded and Illegal Associations of Ribbonmen"^, which he ordered to
be read in all the churches of his diocese.

In it he told the

Ribbonmen that their actions were "opposed to the maxims and example
of our divine Redeemer, and of his Apostles and to the uniform doctrine
of that church whose faith you profess".

As to the grievances which

they claimed to justify their existence, Doyle pointed out that the
current distress was so intractable that it was in many cases beyond
human solution, while, as to Orangemen, they deserved not the hatred of

-
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Ribbonmen but their compassion.

Doyle was assisted by the Papacy

.

A long succession of Popes had made their abhorrence of secret societies
abundantly clear.

Clement XII had condemned Freemasonry in a

Constitution in April 1738.

In another Constitution in September 1821

Pius VII named the Carbonari in Italy a condemned society and in addition
declared that other organizations similar to Freemasonry involved an
equal condemnation.

Then in 1825 (the same year of the Unlawful

Societies Act in Ireland) Pope Leo XII, in an Apostolic Constitution
"Quo Graviora", put together all the decrees of former Popes on the
subject of secret societies and ratified and confirmed them.

In Ireland

the effect of this was to make Ribbonmen liable to excommunication.
This combined political and religious pressure was to have its
impact on the Ribbonmen.

Ribbonism, of course, did not wither away.

Like other exclusively Catholic secret societies it was quite capable
of surviving in spite of denunciation from the pulpit.

It had,

however, to take account of the changed conditions under which it was
operating.

The Order claims that the society, to protect itself,

changed its name to the St. Patrick’s Fraternal Society

15

.

It is

impossible to prove the Order right or wrong on this score but it is
worth noting that O'Connell's reaction to the Unlawful Societies Act
was to dissolve the Catholic Association and then quickly reform it
under the slightly different name of the New Catholic Association.
The change of name to St. Patrick's Fraternal Society was, if it
took place, of course only a legal fiction and, according to O'Dea, the
new title did not enter into popular use.

The change "seems to have

received little acknowledgement from the public for in newspapers,
parliamentary reports, state papers and in conventions, the powerful
Catholic Irish society was called "The Ribbonmen".

Indeed, it was not

until about i860 that this title began to give way to the modern name
of the A.O.H."16.

-
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The change of name had originated in America, to which some
Ribbonmen had emigrated.

At first these people had no regular

organization and it was only in 1836 that they were granted a charter
from the executive of the Ribbonmen, according to the Order
authorizing them to establish branches in America.

17

,

This was started

and soon afterwards the organization in America (possibly because the
title of Ribbonmen might have not gone down too well there) took the
name of the Ancient Order of Hibernians.
Ireland and Great Britain

l8

The title was soon in use in

but, though, according to O'Dea, it was

displacing the name of Ribbonmen by about i860, it was not until the
l880s that the process was complete.

The earliest police reports which

we have on the organization speak, for instance, of "The Ancient Order
of Hibernians or Ribbon Society".
government had to counteract it.

It was as Ribbonism that the
In the iSjOs, according to

Michael Davitt, who had a deep knowledge of Irish agrarian history,
"it became the most powerful of all the Irish secret societies ........
Whiteboyism being largely transformed into the better organized and more
widespread Ribbon combination"

19

.

At the same time, however, the

government was at last building a system that could at least cope with
it.

This was mainly thanks to the work of Thomas Drummond, the Irish

Under-Secretary from 1835 to 1840.

Drummond got a constabulary act

passed in 1836 which set up a national police force under an inspectorgeneral and encouraged Catholics to join it, appointed Catholics and
liberal Protestants as unpaid magistrates and removed as many
reactionaries as he could.

At the same time he stopped the practice of

using the military in the collection of tithes or in enforcing ejection
orders.

The result was that it was "probably true to say that during

Drummond's administration Ireland was more peaceful under the ordinary
course of law than it had ever been under coercion"

20

In the 1840s and early 1850s Ribbonism suffered further blows with

-
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the famine, which left the country exhausted, and the debacle which
overtook Gavan Duffy's Tenant League, which was to discredit for years
the agrarian agitation which had always been one of the main planks of
Ribbonism.

The emphasis in the 50s and 60s in fact became overtly

political and revolutionary with the rise of Fenianism, which seems to
have siphoned away disillusioned members from the Ribbon lodges

21

This did not fatally affect Ribbonism, which continued to baffle the
government and to be a source of wonderment to outsiders in the way it
was able to keep its internal workings safe from discovery.

One paper

expressed this wonderment in 1858 when it wrote that:
"The utter failure of the Government to cope with that curious and
wonderful organization known as "Ribbonism" is one of the most
remarkable facts in Irish affairs of the present day.
acts of Parliament, savage and arbitrary, at their back;
in their favour to be had merely for the asking;

With innumerable
with new acts

with, as they allege

great experience of the organization gained by the disclosures of spy
and informer;

with fifty thousand soldiers, thirty thousand gendarmes

and ten times thirty thousand co-operating supporters throughout the
country, the great British government has failed to overthrow this
mysterious society.

Now bursting forth in the North, now in the South;

now appearing in Manchester, now in Birkenhead, now in Fermanagh, now in
Glasgow;

it is like some enchanted fire that defies all effort to quench

it or discover its source.
and passwords discovered;

Batches of victims have, indeed, been seized
and then a "lodge" is "sold" by a "stag" and

a great sputter takes place.
"for putting down Ribbonism
dangle from gibbets;

A Sub-Inspector of Constabulary is promoted
in his district";

a half-dozen culprits

a score or two are sent to penal servitude;

then the "Lodge" is merely reconstructed.

and

More dupes are found to fill

up the feeding ground of the gibbet and the hulk, and "business is resinned".
The peasantry, alas, are victimised;

12

but all efforts on the part of the

-

executive to grapple with the organization as a whole - or even to gain
upon its growth by piecemeal distruction - are miserable failures."

22

Ribbonism, therefore, survived the rise of Fenianism and the tempor
ary collapse of the latter in 186? saw the pendulum in Ireland switch
back to agrarian agitation.

By this time, however, it was clear that

Ribbonisrn had undergone a very great change from the 1820s.
true that certain features remained constant.

It is

There was still the

interest in agrarian discontent.
There was still, of course, the strong antagonism towards the
Orange Order, which was frequently emphasized by faction fights between
the two organizations (not, of course, that the Orange Order was the
only "enemy" - clashes with the I.R.B. were almost as common since the
latter was a rival for recruits from the Catholic community - and some
times poached members from the A.O.H.).

However, the old days of armed

clashes between bands of Ribbonmen terrorizing the countryside, murdering
their opponents by the score and detachments of government troops, of a
countryside inhabited by people literally living in fear of their lives
if they incurred the wrath of the Ribbon Society, these days were gone
forever.

There is a willingness on the part of the government to

tolerate the existence of Ribbonmen that would have been unbelievable in
the 1820s when even the mention of Ribbonism was enough to throw Dublin
Castle into fits of hysteria.

It was coming more and more, in fact, to

resemble the Orange Order on the Protestant side.

The exact year when

this similarity became realized can be pinpointed accurately.

1872.

It was

In that year the Party Processions Act i860 (there had been

various previous ones passed to deal with the Orange Order) was repealed.
The result was that Lady Day (August 15th) became the Catholic equivalent
of the 12th of July.

In many parts of Ulster (to the utter amazement of

Protestant observers) demonstrations and processions took place in many
parts of Ulster in which lodges of Ribbonmen were prominent.
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What

attracted attention was the number of Orange practices which the
Ribbonmen had adopted.

There were the bands leading the lodges, the men

with swords marching alongside, the green sashes worn by the Ribbonmen
and the banners at the head of the lodges portraying heroes like
St. Patrick, Rory O'More and Patrick Sarsfield and carrying mottos
like "Remember Limerick" and "God Save Ireland".

The Ribbon

demonstrations of 1872 were to provide ample evidence that, though the
society was now beginning to operate in a more public and legal fashion,
the violent cutting edge of Ribbonism was not yet dead.

In some areas

the demonstrations went off quietly and without disturbance.

In

Monaghan, indeed, where 10,000 people in all turned up for the day, the
Ribbon lodges, obviously new to the game, were able to borrow their drums
from the masters of the local Orange lodges and use them after covering
up the embarrassing labels and symbols.

So amicable indeed was the

atmosphere (helped partly by the closing of all pubs for the day) that at
the end of the march, while the Ribbonmen "were recovering their
exhausted energies with bread and beer, several Orangemen asked for and
got possession of a drum and played their own loyal tunes without
molestation around the Fair Green"

23
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Also in Derry 5>000 people had

a demonstration that passed off entirely without incident.

Monaghan and

Derry, however, were exceptions to what was to prove a very violent
Lady Day.

In Lisburn, lodges which had gone to a demonstration at

Hannahstown were met at the railway station when they returned by a crowd
of 2,000 Protestants incensed by a rumour that they had attacked
Protestants before leaving.

Though fighting was avoided here, the

windows of Catholic houses in the town were broken by roaming mobs.
In Portadown where the Roman Catholic population was small in number the
police expected no trouble when some lodges returned from a demonstration
at Scarva.

The result was that when clashes did occur there were not

enough constables to deal with it and there was rioting all through the
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night.

Fortunately reinforcements were rushed from Newry and the

trouble was brought under control.

All these incidents, however, were

almost laughably insignificant to the events in Belfast.

Here, as

always, sectarian tension was the strongest and potentially the most
violent.

To many Protestants who never before had seen a Catholic

demonstration on Lady Day the event must have seemed a provocative
innovation.

Certainly the sight must have caused a certain uneasiness.

As the Belfast Newsletter put it with reluctant admiration:
"The display of green was amazing.

The flags were green with

white edgings, the scarfs were green, with tinsel ornaments;

green

ribbons were bound round the hats of many people, rosettes adorned
the breast of the people's coats..... "
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The trouble was that the

demonstration, which was to Hannahstown, was supposed to assemble at
Carlisle Circus, an obvious flashpoint.

The marchers were stopped from

getting there and the procession had to make its way to Castle Street by
a winding route which included York Street and High Street before getting
on the way to Hannahstown.

On the way stoning and fighting took place

with groups of Protestants assembled on the way.
the return journey.

This was repeated on

On the following day there broke out in the city

sectarian fighting which was to last nine days, cost the life of one
policeman and leave 243 injured and a trail of devastation in the affected
areas such as the Shankill and the Falls.
The disorders of 1872 were, however, to prove to be the exception to
the rule.

By the l880s, when the title of Ancient Order of Hibernians was

at last beginning to displace that of the Ribbon Society, the Order with
the passing of time had become virtually tamed, almost indeed moribund.
Agrarian agitation was being catered for by the Land League, aimless
violence (which was what earlier Ribbonism had seemed to many people) was
as objectionable to Parnell and the Home Rule movement as it was to the
government.

The result was that the A.O.H. gave the appearance of a
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society almost without a purpose, holding lodge meetings, collecting
dues, holding excursions with a dash of excitement thrown in by the
processions and the fights with Orangemen.

All this was very

comforting to the police who, in their reports on the society, were able
to write of it in terms of equanimity.

The days of an oath-bound violent

and ruthless organization had gone.
Not that there were no hangovers from the old days.

The Order was

still condemned by the Roman Catholic Church, a consequence of
Pope Leo XII's Apostolic Constitution of 1825*

Its use of passwords,

secret marks and initiation ceremonies were only slightly less
objectionable than the oaths of the Ribbonmen.

As a result we know that

in the last two decades of the century denunciations of the Order by
Catholic priests and warnings from them to their parishioners not to
join it were very common
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This was all very embarrassing, of course,

for Hibernians, a Catholic society banned by the Catholic Church, and
undoubtedly it was a factor which restricted recruitment but it was not
a fatal handicap.

The idea that all the Roman Catholic Church has to

do to stamp out a secret society is to denounce it and excommunicate its
members is one of the lasting myths in Irish history.
without foundation.

It is entirely

In fact the A.O.H. was perfectly able to survive,

especially in a more urbanized area such as Ulster where the power and
influence of a Catholic priest was inevitably much less than in a small
village in rural Ireland.
Another hangover from Ribbon days was that in spite of the open
manifestations such as processions and excursions the members still liked
to indulge in an air of mystery with passwords, signs and secret marks
(these were known as the "goods" of the Order), keeping the affairs of
the Order to themselves and preventing infiltration by informers and
government spies.

The police, who along with members of the armed forces

were prohibited from joining, did employ informers and they did keep files
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on the A.O.H.;

members were watched when going to meetings and their

letters were intercepted and examined.

But membership of the A.O.H. by

the 1880s and 1890s was of itself not enough to get a person arrested whereas in the 1820s membership of a Ribbon lodge could be a person's
death warrant.

The fact was that much of the secrecy was unnecessary

and the police reports on A.O.H. affairs have much of the air of men
acting out their fantasies of danger.
The police reports are a valuable source of information in building
up a picture of the Ancient Order of Hibernians at the end of the 19th
century.

First, as regards its structure

symmetry.

27

there was a surface

At the bottom, as in Ribbon days, there were the lodges,

made up usually of about 15 to 20 members.

The lodges were also known

as bodies and the members of them paid a monthly subscription of one
penny, though there was usually an annual contribution of six pence
which would be collected at the many hiring fairs that were popular in
Ireland at this time.
as a body master.

Each lodge or body elected its head who was known

It was the latter who provided any Hibernian who

moved away from home with a transfer card so that he could join the
lodge in the area to which he was moving.

Body masters elected parish

masters who, naturally enough, were the heads of the A.O.H. in a parish.
The next rung on the ladder consisted of County Delegates or County
Masters who were elected by the parish masters.

These officers made up

the governing executive of the Ancient Order of Hibernians, known then,
as now, as the Board of Erin.

The exact origins of the Board are very

shadowy, and indeed the A.O.H. itself is silent on the matter.

The only

reference in fact which I have come across claims that it originated in
the 1820s after a series of conferences
this.

28 .

There is no way of proving

By the l880s, however, the Board was certainly operating.

It

held quarterly meetings, not just in Ireland (principally in Belfast) but
also in Scotland (e.g. Glasgow and Greenock) and in England (e.g. Manchester
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and Liverpool).

When the Board had concluded these meetings the

County Delegates who comprised it would report to the parish masters
and through them and the body masters information would filter down to
the ordinary members at lodge level.
The reality behind this description is rather less impressive.
The whole system was based on verbal communication, since a fear of
details of the business of the society falling into unfriendly hands
was deemed to make the keeping of written records unwise - though plain
laziness and inefficiency no doubt played their part.

There was also

the fact that the Board of Erin was not a centralized, permanent body
capable of exercising a continuous supervision over the Order.

It

merely consisted of a group of men, changing in composition, which would
meet four times a year to have a general chat.

These county delegates

might or might not all attend, and if they did not there was really very
little that could be done about it.

The county delegates were in fact

really local satraps, though that description is probably too strong
since they probably exercised little control over the Order in their
own counties.

As a result of this loose structure we know that lodges

lost contact with the Order at the national level, using even their own
passwords and signs, and yet could still regard themselves as Hibernians.
We also know much about the distribution of the Order.
survey by the police in 1892 of secret societies in Ireland

A nationwide
29

estimated

that there were 121 lodges of the A.O.H. with a total membership of about
6,000.

As with the Eibbonmen, the core of strength was in the place

where religious bigotry and sectarian tension was always strongest Ulster.

Within Ulster itself there were, of course, variations;

the

Order was stronger in some counties than in others and the same pattern
would be repeated within the counties themselves.

In the survey of 1892

it was strongest in County Armagh, with an estimated membership of over
one thousand, whereas in County Down there were only an estimated
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70 members.

Outside nine-county Ulster the A.O.H. was very thin on the

ground and indeed in only two counties in the rest of Ireland was it
believed to exist.

In Sligo, where the police estimated one hundred

members, and in Leitrim with an estimated two hundred members - and these
two counties were, of course, on the fringe of Ulster.

The police

surveys for the remainder of the decade tell much the same story.
There was a reasonably steady increase in the number of lodges and
members - though nothing that could be called spectacular.

By 1901

there were an estimated 172 lodges with about 8,000^ members but
absolutely no sign of the Order breaking out of its old power base.
It was still confined to Ulster, Leitrim and Sligo.

In the rest of

Ireland - nothing.
The crucial question, of course, is how far the police surveys can
be relied upon.

There are some people who dismiss any kind of

intelligence work as totally unreliable;

the produce of informers' lies

and the prejudices and delusions of the intelligence officers.

Yet the

thing which impresses anyone who has read through the papers on the A.O.H.
in the State Paper Office in Dublin is the degree to which they try to
stick to hard facts (such as movements of participants) and how little
speculation on the motives of participants there actually is.

The other

impressive thing is how often the facts do check out against other
sources.

One important example can be given;

the question of how many

people were in the A.O.H. at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The survey of 1901 estimated that there were 8,000 members in Ireland.
Now during this period leading figures connected with the Order were
making great claims for the number of members;

one claimed in 1902 that

there were 30,000 in Ireland and Great Britain^.

The first really

reliable total that we have is for October 1905 when it became known that
there were in fact only 13,000 members in the whole United Kingdom

32
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Since the police survey for 1901 was for Ireland alone and in the interval
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the Order was gaining in strength it is clear that not only must the
police survey have been very close indeed to the true number but that
the police in fact knew more about certain aspects of A.O.H. than some
of its leadersJ
Finally, what kind of people became members of the A.O.H.?

There

can be no doubt that membership was drawn overwhelmingly from the working
class, using that term in the broadest sense.

Middle class people in

the main were deterred from joining by such things as the continuing
condemnation by the Church of the Order.

The result was that in the

lists of members which we have the same kinds of occupations crop up time
and time again - farmers, fishermen, labourers and shoemakers
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Part

of the attraction for them was, no doubt, the fact that by the end of
the 19th century the A.O.H. had a social side to it with excursions,
raffles and parties.

Another incentive was certainly the fact that

the most popular place for lodges to meet (other than a private house)
was a pubJ
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CHAPTER TWO

THE PERIOD OF FRAGMENTATION 1884-1902

This period saw the A.O.H. in Ireland split and it was
characterized by a complete absence of friendship, unity and true
Christian charity (the motto of the Order).

The split had its origins

in America, where the Order had made rapid progress since its importation
in 1836 from Ireland^".

Membership had soared with steady recruitment

from the millions of Irishmen who flooded into America in the years after
the famine.

The A.O.H. had there experienced vastly different fortunes

from at home.

There were various reasons for this.

First, the Order

in America had a strictly peaceful role, which carefully avoided the
types of outrages which had typified Ribbon behaviour in Ireland.

This

was mainly due to the fact that the political, religious and agrarian
factors which had led to the growth of Ribbonism in Ireland did not
exist in America.

There was admittedly one famous exception to this,

in the A.O.H. lodges in the coalfields of Pennsylvania.

Here in the

early l870s a section of the membership, going under the name of the

2

Molly Maguires , and motivated, it seems, by disillusionment at the
conditions they found in the coalfields,engaged in violence against the
mineowners.

Mine superintendents were attacked and murdered, railroads

cars derailed arid coal tips set on fire.

For years the minefields were

to endure a reign of terror by the Molly Maguires which was only broken
by the infiltration into its ranks of an agent of the famous Pinkerton
detective agency who secured enough information on the leaders to get
them convicted at a series of trials in 1876 and 1877, after which most
of them were executed.

The Molly Maguires were a source of great

embarrassment to the A.O.H. in America, especially after Bishop O'Hara
of Scranton, Pennsylvania, excommunicated the A.O.H. members of the state
in 1877*

As a result, and fearing that other members of the American
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hierarchy might follow O'Hara's example, the Order in America, at a
national convention in New York in 1877, denounced the A.O.H. in
Pennsylvania and cut off the lodges there.

This prevented the clerical

denunciation which had plagued the Order in Ireland and indeed in many
parts of the country it was soon being complimented by the Roman Catholic
Church.

The second reason for its growth was the fact that in many

areas the A.O.H. was run as a benefit society with the members paying
contributions and being insured against ill health.

As a result, the

A.O.H. in America became very prosperous.
Despite the rapid growth there were, however, certain issues which
caused dissension within the American Order.

First there was the fact

that though expansion had been rapid it could have been even more so but
for restrictions imposed by the Board of Erin in Ireland.

It is true

that an old stipulation of the Board that members of the A.O.H. in
America should have been born in Ireland had been long disregarded, but
smother one, that members had to be born of parents who were both Irish,
was still in force.

Since a significant number of Irish people in

America were now marrying non-Irish people, the Order was being deprived
of a large pool of potential members.

Secondly, there was the issue,

which has not been resolved to this day, of relations between the Order
in America and that in Ireland.

The A.O.H. had originated in Ireland

and had been set up in America on the authority of the Board of Erin,
which regarded itself as the supreme world authority in the movement.
This relationship was long recognized by the National Board in America,
which paid quarterly levies to the Board of Erin in return for which it
received from the B.O.E. the "goods" which were to be used in America.
This was a relationship which was acceptable while the Order in America
was in its infancy, but by the l880s things were vastly different.

The

American Order by that stage had hundreds of thousands of members,
vastly outnumbering the membership in Ireland, and was very much wealthier.
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Many American Hibernians therefore felt that it was absurd that the
American branch should still be placed in what they regarded as a secondary
and subservient position.
At a convention of the American Order in Cleveland in May 1884, these
discontents boiled over and by a narrow majority the constitution was
amended so that people who were Irish by either parent could be admitted
to membership^.

The opponents of this change, a minority whose motives

ranged from loyalty to the Board of Erin to a dislike of a move which would
have admitted the sons of Englishmen, would not accept defeat and they held
a convention of their own in New York City in August 1884 and set up their
own branch of the Order in America, which they called the Ancient Order
of Hibernians, Board of Erin, and elected as their National Delegate a
former member of the Board of Erin called John Nolan.

The section which

had pushed through the change at Cleveland also held a convention of
their own in New York in August 1884 and set up their branch, which became
known as the Ancient Order of Hibernians of America.

After the

convention it issued a circular in which it bitterly criticized the
Board of Erin, saying that "financially the Board has been a drain on
4
the Order in this country, intellectually it has been a disgrace" .
After its convention the Ancient Order of Hibernians, Board of Erin,
sent its National Delegate Nolan to Ireland where, naturally enough, the
Board of Erin recognized him as the National Delegate in America and the
medium through which all the Board's communications to America should pass.
It therefore came as something of a surprise to Nolan when it became clear
that the Ancient Order of Hibernians of America, which had attacked the
Board of Erin, was in contravention of the Board's agreement with Nolan,
receiving "merchandise" (the name for the "goods" sent to America) from
it'’.

Probably the A.O.H. of America had decided that it was unwise to

break all links with Ireland.
obtaining the merchandise?

The question, of course, was where was it
The most likely explanation was that some
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person or persons on the Board of Erin were breaking the agreement with
Nolan and so in 1887 Nolan was sent to Ireland to find out what was
going on.

He attended a quarterly meeting of the Board in March 1887,

though an attempt was made to prevent his admission by one member of the
Board .

This was John Crilly, a Belfast shopkeeper, who had been a

member of the Order since 1867.

When the meeting finally got going all

the delegates, except four (one of whom was Crilly), took an oath that
they had not sent nor had they any knowledge of merchandise being sent
to the A.O.H. of America.

The obvious conclusions were drawn and the

four were charged with sending the merchandise, found guilty and expelled

7

from the Order .

Why Crilly and the other three had sent the merchandise

must remain a matter of speculation.

Possibly they did not want to

irrevocably alienate the A.O.H. of America, which after all had most
support in America.

An alternative, and somewhat less creditable

explanation, is that they were making a little money on the side by
pocketing the levies for the merchandise.'
Crilly and the other three did not fade quietly away.

Instead

they set up their own board with Crilly as the National Delegate and on
the

4th

June, 1887, Crilly's board entered into an agreement with the

A.O.H. of America.

This recognized a relationship of equality between

the two, i.e. Crilly's board was supreme in Ireland and Great Britain,
while the national officers of the A.O.H. of America were supreme in
America.

Neither was to interfere in the affairs of the other and if

anyone in America referred complaints or grievances to Crilly's board in
Ireland these were to be sent straight back to the National Delegate of
the A.O.H. of America to be settled by him.
Thus a situation had been reached where there were two sections of
Hibernians in America and two in Ireland.

The larger one in America was

linked with the smaller one in Ireland (Crilly and his followers), while
the smaller one in America, the Ancient Order of Hibernians, Board of Erin,
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was linked with the larger one in Ireland, which was controlled by one
of those members who had expelled Crilly and the three others - a Belfast
coal vendor called John Morgan.

The police identified Morgan's

followers as the Board of Erin section and Crilly's as the Board of
America section.

Certain possible illusions about the ensuing period

in Ireland should be dispelled.

The idea that in Ireland the member

ship of the Order divided into two coherent blocs, each dedicated to
winning a power struggle with the other, could not be further from the
truth.

As has already been shown, even before the split effective

control from the centre by the Board of Erin was impossible and after
1887 the dispute took on the appearance of a petty and long running
personal quarrel between Morgan and Crilly with which many members of
the Order wanted nothing to do.

The result was an incredible period

of fragmentation and confusion.

Some lodges, for instance, lost

whatever contact they had with centre and continued operating on
their own with local codes of signs and passwords, while among the
membership which tried to follow the intricacies of the split in the
Board of Erin the whole thing often appeared like one gigantic fog.
Some members were even unclear as to which side they were nominally
on.

o

It is little wonder then that for the Ancient Order of

Hibernians in Ireland the 1890s was a period of complete sterility
with the main activity centring round the attempts of Morgan and
Crilly to do the other down by getting leading supporters of the other
to defect, disrupting meetings and planting spies in their rival's
camp to feed back information and possibly sow a little disruption.
This petty bickering and intriguing was in strong contrast to
events in America^ where by 1897 there was an overwhelming desire that
the split should be healed.

Thus in August 1897 the officers of both

the Ancient Order of Hibernians of America and the Ancient Order of
Hibernians, Board of Erin, agreed that their differences should be put
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to an arbitrator, Bishop McFaul of Trenton, New Jersey.

On December 11th,

1897, McFaul announced his judgment, which effectively was a victory for
the A.O.H. of America.

Thus the change in the qualification for member

ship made at Cleveland in 1884 and which had precipitated the split was
to stay.

The reunited body in America was to elect a National

President who was to make the "goods" for the American membership and he
was to do this "until the European branches of the Order shall have united
and a member of the Irish Hierarchy shall have certified to the National
Chaplain that the united body is in harmony with the teachings of the
Catholic Church.

Then, as provided for elsewhere in this decision, the

question of receiving the 'Quarterly Communications' (i.e. the "goods")
from Europe may be considered""''^.

McFaul's judgment was accepted by

both sides and at a convention at Trenton in June 1898 they reunited.
McFaul had included in his judgment the hope that the Order in
Europe would follow the American example and become reconciled with each
other, but this did not happen.

Probably after more than a decade of

bitterness, quarrels and accumulated grudges, Morgan and Crilly detested
each other so much that it would have been almost impossible for them to
forgive and forget.

The result was that by 1901 the deadlock seemed as

firm as it had ever been.

Two things, however, were to break it.

First,

there was the growing involvement in the affairs of the A.O.H. of a priest,
Father John J. McKinley of Castlewellan, who was one of the few clerics
in Ireland whose attitude to the Order could be described as enthusiastic.
McKinley was soon working to accomplish a reconciliation between the two
factions

12

, and it may be that he was encouraged by members who had seen

that in America it was a churchman who had ended the split there.

He

certainly got no encouragement from either Morgan or Crilly whose
recalcitrance seemed impossible to overcome.

Thus, in May 1901 there was

a proposal by members in Belfast and County Down to hold a conference to
see if a reunion was possible but it fell through owing to the refusal of
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Crilly even to attend'*'^.

McKinley continued, however, to push for a

reconciliation and a conference was at last held in Belfast in November
1901.

The move was premature, however, and the conference ended in

failure^.
Father McKinley was not deterred and he was helped by the second
factor that was to break the deadlock.

This was the realization of

members of both sections that if Morgan and Crilly continued immovable
then the only way out was to get rid of them.

Exasperation mounted

quickly after the abortive November conference but Morgan was still slow
in getting the message.

As a result the quarterly meeting of the Board

of Erin section took place in Belfast on the 2nd December 1901 in
Morgan's absence

15

and though he tried to continue as if nothing had

happened by issuing fresh signs and passwords these were ignored.

By

March 1902 he was out of the Board of Erin section altogether - he had
been expelled

16 .

On the Board of America side Crilly saw the way

things were going and decided to go along with them.

On December 3rd,

1901, the day after Morgan's difficulties with his own side became clear,
a meeting of delegates of the Board of America section passed a
resolution in favour of union with the Board of Erin section

17
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This

was finally achieved at a conference of both sides in Belfast on the
4th March 1902, where an agreement was signed by which
(i)

there was to be one body called the Ancient Order of
Hibernians, Board of Erin;

(ii)

the reunited body was to be worked under the constitution
which the Board of Erin section had adopted in 1889 - with
a few amendments added by Father McKinley;

(iii) the reunited body was to be governed for the following two
years by Crilly and by Morgan's replacement as National
Delegate, James McGough of Monaghan;
(iv)

any matter of dispute was to be "referred to a Board consisting
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of the two National Delegates and the county delegates
of the two wings.

In case of disagreement it shall be

iS
left to arbitration, to which decision all are to agree"
Reintegration was soon going smoothly.

In June 1902 the first

quarterly meeting of the reunited Board went off well

19

and a similar

pattern occurred at the local level.
The reunion of 1902 led to an immediate revival of interest in
the A.O.H.

The 15th August parades of 1902 received widespread

coverage in the Nationalist press.

A big demonstration planned by

the County Derry lodges at Moneymore had to be abandoned when the local
Orangemen threatened a counter-demonstration which led the police to ban
any marches in the town
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This was the exception, however, and

elsewhere the large crowds which turned out saw processions following
a pattern which has varied hardly at all to this day.

The routes of

the processions were lined with masses of flags hanging from the
houses;

there were arches with nationalist pendants and emblems,

while across the streets were hung streamers carrying slogans such as
"Cead Mile Failte" and the motto of the A.O.H. "Unity, Friendship and
True Christian Charity".

Those lodges near to the central meeting

point came on foot, usually led by a flute, brass or accordion band,
while those from further away came by train, car and brake, to be met
by their bands at the central meeting point.

When all the lodges

had finally assembled they moved off in pre-determined order along
the route.

The marchers wore regalia which included sashes, badges

and buttons, while each lodge was preceded by its banner.

On these

banners were paintings of such things as the old Irish Parliament
Buildings, old Irish chieftains, Erin with harp and Rory O'More.

On

reaching the end of the procession the members of the Order and the
crowd assembled to hear speeches by leading members of the A.O.H. and
invited dignitaries.

When these were concluded resolutions were
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passed.

Typical ones pledged support for the Irish language, loyalty

to the Pope and allegiance to the principle of Ireland a nation.
lodges then retraced their steps over the procession route and then
dispersed.

The processions of the 15th August created quite an

impression and the members who marched probably believed that all
unpleasantness was behind them.

If they did they were wrong.
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The

CHAPTER THREE

RENEWED DISSENSION 1902-4

The reunion of 1902 did not mean that the Order was to return to the
situation of

1884

with everyone behaving as if nothing had happened in

the intervening two decades.

No doubt those who had been involved in

the wranglings of Crilly and Morgan would have liked nothing better than
a quiet life, but they were not to get it.

Instead the period from 1902

to 191^ was to be the most important and eventful in the whole history of
the Order.

It was to be dominated by three themes.

First, there was

to be a widespread debate as to what changes were necessary in the system
of government of the Order which ends with the A.O.H. becoming a
completely different type of society from that which it had been in the
19th century.

Secondly, there was the rise to power and dominance of

the legendary Ulster Nationalist politician, Joseph Devlin;
made of it;

the use he

the phenomenal increase in its membership and influence

under his leadership and the consequences of that growth.

Thirdly,

a long-running, fascinating and almost totally unpublicised episode
which is an example of the struggle that was taking place in that
period between constitutional nationalism and those who supported the
policy of Sinn Fein.
After the reunion the demand was expressed that the organization of
the Order should be entirely remodelled.
from Scotland^".

The most vocal demands came

The Order had been established there in the early 19th

century and had been worked under different titles, such as the
Saint Patrick's Hibernian Society and the Saint Patrick's Fraternal
Society.

Scotland provided fertile grounds where a society like the

A.O.H. might flourish.

First there was a substantial number of people,

who were either Irish-born or of Irish descent, and this number increased
substantially with the flood of immigrants after the famine.

The result

was that by l86l, out of a total Scottish population of just over
3,000,000, the total of Irish-born was 204,000.

To this could be

added the children of Irish people, who were classified as Scottish, and
the thousands of Irish seasonal labourers who came to Scotland.
Secondly, of course, there was the fact that Scotland had a long history
of virulent anti-Catholicism - a feature which if anything was increased
by the influx of immigrants after the famine.

This anti-Catholicism at

times could rise to peaks of hysteria, such as that which greeted the
restoration in I85O of the Catholic hierarchy in England by Pius IX.

r

This provoked a wave of protest meetings and petitions to Parliament and
the formation of the Scottish Reformation Society "to resist the
aggressions of Popery, to watch over the designs and movements of its
promoters and abettors and to diffuse sound and Scriptural information on
the distinctive tenets of Protestantism and Popery".

Anti-Catholicism

was also sustained by periodicals, such as the Bulwark and the Scottish
Protestant, and a whole string of agitators, of whom the most famous was
an illiterate half-wit called John Sayers Orr (he preferred to be known
as "Angel Gabriel") who crusaded in the iS^Os in Scotland, Ulster and
America before returning to his birthplace of Demerara (in British
Guiana) to die in a penal settlement while serving a sentence for
fomenting religious disturbances and for insulting the bishop and nuns
of the colony.
Friction between Catholic and Protestant Irish in Scotland could be
particularly fierce and outside the well-policed towns there were frequent
riots and faction fights.

Greenock and Port Glasgow, where Catholic and

Protestant Irish worked alongside each other in the sugar refineries and
on the quays, had notorious reputations as did Dumbarton.

The most

spectacular of these "Orange and Green" outbreaks occurred in August 1875
in Partick, a suburb of Glasgow, during the O'Connell centenary
celebrations.

During these a contingent of Home Rulers clashed with
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Orangemen and days of bitter fighting broke out which needed the reading
of the Riot Act, police reinforcements from Glasgow and the use of special
constables to quell.
In this sort of environment the Ancient Order of Hibernians in
Scotland established itself doing useful work by providing its halls as
handy meeting places and by giving financial help to the families of
deceased members.

Despite the growth of the Order, however, one thing

perturbed the Scottish members - the Order was condemned by the Roman
Catholic Church in the country.

This had happened in 1882 when the

hierarchy, which suspected it to be a secret society, had referred the
matter to Rome for a definitive verdict.

In December 1882 the Holy

Office issued a decree with reference to the "St. Patrick's Hibernian
Society" and the "St. Patrick's Fraternal Society" which declared that
"Societates de quibus agitur, juxta exposita, comprehend! inter
damnatas ab Apostolic Const!tutionibus" ("that the societies in question,,
according to the evidence submitted, are included among those condemned
by the decisions of the Apostolic Constitution") .

As a result of this

decision the A.O.H. in Scotland was now formally a condemned society.
The ban does not seem to have been uniformly enforced in Scotland
because reminders of it had to be issued in 1888, 1894 and 1899 and the
clergy were told that "the Archbishops and Bishops trust that this
definite instruction of the Holy See will lead to uniformity of practice
among Confessors, and we desire to impress upon you most earnestly the
necessity of doing all that lies in your power to prevent those under your
direction from joining forbidden Societies, and to induce the withdrawal
from them of any who may have already fallen under their influence"^.
However, it was strictly enforced in Glasgow - where, of course, a high
proportion of the membership in Scotland was concentrated.

Now in being

banned in Scotland the Order was only labouring under the same difficulty
as the one in Ireland, but in the more isolated and hostile environment
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of Scotland the censure was more keenly felt.
It was partly in the hope of lessening clerical opposition to the
Order that in 1897 a few districts in Glasgow took the step which had
made the A.O.H. in America such a thriving concern.

They formed

themselves into a district and registered a code of rules with the
4
assistant registrar of Friendly Societies in Scotland .

By becoming a

friendly society they hoped to make the Order in Scotland more respectable
and remove those features which the Church found objectionable.

Since

the issue of registration was to become a crucially important one it is
important to examine it in some detail.

Before registration all

divisions in Scotland had been run on the same lines as in Ireland with
much of the same inefficiency and opportunities for mishandling of the
money.

Equally unsatisfactory was the fact that the old system of

rendering assistance to those members who had suffered sickness and
unemployment (i.e. with all the other members helping out as best they
could) was placing an unequal strain on people.

It was to eradicate

these defects that the Glasgow divisions registered as a friendly society,
because if a society registered a code of rules under the Friendly
Societies Act of 1896 the society had to conduct its business in
conformity with certain stringent requirements.

For instance, every

registered society had to have a registered office to deal with all
business.

The society and all its branches had to have at least one

trustee to supervise finances.

Again, the society had to have its

books and accounts audited at least once a year and also to send once a
year to the Registrar of Friendly Societies a return of the receipts and
expenditure.

The society also had to send to any member who requested

it a copy of the rules along with a copy of the last annual return.
Finally, members were entitled to inspect the books of the society.
These were very formidable safeguards to ensure that the financial
affairs of a society were being conducted honestly.
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In addition to

these safeguards registration literally brought members benefits because
by collecting contributions on a clearly set out and regular basis, the
society was able to invest the money and get generous tax concessions from
the government.

With this money it could pay benefits for a guaranteed

period to any member who had fallen into distress.

This would lift a

considerable burden from the shoulders of those members who had been
paying out large sums of money to help the less fortunate.
Though it did not succeed in getting the ban of the Church lifted,
this new system proved very popular and soon the Glasgow District had
about fifty divisions affiliated to it and paying benefits to their
members - including some in Ulster.
three sections of Hibernians;

As a result there were in Scotland

one supporting Morgan, one supporting

Crilly and the third one composed of those affiliated to the Glasgow
district.

This final section soon began to acquire an important

standing and operated really as an independent society.

By 1902, the

year of the reunion in Ireland, the registered section in Scotland was
an important branch of the Order and it sent representatives to the
C

conference in March 1902, which healed the l88? split .

The Glasgow

district, like every other section of the A.O.H., realized that the two
years after the reunion were going to be crucial, because the Order was
going to be reorganized, and it wanted to ensure that it was
reconstructed on lines which incorporated the changes which it had
pioneered in Scotland.

To popularize registration the Glasgow district

pursued two lines of action.

First, after the reunion of 1902 it

pressed for recognition of its importance from the Board of Erin.
it wanted was a place on the Board.

What

It petitioned the Board for this in

September 1902^ and the request was finally granted in May 1904.

It was
n

admitted in the person of its general secretary, Edward McAspurn .
Secondly, it carried out a vigorous propaganda campaign on behalf of the
idea of having the whole Order compulsorily registered.
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If this could

be achieved the association with the Order in Ireland would be less
embarrassing and might lead to the removal of the ban in Scotland which registration in Scotland alone had failed to do.
Soon the issue of registration was the burning issue in the A.O.H.
Members of the executive of the Glasgow district were travelling to
Ireland and putting the case for compulsory registration at special
meetings.

In addition, the Glasgow district employed an organizer in

Ulster called Owen McNally, whose job it was to set up registered
divisions and to encourage more of those in existence to affiliate with
the Glasgow district.

Registration evoked passionate debate.

Those in

favour pointed out that its adoption in Scotland and America had left the
Orders there in a flourishing condition.
however, on three counts.

It provoked fierce opposition,

First, many of the members who were against

it believed that, by registering under the law', what remained of the old
aura of a secret society would vanish because the rules of the Order
would be known, as would the names of the members and officers.
the business of the Order would be open to inspection.

Also,

Other members

felt that under registration the concept of True Christian Charity
embodied in the motto of the Order would become meaningless, since
members would no longer be directly helping out fellow members in
distress.

The Order in fact would be reduced to the level of a

commercial enterprise.

Finally, opposition came from those members who

had had responsibility in the past for looking after financial affairs.
Many of them liked the responsibility of handling money and any proposal
to take that power away from them would have seemed an insulting
reflection on their conduct of affairs in the past.
The reunited Board of Erin was in a quandary.

It was under intense

pressure to adopt a scheme of registration which would be a great break
with the past and a difficult one for people like Crilly who had been in
the Order for decades to accept.
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the Board's part at the way the Glasgow district executive was
conducting its campaign.

For instance, by early 1904 it was parading

itself as the A.O.H. Registered Benefit Society and there was the fear
that if the activities of its organizer, McNally, continued unchallenged
it might absorb most of the divisions in Ulster and create an Order with
its headquarters in Scotland.

As events were to prove, this was a

slightly hysterical fear but there was already the example from America
of a child becoming too big for its boots.

Another fact which distressed

the Board of Erin was that demands were being voiced at meetings of
divisions affiliated to the Glasgow district that, since the B.O.E. would
not do immediately what was needed to reform the Order, the district
should cut its links with the Board and affiliate with the Order in
America.

Since these demands were being voiced at a time when the

B.O.E. was trying to get the American Order to revert to the old
position (recognizing Ireland as the headquarters of the A.O.H) this was
looked on as a stab in the back.
1904 was to be a crucial year for the A.O.H.

As meetings of the

A.O.H. in Ireland and Scotland discussed and voted on the issue of
registration it became clear just how deeply divided the membership was
over its merits and how tricky it would be for the Board of Erin to find
a solution which would prevent another split in the Order.

In June 1904

the Board took the first positive step towards reform when at a meeting
in Derry it created two new positions, the occupants of which were to
hold their posts for two years.

These were a National President (the

first person elected was William Skelton, a Roscommon man) and a National
Vice-President (this was to be a Glasgow man, Owen Kiernan).

At the

same time the Board accepted the principle of registration and set up a

g
committee to draw up the necessary rules .

The committee met in Belfast

Q

on 23rd July 1904 and completed its task7.

However, the Board was

treading lightly and, conscious of the fact that registration could not
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be bulldozed through, it decided that the scheme should be submitted to
the divisions for approval or amendment.

This decision angered the

enthusiasts for registration since it was certain, given the intense
feeling on the matter, that there would be lengthy argument and possibly
substantial amendment to the scheme.

The anger was most vocally

expressed by two members of the executive of the Glasgow district,
Thomas Flannery, its organizer in the west of Scotland, and John Ferguson,
the president of division No. 13 Partick.
So perturbed was the Board of Erin at the campaign led by Flannery
and Ferguson that it summoned a convention on registration in Belfast
for the 1st October 1904So divisive had the matter become, however,
that no decisive conclusion could be reached.

Instead the convention

broke up with a decision postponed for six months until a further
convention was held in Dublin.

For the extreme enthusiasts of

registration it was the end of the line;
completely from the Board of Erin.

for them it was time to break

Why, it must be asked, did they not

continue to work within the Order, hoping by persuasion to win over the
large section of the membership which had doubts about the wisdom of
registration?

Part of the answer lies in the fact that to the

enthusiasts registration had only benefits to bring to the Order.
would be its salvation;

It

it was a cause to be fought for with missionary

zeal and there could be no compromise.

It would have to be forced on

those who doubted it and, if they successfully resisted, then they should
be left to their own devices in the wilderness.

There were some,

however, and they included Flannery and Ferguson, to whom the Board of
Erin's inability to speedily resolve the matter of registration was not
the only thing they held against it.

They were alarmed at the way in

which the Board was fBilling under the spell of a person who was now
becoming increasingly involved in the affairs of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians.

This person was Joseph Devlin.
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CHAPTER FOUR

JOSEPH DEVLIN AND THE ANCIENT ORDER OF HIBERNIANS
Joseph ("Wee Joe") Devlin"*" is one of the truly great figures of
Ulster politics, and even today, forty years after his death, he is still
spoken of with deep admiration by those people who knew him - including
his political opponents.

He is in fact unique in that he is the only

Ulster politician who has been widely loved both by Catholics and
Protestants.

He was a Catholic, of course, born into a working class

family on the Falls Road in Belfast in 1871.

He had left school at the

age of twelve and after a lengthy period of idleness had managed to get
a job at an Antrim Road public house as a washer and bottler.

Politics

offered a way out, but to explain his subsequent career simply in terms
of a flight from his origins is too superficial.
interest in life;

Polities was his main

indeed it was his life, to the exclusion of practically

everything else (for instance, he never married).

It was as a

supporter of Parnell that he first began to involve himself actively, but
the latter's disgrace and fall forced him into opposition and he took a
very bitter line against "the fallen despot and discredited leader",
becoming secretary of the Belfast branch of the Irish National Federation,
the anti-Parnellite organization.

In the general election of 1892 he

was in charge of the campaign in West Belfast to re-elect the Irish
Nationalist M.P., Thomas Sexton, and it was here that he first really
showed his remarkable organizational abilities, for instance, forming a
corp of street captains who were to be responsible for the street
canvass.

Though, owing to the bitterness of the Parnellites, Sexton

lost the seat, this was only a temporary setback to Devlin and in 1892
he became civic delegate for Belfast on the Council of the Federation,
a position he was re-elected to annually between 1892 and 1899*
he was a real power in Nationalist Belfast.
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His breakthrough to

By 1900

national prominence was to come with reuniting of the Irish Nationalist
party.
Here it is absolutely vital to retrace the course of events since

2

Parnell's death in October 1891 .

At that time the Nationalist party

was deeply and bitterly split as a consequence of the O'Shea divorce case
and Gladstone's ultimatum to the party that he could not be expected to
continue to campaign for Home Rule while Parnell continued as leader.
Parnell, as a consequence, had been reduced from a position of absolute
ascendancy to heading a minority of the parliamentary party, while the
anti-Parnellites operated under the nominal leadership of Justin McCarthy.
On Parnell's death the leadership of his section passed to John Redmond,
as did the control of the Parnellite organization in Ireland, the
National League.
Parnell's death, contrary to what might have been expected, did not
open the way to the reunion of the party (partly because of the incredible
bitterness which his downfall had engendered) and instead the 1890s were
to see the split harden as former colleagues unceasingly attacked each
other in the most wounding terms.

Indeed there was to be even further

fragmentation because on the anti-Parnellite side Tim Healy, ever the
individualist, strongly resented the attempts of John Dillon to restore
the tight discipline which had characterized the party before the split,
and as early as 1895 there was friction between the two men.

At the end

of 1895 Dillon was able to force Healy and his supporters out of key
positions on the leadership committee and the party organization, the
National Federation.

The election of Dillon to replace McCarthy, who

had resigned the leadership in February

1896,

was probably the last

straw for Healy and by February 1897 the latter was able to launch his
own movement, The People's Rights Association.
the spectacle was enough to induce utter despair.

For many Nationalists
As Professor Lyons

puts it so well - "All that the people of the harassed
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and distracted

country could see was that where there had been one party, now there
were three;

where there had been one national newspaper, now there

were three;

and that where there had been one national organization

now there were three.............. By 1898, indeed, any appeal to
public opinion from the party leaders would have fallen upon deaf ears,
for the poverty and divisions of the party, together with its
parliamentary ineffectiveness had reduced its prestige in Ireland almost
to vanishing point."

3

The process by which the split was healed was begun by another of
Parnell's lieutenants, William O'Brien, who in 1895 had stepped aside
from the bickering by retiring with his wife to settle down at Clew Bay
in County Mayo.

While living there he was struck by the social and

economic structure of the area.

The main fact was that in Mayo the

land was inequitably distributed.

There were many people who wanted

land but it was concentrated in the hands of a small number of people the large graziers.

It was to tackle this problem of land hunger that

Arthur Balfour, when he was Chief Secretary for Ireland, had set up the
Congested Districts Board but the Board was only able to tinker with
things since it lacked the vital power of compulsory purchase which the
various Land Acts from 1870 had failed to provide.

O'Brien fully shared

«

the exasperation of the local population with the very slow progress
being made and he determined to do something about it.

Thus in January

1898 he founded, at Westport, County Mayo, the United Irish League to
harass the graziers and get them to part with their land to the Congested
Districts Board.

The methods to be used were the ones employed by the

old Land League, boycotting, assault, threatening letters, injury to
cattle and damage to property, forcing servants to quit and the sending
of U.I.L. deputations to owners to persuade them to sell.

The League

spread rapidly and attracted widespread attention and interest.

O'Brien

quickly realized that the enthusiasm aroused could be channelled in a
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second direction - the reuniting of the parliamentary party and this in
fact was quickly added as the second main objective of the League.
The initial attitude of the three sections of the parliamentary
party to the League had either been lukewarm

G.n the case of Dillon) or

decidedly hostile (in the case of Redmond and Healy), but as the League
continued to grow they began to realize that they might be swept away in
the tide.

This was one of the main factors which was to lead to the

ending of the split in February 1900 with the reunification of the
parliamentary party under the leadership of John Redmond.

In March 1900

a joint committee composed of representatives of the party and the League
was set up to organize a national convention which would ratify the
reunion.

This convention met in June 1900 and in addition to ratifying

the reunion also authorized the United Irish League to act as the official
nationalist organization.

It was at this convention, and at a

subsequent one in December 1900, that the relationship between the party
and the League was clearly set out.

Since this relationship was to be

of great importance to the history of the A.O.H. it is worth examining in
some detail as well as the organization of the League itself.

The

League had its headquarters in Dublin with a secretary to supervise its
dealings with the League branches in the localities.

From the parish -

in theory at any rate - power radiated upward by a system of democratic
elections through various tiers to the top body in the League, the
Standing Committee.

Above the local branches, and elected by them, were

the Divisional executives (one to each parliamentary constituency), then
Provincial Directories and then a National Directory.

The National

Directory, which usually met twice a year, consisted of the officers of
the parliamentary party and Divisional representatives of the League.
Since it was a large body and only met infrequently the National Directory
elected an executive, the Standing Committee, to exercise continuing
supervision over its affairs.

The President of the League and the
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chairman of the Standing Committee was the party leader, John Redmond.
There was never a conference of the League where delegates from the local
branches could discuss the affairs of the League.

The nearest to this

was a National Convention held under the auspices of the League, usually
every two years, to which every branch of the League was entitled to send
three delegates;
delegate;

the U.I.L. branches in Great Britain could send one

all members of the Directory could attend along with the

chairman, treasurer and secretary of the divisional executives;
members of the parliamentary party could attend.

all

Representation,

however, was also extended to various groups, the members of which were
not automatically members of the League.
denominations could attend;

Thus clergymen of all

county, rural district and urban district

councillors could send delegates along with representatives from such
organizations as Trades Councils and the Land and Labour Association.
A miniature version of this arrangement operated in the parliamentary
constituencies when it came to the selection of parliamentary candidates.
Here the National Directory decided in September 1900 that the divisional
executive in the constituency would call a convention to be composed of (i)
(ii)
(iii)

the officers of the Divisional Executive (if any)
the clergy of all denominations
six delegates from each branch of the League within the
division

(iv)

six delegates from each branch of the Land and Labour
Association within the division

(v)

six delegates from each Trade Council within the division,
with whatever additional representation of trade and labour
bodies the Executive might invite

(vi)

all nationalist members of borough councils within the
borough constituencies

(vii)

all nationalist members of urban district and rural district
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councils, boards of guardians, town commissioners, and
other popularly elected bodies within the division.
(viii)

all nationalist members of county councils representing
districts within the division

(ix)

six delegates from each branch of the National Literary
Society, the Ancient Order of Hibernians, the National

4

Foresters' Society, and the Gaelic Athletic Association .
Devlin had played a secondary but reasonably important part in
building this system up.

He was one of the League's representatives

on the joint committee which had helped prepare the ground for the
convention of June 1900 to ratify the reunion of the party.

In July

1900 he was made a member of the National Directory and it was he who
organized the U.I.L. in Ulster.

From this base he began a steady

process of accumulating offices and performing services which in the
end were to make him indispensable to Redmond and the party.

Thus he

became the party's greatest fundraiser, ever willing to embark on long
and tiring tours of places like the United States and Australia.

On

one tour of the U.S.A. in 1902-3 (during which he was elected M.P. for
Kilkenny) he raised over £3,000.

Also while he was away he had been

appointed Secretary of the United Irish League of Great Britain.

In

November 1903 Redmond was faced with a crisis when O'Brien resigned
from Parliament and from the National Directory of the League because of
criticism within the party of his role in preparing the way for Wyndham's
Land Act and in the ensuing convulsion the secretary of the League,
John O'Donnell M.P. (a supporter of O'Brien) resigned along with five
members of the Directory.

Redmond needed someone to salvage the

situation and he offered the position to Devlin who, after initially
declining, finally accepted.
What kind of man was Devlin?

Physically he was unimpressive.

He

was small (which accounts for his nickname of "Wee Joe") and rather ugly.
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His other qualities more than made up for this defect.
to speak he became another person;

When he began

he was an inspired spellbinding

orator equally capable of captivating the House of Commons or dominating
a large outdoor gathering with his piercing eyes, his commanding gestures
and his playful sense of humour.

Tim Healy once described him as a

"pocket Demosthenes" and though he did not exactly intend it to be a
compliment that is the way his contemporaries took it and as perfect a

5

description of Devlin's oratorical powers as was ever made .

If he

was not exactly a man of contradictions, Devlin's personality was
certainly a many-sided one.

As the leading Nationalist in Ulster his

specialty was in organizing and getting out the Catholic vote, especially
in Belfast where his constituency of West Belfast (from 1906) was
virtually his own little kingdom.

Yet he also evoked genuine love and

admiration from many of his Protestant constituents.

He was a tireless

worker for them and many of them brought their problems to him, where
they always got a sympathetic hearing.

He was always prepared to give

of his time to organize excursions for Protestant as well as Catholic
children.

Again, in politics he was a sharp and combative fighter and,

as is understandable in a person whose politically formative period was
the 1890s, he had a horror of division which tended to make him intolerant
of dissent irrespective of its motives.

Thus he started off his

secretaryship of the League with a purge which brought it firmly under
the control of the party and ever had an eagle eye for anyone liable to
cause trouble.
person.

But outside politics there was no more warm or tolerant

He had a horror, for instance, of religious bigotry and fought

it all his life.

Again, Devlin was the ideal man to have in control of

a political machine like the League with his inexhaustible energy, his
complete command of complex detail, but to portray him as a dour machine
politician (a "ghetto boss" as one historian has called him^) is a
massive injustice.

He was equally impressive on the wider stage,
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speaking in the House of Commons or in private discussion with a
Cabinet Minister.

Finally, Devlin was a man v/ho climbed high in the

Nationalist movement.

He became an M.P., he controlled the party

organization and very soon was number three in the parliamentary party,
after Redmond and Dillon, and in a Home Rule Ireland must have occupied
a high, possibly eventually the highest post.

He never, however,

acquired any delusions of grandeur on his way up;
tried to hide his political origins.

he never forgot or

He remained ever approachable to

his working class constituents and right to the end of his life he
genuinely regarded himself as one of them.

A truly impressive man.

By what route had Devlin come to be involved in the affairs of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians?

The answer lies in the difficulty Devlin

had had in organizing the United Irish League in Ulster, both as its
representative there, and then in his capacity as its secretary.

The

League, as has already been explained, had its origins in the west of
Ireland to get rid of the large graziers.
accounted for its rapid growth.
different territory.

It was this policy which

Ulster, however, was completely

Many people were employed in industry and had

little or no connection with the land and, though most people were employed
in agriculture, relations between landlord and tenant had always been
better than in most other parts of Ireland and there was not the land
hunger which fuelled the League's agitation in the west.

The burning

issue in Ulster, in fact, was not land at all - it was religion.

The

result was that Devlin quickly found when he began to establish branches
of the League that they did not attract either the membership or the loyal
dedication which they did in other parts of Ireland.

It was

organizations created by or feeding on the religious issue which
flourished in Ulster.

The Orange Order certainly did, and so at this

time did a Catholic organization called the Catholic Association, with
which Devlin was to have a bitter struggle.
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The Association

7

was an

avowedly sectarian one which had been founded after the reorganization of
local government in the city in 1896 by Bishop Henry of Down and Connor
with the object of putting forward Catholic candidates in Belfast
municipal elections, which it did with some success, winning eight
seats in the elections of November 1897.

The establishment of the

Association utterly dismayed Devlin since he regarded it as "a menace to

g
the proper conduct of civic and National affairs" , identifying as it did
Catholicism with Nationalism.

He had, therefore, opposed the

Association during the 1890s as a leading National Federation member in
Belfast and then in the new century as the chief organizer of the United
Irish League in Ulster.

It was to take Devlin nine years, aided by

Redmond's total loyalty and support, before he v/as able to drive the
Association out of politics by capturing all the seats in the allCatholic Wards of Smithfield and Falls.

The Association dissolved

itself in May 1905*
Just as he was in the process of defeating the Catholic Association,
Devlin was faced with a reunited Ancient Order of Hibernians.

Although

with its past record such an organization should have caused Devlin little
concern, the fact was that, with the religious issue the main one in
Ulster politics, the A.O.H. had a huge pool of potential members and, if
it fell into the hands of people of ability, they might be able to build
it up into a truly formidable organization - especially if, for instance,
there were fresh outbreaks of sectarian fighting.

Devlin could have set

out to crush the Order but as yet it was no threat to him, whereas the
Catholic Association had been a direct threat and a bitter and openlyproclaimed enemy.

There was, however, a tempting alternative.

If he

could gain control of the A.O.H. and harness it to the United Irish
League he might be able to supply the League in Ulster with the vital
strength which it had been lacking up to then.
How does this strategy of gaining control of an all-Catholic
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organization square with the picture of Devlin as a man totally opposed
to religious intolerance?
at all.

In Devlin's mind there was no contradiction

He had proved it by destroying the Catholic Association.

The

Ancient Order of Hibernians was an entirely different case from the
Catholic Association.

As a devout Roman Catholic Devlin could find

nothing objectionable in its proclaimed objects, viz. loyalty to the
Roman Catholic Church and defence of the Roman Catholic population.

If

the A.O.H. became connected with the United Irish League it would be
supporting an organization which contained Protestants and supporting a
parliamentary party which had Protestant M.P.s in its ranks.

This might

in fact be an ideal opportunity for the A.O.H. to prove that it, too, was
dedicated to religious toleration.
Devlin, in fact, was a member of the Ancient Order of Hibernians.
He had been initiated into a division on the Falls Road around about
Q

1893 , but that was at a time when he was joining just about every society
and club that he could.

Certainly he played no part of importance in the

history of the Order in the next decade or so.

The potentialities of the

Order he saw for himself in 1902 and 1903 when he visited the U.S.A. and
succeeded in winning support from the American Order for the United Irish
League organization in America.

By that time Devlin was firmly enough

established with the Board of Erin for an appeal to go from it to the
American Order to support him on his American tour and describing him
as having "the personal love and confidence of every member of our Order,
wherever located in Ireland or Great Britain"^0.

He was soon attending

A.O.H. marches in Ireland with people like Crilly, and by October 1904
he was prominent enough in the Order for him to dominate the special
conference in Belfast of that month on the question of registration.
Here he made a strong appeal for unity and it was on his motion that the
matter was shelved for a year^.
In his cultivation of the A.O.H. Devlin was given vital assistance
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by a trio of personal friends.

The first of these was

Bishop Patrick O'Donnell of Raphoe

12

.

O'Donnell was at this time in

the middle of a spectacular ascent in the Roman Catholic Church that
was ultimately to make him Archbishop of Armagh and a Cardinal.

He

was also keenly interested and involved in politics, having become, among
other things, the head of the Congested Districts Board and a trustee of
the United Irish League.

He was, in fact, the most important clerical

supporter of the League and was greatly relied on by Redmond.

In

addition, he was the champion of the A.O.H. (Donegal, which was in his
diocese, had always been one of the main strongholds of the Order) in a
hierarchy that was at best lukewarm about the Order, and it was as a
result of his constant advocacy of the Order that, at a conference of
the Bishops at Maynooth in 1904, the ban on the A.O.H. by the Roman
Catholic Church was finally lifted and it became a tolerated society.
The second person who assisted Devlin was Father James Cannon

13

.

Cannon was O’Donnell's "political assistant", the president of the
Letterkenny branch of the United Irish League (the "O'Donnell branch",
naturally enough), whose services to the bishop were to be rewarded in
1908 by his promotion to administrator of the cathedral parish.

Cannon

was intensely interested in the agrarian problem and was actively involved
from early on in the United Irish League.

He spoke regularly on the land

problem at the national conventions held under the auspices of the League.
He also began to occupy important positions in the structure of the
League.

He was a secretary to the convention of 1903 and at subsequent

ones, and by 1905 he was the representative of East Donegal on the
National Directory of the League.

Since Cannon was a strong supporter

of the A.O.H., and was the Donegal County Chaplain of the Order, he had
a good power base to help bring the two organizations closer together.
But valuable as the support of Bishop O'Donnell and Father Cannon
was to Devlin, what he really needed was someone at the very heart of
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A.O.H. matters and in continuous contact with the day-to-day affairs
of the Order.

After all, Devlin was a very busy man;

there was attendance at the House of Commons;
work;

he was an M.P.;

there was constituency

there was United Irish League business and there were fund

raising trips abroad.
his phenomenal energy.

Such a task was probably beyond even a man of
There was no need for him even to try because

he could rely on it being done by a close friend of his - John D. Nugent.
Nugent was a Dubliner born in 1869 in Ready, Co. Armagh, who had worked
his way up through the United Irish League machinery in the capital

14

until by May 1904 he had reached the summit - he was on the Standing
Committee of the League and mixing with the party greats like Redmond.
Nugent had certain outstanding qualities.

First, he had a genius for

organization and an ability to master complex detail, which he had amply
demonstrated in the insurance world in which he worked.

By 1905 he was

to become the manager of the British Legal Assurance Company and was to
preside over its subsequent rapid growth.
committee man par excellence.

Secondly, Nugent was the

He was the type of man willing, even

eager, to give up his time to attend dull routine meetings at which the
average person would quail, building up his knowledge and extending his
contacts.

This was partly how he had risen in the League in Dublin and

partly how he was to rise in the A.O.H.
His rise in the Order, in fact, was to be meteoric.

Like Devlin

he had joined the Order as a young man (he had actually been initiated
when he was sixteen years of age^) but again, like Devlin, he had for
some years played no significant part in its affairs.

His renewed

interest became clear in July 1904 when he asked for details of how to
form a branch"^.

As a result he was able in the same month to establish

the first branch of the Order in Dublin and get elected as its president
By December he was actually on the Board of Erin

.

A man of his

ability would obviously be an asset to the organization and his back-
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ground in insurance would be very useful if the Order should adopt a
scheme of registration.
The attraction of the Ancient Order of Hibernians to Devlin and
Nugent then is clear but what was in it for the Order?

The answer was

that there would be respectability, a feeling of standing, a share in the
excitement of a new venture (and there was intense optimism when the
Parnell split was healed) and something which had been missing for a
long time - a sense of purpose and meaning which would make it worthwhile
joining the Order.

There was also the fact that by associating the

Order with an organization like the United Irish League, which from the
very start relied strongly on clerical support (for instance, the local
priest would often be president of the local branch) the Order might
gradually convince the hierarchy that it did not deserve condemnation.
There might also be a decrease in the denunciation of the Order by
parish priests, which had been a source of constant embarrassment to it.
Links between the United Irish League and the Ancient Order of
Hibernians had in fact been established.

As has been shown, the Order

was given the right in 1900 to send six delegates from each branch in a
constituency to help select a parliamentary candidate

19

.

The cup,

however, was dashed from the lips of the A.O.H. in January 1901, when
the National Directory of the League decided to exclude it from all
future conventions

20

.

This may have been because of clerical

resistance, but it may have been due to the fact that with the Order
still split the League wanted to avoid getting involved in procedural
wrangles as to who exactly was entitled to attend.

Certainly it is

worth noting that in February 1902, when the reunion of the Order was
imminent, a few delegates from it were allowed to attend the National
Convention

21

and on the 2nd March 1902, just two days before the

conference which did in fact bring reunion, Father Cannon persuaded the
National Directory to restore A.O.H.
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representation at the conventions

-

to select parliamentary candidates, though this time they were to be
entitled to only four delegates from each branch, instead of the previous

22

six.

The bonds between the A.O.H. and the U.I.L. did grow closer as the

Order pushed to have the ban on it by the Church removed.

Thus in

September 1902, at its quarterly meeting, the Board of Erin called on
all Hibernians to support the U.I.L.

23

and "a committee was formed to

wait upon the R.C. bishops and clergy to explain the aim and object of
the Order and show that they are acting in unison with the U.I.L.'*

24

By April 1903 representation at the National Conventions had been
restored to the A.O.H.

25

In the previous month had come the letter from

the Board of Erin to the President of the A.O.H. in America urging the
Order there to support Devlin during his mission in America, and claiming
that "no section of Irish Nationalists has rallied to the trumpet call of
duty or fought more determinedly for and by the United Irish League than
the Ancient Order of Hibernians.

In Ireland, England end Scotland they

have helped to form branches and collect money for Parliamentary and
defence funds and today in almost every part of Ulster, in Scotland and
in England they are the soul of the New Movement."
They were not, of course, the soul of the New Movement and there
was always the possibility that they would withdraw the support they had
given.

Devlin and Nugent were not the sort of men to rely on verbal

declarations of support, no matter how fulsome;

their object was to

weave the Ancient Order of Hibernians into the U.I.L. structure so that
escape would be very difficult indeed.

In America and in Ireland there

were many people who watched Devlin's drive to capture the A.O.H. with
concern and even alarm.
been reunited in

As already indicated, the American Order had

1898 by Bishop McFaul of Trenton

.

One of the

conditions which he had laid down in his arbitration statement was that
when reunion took place in Ireland the American Order should renew its
links with the Order there.

Reunion had taken place in Ireland in 1902
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with the agreement between the Board of Erin section and the Board of
America, though it was not to be fully cemented until a grand convention
of the Order was held.

The ensuing period saw certain sections of the

Order in America faced with a problem.

First of all, there were the many

members who saw the old problem of whether the American Order should
accept a subordinate position to the Irish one being revived, and quailed
at the thought.

Another section of the American membership was also

extremely perturbed.

These were Hibernians who were also members of

the Clan-na-Gael, the trans-Atlantic equivalent of the Irish
Republican Brotherhood.

This section was strong in the American Order,

though it did not as yet occupy the leading positions.

It was dismayed

that the American Order was pledged to supporting complete Irish
independence.

Redmond and Devlin had, with speeches of calculated

ambiguity, managed to get it to support the United Irish League.

The

Clan members realized that, if Devlin managed to get control of the
A.O.H. in Ireland and renewed its links with the American one, a truly
formidable trans-Atlantic organization supporting the constitutional
movement would have been created.
happening.

They were determined to stop this

This could be done in two ways.

The top positions in the

American Order could be captured by them but this was not to happen until
1906 when a Clan member, Matthew Cummings, was elected National
President.

Alternatively, they could promote or make use of a split

in the Order in Ireland, so that it could be claimed that, since the
condition laid down by Bishop McFaul in his arbitration had still not
been fulfilled, the links between the two Orders could not be restored.
Fortunately for the Clan members the potential for such a split was
there.

As has already been shown, there were those members who were

angry that compulsory registration had not been adopted.

Other members

watching Devlin's drive to take over their Order had strong doubts as to
whether they wanted it to become tied to a political party - despite the
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assurances of Devlin that it was a national movement that Redmond led.
Flannery and Ferguson, the enthusiasts for registration, shared these
doubts and were determined that Devlin should not succeed without a
fight.

They were opposed to the Irish parliamentary party and the

United League because they were Sinn Feiners.
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CHAPTER FIVE

A.O.H. v. SINN FEIN

PART ONE

It is, of course, an anachronism to describe Flannery and Ferguson
as Sinn Feiners since neither the name nor the organization had yet
emerged.

They were, however, supporters of Arthur Griffith who for

years had been in the process of formulating an alternative to what he
regarded as the deadend of constitutionalism, as represented by the Home
Rule party.
Griffith was born in Dublin in 1871, the son of a printer.
Intensely interested in politics he had much admired Parnell and was
shocked and disgusted at the latter's downfall and the decade of
squabbling in the parliamentary party which had followed.

Griffith's

alternative to parliamentary methods, however, was slow to evolve.
At heart he was sympathetic to physical force republicanism and indeed
he was for a long time to be a member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood.
But he was realistic enough to see that with the British Empire at the peak
of its power an armed revolt would have little chance of success.

The

problem, then, if force were rejected, was to build up a coherent
programme for political action.
His first major step came in March 1899 when, with his friend
William Rooney, he set up a weekly journal, the United Irishman.

At

this stage he was still thinking in broad generalizations, aiming, as
Professor Lyons has said, "to get Irishmen to recover their self-respect,
to cherish their language, literature and history, to foster their own
industries, above all to cease to look to England with slavish gratitude
for every slight improvement in their condition""''.

Though the

circulation of the journal was small it did manage to attract contributors
of high quality such as Yeats.
To further publicise his policies Griffith in November 1900 established
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the Cumann na nGaedheal which was to co-ordinate the work of such
organizations as the Cork Literary Society interested in the revival
of Irish culture.

The emphasis of the Cumann na nGaedheal was, in fact,

mainly on cultural activities and it cannot be said that its
establishment marked a significant advance in Griffith's thinking.
This was to come with his advocacy of the 'Hungarian policy'.
Griffith was a keen student of Central European politics and he had
become fascinated at the way in which the Hungarian leader, Franz Leak,
had been able to force the Emperor Franz Joseph to restructure the
Austrian Empire to Hungary's benefit by a consistent policy of refusing
to send Hungarian representatives to the imperial parliament in Vienna.
To Griffith the glittering success of this policy was in marked contrast
to the failure of the Irish Nationalist party.

After decades of effort

at Westminster it had still not achieved Home Rule and yet, in his eyes,
it still had the gall to declare that it was only in the imperial
parliament that political advance for Ireland could be achieved.

At a

Convention of the Cumann na nGaedheal in October 1902 Griffith proposed
that the Irish parliamentarians emulate their Hungarian counterparts,
return to Ireland, and refuse to recognize the right of Westminster to
pass laws for Ireland.

Though he first outlined this policy to the

Cumann na nGaedheal it was not to be the vehicle for its propagation.
This may have been because he foresaw that it would be regarded with
suspicion by the more militant members of the I.R.B. for whom, according
to Bulmer Hobson, the Cumann na nGaedheal had become "an open
2
propagandist cover" .

Instead Griffith used the National Council

which emerged in May 1903*

3

In that month King Edward VII paid a visit

to Ireland and Griffith, acting on information which he had received
that Dublin Corporation was going to present a loyal address to the King,
led a deputation of protest, which included Maud Gonne, to a United Irish
League meeting in the Rotunda being attended by Redmond and the Lord Mayor,
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T. C. Harrington.

When they demanded that Harrington tell them

whether there was any truth in the rumour about the loyal address
tempers rose and a riot developed.

Griffith and forty others shortly

afterwards issued a circular announcing the formation of the National
Council which was to organize protests against a loyal address.
The loyal address was defeated by three votes in the Dublin
Corporation but, though its object had been achieved, the National
Council was not disbanded.

Instead, in August 1903* a constitution

was drawn up and its objects extended to include such things as the
abolition of slums and a reduction in the level of taxation.
actual structure of the National Council was very informal.

The
Anyone

who supported its objectives could become a member of the Council.
Consequently there were no branches in the country.
subscription levied on the members.

Nor was a

The detailed work was to be

carried out by an annually elected executive which would meet weekly.
During the first half of 1904 Griffith wrote a series of articles
elaborating the strategy which Deak had successfully pursued in Hungary.
They aroused considerable interest and were later published in book form
as The Resurrection of Hungary.

At the Annual Convention of the National

Council in November 1905 he expanded on his policy and called for the
setting up of a Council of Three Hundred containing the M.P.s who
decided to leave Westminster and representatives from such bodies as
county councils.

This Council would legislate for Ireland.

It was

at this Convention that Griffith's policy became known as Sinn Fein
('Oirrselves1).
Griffith's ideas excited interest in Ireland and also in Scotland,
where, of course, all the Irish political movements from Home Rule to
Fenianism had a following, and Flannery and Ferguson were among his
leading Scottish supporters.

They saw clearly Devlin's drive to get

the A.O.H. to commit itself to the Home Rule movement and they were
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determined to prevent it.

Thus, after the October 1904 convention,

which Devlin had dominated, relations between the supporters of Flannery
and Ferguson and the Board of Erin continued to deteriorate, and on the
motion of the most militant of the registered divisions in Ulster
(Division No. 18, Belfast) it was decided to hold a convention of the
registered divisions in Glasgow on 3rd January 1905.
that this was going to be the final crunch.

It was obvious

One final attempt at

reconciliation was made when Father McKinley, who had played such a
crucial role in healing the last great split in the Order between the
supporters of Crilly and Morgan, called a conference with the National
President, Skelton, representing the Board of Erin and Flannery
representing the registered side, but the deadlock remained.

The

convention of the registered side therefore went ahead in Glasgow on the

4

3rd January 1905 •
Here Flannery and Ferguson achieved a victory of a kind.

Among the

main decisions of the convention were (i)

A resolution from Division No. 18 Belfast was passed to the
effect that "taking into consideration the opposition the
registered body are receiving from the Board of Erin in
Ireland and owing to the views of our bishops and priests
regarding the necessity of our severance with this board, and
owing to the fact that we are registered under the Friendly
Societies Act 1896, we call upon the registered body to
sever connection with the Board of Erin and affiliate with
the Order in America, and by doing so we will gain the
support and approval of our bishops and priests".

(ii)

As a recognition of the growing importance of the registered
divisions in Ireland, the registered offices were to be
moved from Glasgow to Belfast.

(iii)

The executive of Glasgow district, to which the registered
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divisions were affiliated was to be reorganized.

Now that

it was to be the head of a completely independent society,
the Ancient Order of Hibernians Benefit Society, it was to
be called the National Directory (and was to consist of
seven officers - the old executive had eleven).

The chief

officer was to be the National President and Flannery was
elected to the position.

Ferguson was elected Treasurer

and the secretary of the old executive, McAspurn, occupied
the same position on the National Directory.
The situation now was that there were two A.O.H.s in existence the A.O.H. Benefit Society controlled by Flannery and Ferguson and the
original A.O.H. controlled by the Board of Erin.

Flannery's A.O.H.

projected itself as the heir to traditional Hibernianism and it used
the traditional motto of "Friendship, Unity and True Christian Charity".
Indeed, since it had registered in 1897 and had the legal claim to the
title of Ancient Order of Hibernians, it went on to make the claim that
the Board of Erin side was a splinter movement led by dissidents and
malcontents.

This was rather staggering since the number of divisions

supporting the B.O.E. was very much larger than the number who supported
the new organization.
the break.

It is difficult to know exactly how many supported

Bergin puts the figure at twenty divisions with a total

5

membership of 1,500 , while the Hibernian Journal was to put it at thirty

c
divisions .

The disparity is not really important because, since the

Board of Erin at this time had about 13,000 supporters, it is clear that
Flannery's side was quite substantially the smaller.
The Board of Erin was in a quandary now because, since Flannery's
side had the legal title to the Ancient Order of Hibernians, the only way
the Board of Erin could get it back was to engage in a court battle and
this it was unwilling to do.

But something would have to be done because

there were many divisions affiliated to the Glasgow district which had no
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intention of supporting the break with the Board of Brin yet needed a
code of rules to operate so as to continue paying benefits to their
members.

To assist them the Board of Erin held a special meeting in

Dundalk on the 19th January, 1905.

Here, in addition to electing Crilly

as National Vice-President in place of Kiernan, it decided to register as
the "Board of Erin Order of Hibernians Society" with a code of rules which
could be worked by any division affiliated to it which wanted to pay

7

benefits .
The position of the Board of Erin was strong.

Despite the loss of

the title it still commanded the allegiance of the vast majority of the
divisions and the claim by Flannery and Ferguson that because their side
had the title it was the true historic organization and the B.O.E. a
splinter group of imposters really fooled nobody.

The magnitude of the

task facing Flannery's side became clear as resolutions supporting the
Board of Erin poured in from divisions and divisions which had previously
been affiliated to the Glasgow district switched to operating the code of
rules drawn up by the Board of Erin in January 1905 and some of the
divisions which had supported the break with the B.O.E. began to have
second thoughts and were either urging reconciliation or even defecting
to the B.O.E. side.
All this was very satisfactory to the Board of Erin, but it could
not afford to be smug;

it still had to put its own house in order.

Thus

a meeting of the Board in Glasgow on June 2nd, 1905i decided to call a
convention in Dublin on the l4th and 15th July, 1905> to draw up a new
constitution for the Order.

Indicative of Nugent's continuing rise was

the fact that he was entrusted, along with the National President,
o

Skelton, with the task of making the arrangements for the convention0.
This convention

9

was to be of crucial importance in the history of

the Ancient Order of Hibernians.

First, the delegates agreed to an

entirely new constitution for the Order which would give it a clear and
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coherent structure.

Under it the A.O.H. was to be organized in tiers.

At the bottom there were to be ordinary divisions.

Each division in a

county would appoint a delegate who would serve on a county committee.
These committees would elect a president, treasurer, secretary and a
chaplain, and their duty was to safeguard and develop the A.O.H. in
their county and to settle any disputes between the divisions in the
county.

The next tier consisted of Provincial Councils for Ulster,

Connaught, Munster, Leinster, Scotland, England and Wales, and they, too,
were to have a president, treasurer, secretary and chaplain.

At the

very top of the Order there was to be the Board of Erin, the governing
body.

This was to consist of a National President, a National Vice-

President, a National Secretary, a National Treasurer and three
trustees, plus Provisional Delegates elected by Provincial Councils.
They were all to be elected by a National Convention which was to be the
supreme authority of the A.O.H. and which was to meet every two years.
On the Board of Erin there was also to be a National Chaplain who was to
be elected by the other members.

The salary and expenses of the Board

of Erin were to be met by a quarterly levy from each division and a twice
yearly levy on all members.

The registration issue was settled by the

registration of a general code of rules for the whole Order, leaving it
up to the individual divisions as to whether they wanted to register or
not.
The second way in which the convention was of supreme importance was
that it saw the culmination of Devlin's plan to take control of the A.O.H.
and tie it to the United Irish League and the Nationalist party.

The new

Board of Erin was dominated by men whose loyalty to these organizations
was unquestioned.

Thus Devlin was, on the motion of Father Cannon,

called on to preside at the convention and then elected National
President of the Order (the former National President, Skelton, had
seconded Father Cannon's motion and later continued active in the Order
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as Provincial Delegate for Connaught).

Similarly, Nugent was called on

to act as the convention secretary and then on the motion of
Father McKinley was appointed National Secretary.

Father Cannon was

elected a National Trustee.
The new Board of Erin v/as Joseph Devlin

- National President

John Dillon

- National Vice-President (not to be
confused with the politician)

John D. Nugent

- National Secretary

Hugh Byrne

- National Treasurer

Father J. J. McKinley- National Chaplain
National Trustees
Daniel O'Donnell
James Stafford
Peter McCann
Father J. Cannon.
Finally the convention supported a declaration showing the extent of
Devlin's victory.

This came when it passed a resolution from

Division 21, Belfast, which said that;
"this convention heartily approves of the great national work done
in the interest of Ireland by the pledge-bound Irish parliamentary party
and recognizing that the overwhelming vote of our countrymen has declared
in favour of the U.I.L. as the national organization this convention
requests the national officers to see that no division of the A.O.H. will
adopt or support any candidate for any representative position in
opposition to the candidates duly selected by the U.I.L. in the spirit
of its constitution.""*'^
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CHAPTER SIX

A.O.H. v SINN FEIN

PART TWO

After the convention, which the A.O.H. Benefit Society had held
in Glasgow in January 1905? the use which Flannery and Ferguson
proposed to make of their A.O.H. became clearer - to the concern of
many of those who had folia;ed them in brealcing with the B.O.E.
For Flannery and Ferguson it was to be used to propagate the policies
of Griffith and to attack the B.O.E. as selling out by attaching
itself to a political party (this sort of pretence was, and of course
still is, common in Irish politics.

The Home Rulers were equally

adept at insisting that Redmond led a great national movement and not
a mere political party).

Thus by the time the A.O.H. Benefit Society

held a convention in Belfast in July 1905) Flannery, giving his
presidential report, launched into a vigorous assault on the Home Rule
movement and declaring that "We stand for National Independence and
from this

convention say that it is on Irish soil, and not at

Westminster must the fight for Irish independence be fought and won.
The time ha.s come for an alternative policy to that of hanging around
Westminster to be substituted.

That self-reliant policy which

secured Hungarian freedom must now be given a trial.

The members

of our Order are sick of £250 a year men fighting in England and
demand the return of the Irish members to our land.'^(the policy, of
course, which Griffith had outlined in October 1902 to the Cumann na
nGaedheal).

To further propagate their policy Flannery and Ferguson

started a paper for their society called the Hibernian Banner

2

and

the police, whose job was to keep an eye on such things, were noting
that in November 1905 it was "the most extreme paper in circulation"^.
In the same month at the annual convention of the National Council in
Dublin Griffith's policy at la,st got the name of Sinn Fein, and in
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March 1906 the police were saying of the Hibernian Banner that "the
Sinn h'ein policy is advocated by this paper".

Further proof of the

political path on which the leaders of the A.O.H. Benefit Society had
launched it cane from the speeches of Ferguson.

In February 1906

speaking at a meeting in Glasgow, attended by Bulmer Hobson, he
stated that "he had been a convert from the U.I.L. and found salvation

5

m the Sinn Fein policy" .
The activities of Flannery and Ferguson were supplemented by an
interesting trio of recruits into their order.
was Robert Johnston.

The first of these

Johnston was a veteran Fenian who combined a

career as a prosperous timber merchant with long service (as the
representative of Ulster) on the Supreme Council of the Irish
Republican Brotherhood.

Johnston in fact was the leading

Republican in Belfa.st, and his home a meeting place for advanced
Nationalists passing through the city.

His daughter Anna, who sha.red

his republicanism, was a talented writer and, through the medium of her
journal, The Shan Van Vocht, exercised a crucial influence on younger
republicans like Bulmer Hobson^.

Johnston, like many I.R.B. men, was

interested in Griffith's ideas and played an important part in helping
him build up organizations to advance his views.

Thus Johnston wa.s

elected a vice-president at the first annual convention of Cumann na

7

nGaedheal in November 1900 , a position to which he wa.s continually
re-elected.

He was also one of the 41 signatories to the circular in

g
May 1903, announcing the formation of the National Council .
Johnston was soon figuring prominently in the affairs of the A.O.H.
Benefit Society and at its convention in July 1906 he was elected on

9

to its National Directory .
The second recruit was a political protege of Johnston's, called
Henry Dobbin.

Dobbin wa.s a.lso an I.R.B. man.

He rose spectacularly

in the A.O.H. Benefit Society after the split with the Board of Erin
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in January 1905» a-nd. at the convention of the Society in Belfast in
July 1905 he was elected on to its National Directory as the National
Vice-President'1'^.
Johnston and Dobbin, like Flannery and Ferguson, were using the
A.O.H. Benefit Society to propagate their views.

In December 1905»

for instance, Dobbin, speaking at an A.O.H. festival at Govan in
Scotland, at which he presided, "delivered a speech in which he
advocated the Hungarian policy"'1''1'.

Thus they were supporters of

Griffith's policy but they were also I.R.B. men.

(This straddling of

two not necessa.rily identical policies wa.s, of course, quite common in
this period.)

The result was that they were using the society to gain

converts for Sinn Fein and a,Iso for the I.R.B.

How much either

Griffith or the leaders of the I.R.B. knew about the activities of
Johnston and Dobbin is difficult to ascertain but I find it hard to
believe that they were completely una.ware of them.

On the I.R.B.

side, for example, Johnston had had a distinguished record and was in
good standing with the new generation of I.R.B. men.

He had helped

McCullough carrying through his drastic purge of the organization at
the beginning of the century

12

.

Also their activity in the A.O.H.

Benefit Society beans a rema.rka.ble similarity to I.R.B. policy a.t this
time of infiltrating organizations which might be of use to it, e.g.
the Gaelic League, Cumann na nGaedheal, and later on the Irish
Volunteers.

V/e have proof of what Johnston was up to.

In February

1907, Johnston wrote to John Devoy, the veteran Clan leader in America,
and said - "One matter, however, of pressing importance, to which
I would like to dra.w your attention, is the recognition, if at all
possible, by the Order in America of the A.O.H. here.

I do not refer

to the (A.O.H.) Board of Hrin people, as they are solely in the hands
of the Parliamentarians but to the registered divisions.

A considerable

number of our friends throughout the country have lately joined the
-
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divisions with the object of leading them in the right direction and
the support and approva.l of the Order in America would be an
encouragement to them in their efforts".^.

As for Dobbin, his

interest in using the A.O.H. went back a long time.

In 1892, for

instance, just a,fter he had moved to Belfast from his birthplace of
Bellaghy, he was moving in A.O.H. circles and associating with Morgan
and the Board of Erin side.

This interested the police, becanse

Dobbin was "one of the most prominent and active members of the I.R.B.
and the Army of Independence:

and there can be no doubt that his only

object in identifying with the Society is to endea.vour to gain recruits
for, or perhaps to bring the whole party over to the I.R.B.Over
a decade later he was still interested in this.

Thus in Ma.rch 1906

he was visiting Newry and advising them to join the A.O.H. Benefit
Society since "it was very useful for revolutionary purposes"
The third important recruit was Seumas MacManus^.
Donegalman, born in Mountcharles in 1869.

15

.

He was a

He ha,d given up a career

as a schoolmaster to become a writer, and this had launched him on a
distinguished literary career that was to make him one of the most
famous writers of Irish folk tales.

But he wa,s also intensely

interested in politics as an active supporter of Griffith.

He, in

fact, was one of the group of people accompanying Griffith,
Edward Martyn and Maud Gonne, whose famous gatecrashing of a meeting
of Redmond's in the Rotunda in pursuit of their opposition to
the

visit to Ireland of King Edward VII precipitated the formation

of the National Council

17

.

When Sinn Pein emerged at the convention

of the National Council in November 1905) MacManus was elected on to
the executive, a position he held until 1908.

He also put his

literary ability at the disposal of Griffith and Sinn Pein.

He

travelled widely in Ireland, Scotland and America preaching the
policy at public meetings and through the medium of press interviews,
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and newspaper articles in, for instance, Sinn Fein, of which he
became a director in August 1908, when it was printed as a da.ily
paper.

MacManus was Johnston's son-in-law, having married his

daughter Anna,, and it is probable that this relationship also brought
him into association with the physica.1 force movement

19

.

MacManus had. been a member of a Donegal division of the A.O.H.,
which supported the Board of Erin but had become increasingly
dissatisfied with it

20

.

He as a supporter of Sinn Fein ha.d been

perturbed at Devlin's drive to capture the Board of Erin side and had
protested against it.

He had been equally angry at what he regarded

as the "West Britonism" of the B.O.E.

21
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As MacManus himself

admitted, the other members of his division "were continually
fretting under the knowledge that I wa.s closely watching every
un-Irish thing done bjr ary of them, and fighting it".

The

deteriorating relations between them were brought to a head by a
petty squabble between MacManus and the Donegal County President,
Michael Dunnion.

Dunnion roused MacManus's anger by getting the

Donegal Board of Guardians, of which he was vice-chairman, to rescind
a resolution which MacManus ha,d got them to pass giving preference to
Irish speakers.
in June 1906.

MacManus's protest at this led to his expulsion
The natural step for him after that was to involve

himself in his father-in-law's A.O.H., and this appealed to him since,
though he thought it had its faults, it was "acting in a far finer
and more Irish manner than the Board of Erin, whose name is la.tely
becoming a by-word for un-Irishism"

22

.

Here he could preach the

Sinn Fein policy and ga.in recruits.
Support for Flannery, Ferguson, Johnston, Dobbin and MacManus
lias enthusiastically given by Clan-na-Gael members of the A.O.H. in
America.

Their motives for supporting a split in the Order in

Ireland have already been discussed
-
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Thus everything they could

do to encourage the A.O.H. Benefit Society was done.

Wide coverage was

given to its activities in the Clan's paper, the Gaelic American, where
it was always contrasted favourably with the Board of Erin side ("really
an adjunct of the U.I.L.")

24

.

Whenever MacManus, who lectured regularly

in America, was in the country the paper would interview him and also
print his articles on Sinn Fein.
with Clan leaders.

Also while he was there he could meet

One of the most important of these was

Matthew Cummings, who in July 1906 was elected the National President
of the A.O.H. in America.

At an A.O.H. meeting in December of that

year, attended by both, Cummings endorsed the Sinn Fein policy as
outlined by MacManus

25

From 1905, therefore, with the formation of the A.O.H. Benefit
Society, a struggle was going on which in miniature reflected the
struggle which was taking place at national level between constitutional
Nationalism and the forces that were seeking to destroy it.

On the one

hand there was the A.O.H. Benefit Society, committed to Sinn Fein and
infiltrated by the I.R.B.

On the other hand there was the Board of

Erin section, controlled by Devlin and dedicated to support of the Irish
parliamentary party and the United Irish League.
This struggle took various forms.
(l)

A struggle for numbers

Here the cards were stacked against Flannery and Co.

Their Order

had far fewer members than the Board of Erin and not even all the
registered divisions had supported the break with the Board.

From

July 1905 Devlin's side was spreading with impressive speed and those
divisions which had still not decided which side finally to come down on
were under pressure.

Thus in September 1905 the Board of Erin decided

that those divisions which had not affiliated with it within the quarter
would not be recognized after that period ' .

The resulting disparity

between the two sides in the period emerges clearly from the police
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reports.

Thus in April 1906 eleven A.O.H. divisions had been set up in

Ireland with a total membership of 4?2 members, but only two of them
belonged to the Benefit Society

.

Again in July 1906 the B.O.E. set up

eleven divisions with a total membership of

366

members, whereas the

Benefit Society could only manage one division at Mullingar and even
that, as the police reported, had "merely a nominal existence"

28

.

Not

only was the growth of the A.O.H. Benefit Society very slow, but it was
also subject to defections to the Board of Erin side.
defecting varied;

The motives for

the desire to be on the winning side, the favourable

impression created by the reforms on the B.O.E. side.carried through at
its convention in July 1905» and anger created by a growing realization
of the use Flannery, Ferguson, Johnston, Dobbin and MacManus were making
of the Society.

In October 1905 the important Newry division switched

to the Board of Erin side in response to the Board's September
resolution

29

and by the following month the general secretary of the

Benefit Society, McAspurn, sensing the way things were going, had defected
to the opposition^.

At the July 1906 convention in Dublin the discontent

felt at the political line being taken by the leadership boiled over.
Though a majority of the 70 delegates (itself a small number and
indicative of the way things were going) declared in favour of Sinn Fein,
the police noted that "only three however of the delegates who attended
from Belfast were in favour of this policy.

The remainder protested

against the A.O.H. being made a recruiting ground for the Sinn Fein."

31

and they in fact left the hall before the convention had concluded its
business.

Their anger did not abate and in August the five divisions

of the Benefit Society in Belfast were conducting negotiations with
Nugent.

These were successful and in September they affiliated with

the Board of Erin

32

.

In Scotland No 2 Glasgow, its most important

division, both financially and numerically, remained faithful a little
longer but in April 1908 it too decided to affiliate with the Board of
Erin33.
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(2)

A legal battle

To the chagrin of the Board of Erin, Flannery's side had the legal
title to the Ancient Order of Hibernians, having registered it in 1897
in Scotland.

However, the Board and its divisions continued to use it

in such things as newspaper reports.

This Flannery's side were not

prepared to tolerate, since possession of the title was one of their
most valuable weapons in the struggle with the Board.

The result was

that on the 9th September 1905 it served a writ on the Board's trustees
demanding an injunction to prevent it using the title of "Ancient Order
of Hibernians", and damages caused by the illegal use of the title

34

The Board, which had decided hitherto not to enter a legal battle to
recover the title because it did not want to drag the name of the A.O.H.
through "the mire of the courts", now had had the decision made for it.
On the 4th May 1906 it filed a statement of defence in the Chancery
Division of the High Court of Justice in Ireland denying every
allegation made against it and asserting that in fact "the assumption
of the name Ancient Order of Hibernians by the Plaintiff Society is
likely to mislead the public, and is an attempt by an off-shoot
organization to appropriate the position of the parent organization"

35

While preparations were being made for the court case, the National
Directory of the Benefit Society was beginning to have second thoughts.
The reason for these was almost certainly the financial penalty of losing.
In July 1906 its solicitor wrote to the Board of Erin enquiring whether
it would be willing to let the case drop with each side meeting its own
costs.

The Board was not willing to do this since, if crippling costs

could be inflicted on the Benefit Society, it might be driven out of
existence once and for all.

When the trial stage was finally reached in

February 190? the desperation of the Benefit Society's position can be
gauged from the fact that it did not even put in an appearance and costs
•zg

were awarded against im

.

These the Board of Erin was unable to
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recover and after an application by it the Master of the Rolls issued
an order winding the Benefit Society up and appointing Nugent as the
liquidator.

Nothing was to come of this because, as a report from the

Under-Sheriff's Office in Belfast explained, "The plaintiffs' premises
at 129 Donegall Street - which consists of a room at the top of a
house, never opened save on Sunday when meetings are held therein contain nothing seizable and from the results of enquiries I have
personally made I believe the plaintiffs have no goods upon which
I could make a levy."

37

.

Since it was bankrupt the Benefit Society now

had its registration cancelled in January 1908, leaving the way open for
the Board of Erin to register a code of rules under the title of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians.

Legally, therefore, the Board of Erin had

won all along the line.
(3)

A propaganda battle

In speeches, newspaper letters, reports and editorials both sides
attacked each other - at local level where there was considerable
-7O

friction the attacks were sometimes more than verbal!
abuse and sometimes reasoned argument.

There was much

Flannery's side concentrated its

attack on the Board of Erin, criticizing its past record, alleging
mismanagement of affairs and of having moved at a scandalously slow pace
in the matter of registration.
Devlin.

But the main accusation was reserved for

He was portrayed as having conquered the Board of Erin side and

perverting it to serve his own ends, which were allegedly personal power
and the subservience of the Order to the United Irish League.

In the

process he had thus turned it from a great national organization into a
purely sectional interest.

Devlin was portrayed as a divisive force

preventing reconciliation between the two sides.

Thus Flannery declared

in July 1905 that his side were "prepared to hold out the hand of
friendship to all - but we will be the tool of no man and no body of
men.

There is now but one stumbling block to perfect unity.
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If he

stood aside all would go all right.
blocks the way."

39 .

This disappointed office-seeker

The ordinary members of the Board of Erin side

were not to blame for having been sucked into supporting a narrow
political party (Sinn Fein by contrast being a great national movement
above the mere ruck of party politics) and, as MacManus said, they were
to be regarded "not as enemies but as alienated brethren who, rather by
mistake than design, have in some matters stepped outside the National
path"

40

.

The Board of Erin, and in particular Nugent, were very

sensitive to this accusation that they had placed the Order in a position
of subservience to the United Irish League and answered it with the same
claim that was made for Sinn Fein, i.e. that Redmond was not the leader
of a mere political party but of a great national movement which
commanded the allegiance of practically the whole Irish nation.

The

awkward existence of the Irish Protestants who most emphatically did not
want Home Rule was either glossed over or conveniently forgotten.
In the long run, although Sinn Fein triumphed, the attempts to use
the A.O.H. Benefit Society to popularize it were only of limited
success.

The inescapable fact was that the Nationalist party commanded

overwhelming electoral support from the Catholic population and from the
newspapers which it read.

Thus in Ulster the A.O.H. Benefit Society

found it hard to even get a hearing.

Here there were two main

Nationalist papers, the daily Irish News and the weekly Northern Star,
and both of these came down firmly on the side of the Board of Erin.
Devlin had worked on the Irish News as a reporter and was to become a
director of the paper.

In addition, its editor, T. J. Campbell, was a

close personal friend of his, and soon after he became National
President of the Board of Erin side in July 1905 the reports of meetings
of the divisions of the Benefit Society disappeared from the paper.
The Northern Star was equally helpful to Devlin and constantly urged
other papers to boycott the activities of Flannery and his supporters.
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To keep its members informed the leaders of the Benefit Society decided
to publish a paper of its own and so in May 1905 produced the
Hibernian Banner.

However, its circulation was poor and in May 1906

it ceased publication

41

.

The intention seems to have been to try again

publishing each alternate month, instead of monthly as hitherto, but the
paper seems never to have restarted.
By 1908, therefore, the Benefit Society had gone through many
tribulations.

Flannery had died after its 1906 convention, and his

successor, a Derryman called Gallagher, had had to retire in September
1908 to be succeeded by MacManus.
its registration cancelled.

The Society was bankrupt and had had

Its membership was still only a fraction of

the Board of Erin's side, and because of the support the leadership was
giving to Sinn Fein the Society was losing support among the divisions it
still had.

The critical state it had reached can be gauged from the

fact that in October 190? no new divisions were formed in Ireland

42

,

while the recent winding up order of the Master of the Rolls had had a
bad impact on morale with some divisions considering dissolving
themselves

43

.

The determination of the National Directory, however,

enabled it to continue, though with its registration cancelled there
was a change in its mode of operation and one perhaps more attractive
to people like Johnston.

Thus the police commenting on a Benefit

Society convention held in December 1907 noted that it "was practically
a secret society on the same level as the I.R.B. and having similar
objects" - quite a change from a society which only three years before
had been boasting about its open character.
Had then Johnston, Dobbin and MacManus achieved nothing?

On the

contrary, they had done two things with which they could be well pleased.
First, by its mere existence the A.O.H. Benefit Society prevented any
restoration of the old relationship between the Irish and American
i^L\.

Orders which, as explained above

, would have placed a truly formidable
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source of support at the disposal of the constitutional movement.
Since such a restoration was dependent on unity in Ireland the
National Board of the American A.O.H. began a series of meetings on
November JOth 1906 which went on to 2nd December to try to find out the
exact state of affairs in Ireland.

The Board of Erin sent its vice-

president, John Dillon, as its representative and he requested the
National Board to recognize the Board of Erin as the parent body and
re-affiliate with it.

Unfortunately for Dillon, MacManus was also

invited to attend and he was able to argue that Devlin's A.O.H. was a
mere adjunct of the United Irish League.

Faced with this evidence of

continuing disunity in Ireland the American National Board decided to
take no action whatsoever.

The Gaelic American was able to crow that

"Dillon's mission to America has therefore proved to be a failure and
neither the "Board of Erin" nor any other wing in Ireland has any
connection with the A.O.H. in America"

45

Secondly, in Ireland, Johnston, MacManus and Co. were a continual
thorn in the side of Devlin and the Board of Erin.

There was the

involvement in the court case which took up time and money.

There was

the confusion caused by the existence of two organizations claiming the
same title.

There was the accusation that the Board of Erin had

perverted the Order by linking it to the U.I.L.

Their talent for

causing embarrassment reached a climax in 1909*

At the convention of

the American Order in Indianapolis in 1908 the National President of
the A.O.H., Matthew Cummings (a member of the Clan-na-Gael), was
authorized to go to Ireland "to unite all Hibernians in Ireland, England
and Scotland, in one organization preparing the way for affiliation or
federation between the united organization in Ireland and Great Britain
and the Order in America"

46

.

This, of course, was a glorious opportunity

for Cummings because he would be able to decide who was to blame for the
disunity in Ireland - and given his political views there was little
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doubt as to what his decision would be.

Cummings' delight was matched

in Ireland by anger from the Board of Erin, because after years of
proclaiming that the American Order should affiliate with it here was the
child coming over to sort out the affairs of the parent.
events increased its anger.

Certain other

Firstly, when Cummings and his fellow

delegate, the state chaplain of Massachusetts, Reverend Philip O'Donnell,
left America on April 3rd 1909, any expectation that Cummings would act
impartially was completely destroyed because travelling with Cummings
was National President MacManus.'

4?

Things worsened when Cummings was

met on his arrival by a reception committee consisting of representatives
of MacManus's A.O.H., Sinn Fein and the Gaelic League

48

.

Cummings then

informed Nugent by letter that he wanted a delegation from the Board of
Erin to meet one from MacManus's side.

Nugent, of course, would have

liked to have nothing to do with the envoys but Cummings was getting wide
coverage in both the Irish and American press and Nugent was conscious
of the impact on the A.O.H. in America if it seemed that their National
President was being snubbed.

So in spite of increasingly acrimonious

written exchanges with Cummings, Nugent agreed on behalf of the Board of
Erin to a meeting at the Gresham Hotel in Dublin on April 21st 1909, on
two conditions (i)

That both sides since they were laying claim to the title of
Ancient Order of Hibernians should produce books, documents, etc,
to back up their claim.

(ii)

That in the event of no agreement both sides were to leave the
whole matter in dispute to the arbitration of two distinguished
Irishmen

49

When the conference got under way Cummings and O'Donnell were faced
on one side by Devlin, Nugent, Father Cannon and Father McKinley and on
the other by MacManus, Johnston, Dobbin, Ferguson and his National
Treasurer, a man called Martin Pender.
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There was no chance of any

amicable compromise being reached - everyone was just going through the
motions.

But it was not a tame affair and, in fact, the atmosphere

became increasingly stormy.

Despite Nugent's demands, Ferguson, the

National Secretary of MacManus's side, did not bring any documentary
evidence with him and after some wrangling the hostility of the Board of
Erin side to Cummings boiled over and Devlin and Co. made it clear that
their organization "was, and would remain, a constitutional body"

50

It was at this point, according to the Hibernian Journal that
Cummings lost his temper and "directed a fusillade of abuse at our
National President more in keeping with the scavenger from the slums of
Boston than the responsible head of a great Catholic organization" 51
What in fact had happened was that Cummings had made to hit Devlin and
called him a "bottle-washer" (an allusion to Devlin's first job) to
52
which Devlin replied in kind by calling Cummings a "bum politician"' .
The conference broke up finally with nothing settled.
Cummings had some time left before he was due to go back to
America and, as an additional provocation to Devlin, he went on a
speaking tour with MacManus to Devlin's stronghold of Belfast.

From

here he wrote to Devoy in America explaining what action he proposed to
take.
"We will recognize the Old Board of Erin that MacManus is president
of and that will smash the Board of Erin.

We have the Cardinal

(Cardinal Logue) and all the priests on our side and Devlin is
desperate.

The fact that we held a meeting at his own door in

Belfast is a crushing blow."

53

Before leaving for America, Cummings issued a statement on May 10th
1909 in which he said that he had to "regretfully declare that there can
be no connection between the society in Ireland known as the Board of
Erin and the A.O.H. in America until it can be proved to the American
organization that it is obedient to the authority of the Catholic Church
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and absolutely non-political as an organization".

He then announced

that he was giving recognition to MacManus's Order by saying that he had
decided "to re-establish the old connection by agreeing to accept transfer
cards properly signed from the Organization known as "The Ancient Order
of Hibernians in Ireland" whose National President is Mr. Seumas MacManus
and National Secretary Mr. John Ferguson, they on their part agreeing to
accept our transfer cards properly signed"

54
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With this recognition

MacManus's organization was able to change its name to the A.O.H.
(Irish American Alliance).

However, this proved to be a high water

mark, because membership remained very small by comparison to that
supporting the Board of Erin.

In America, Cummings' action in Ireland

was seen as too blatantly partial and at the convention of the American
Order in 1910 he lost his post as National President.

In Ireland the

Irish American Alliance managed to stagger on until the First World War
(though with the loss of MacManus, who went to America before returning
many years later to Mountcharles, where he died in i960 at the age of 91)
but its fortunes can be gauged from the fact that in June 1911 it was
having to collect a special levy from members because of its financial
state

55

.

56
number^ .

In Cork it had a total of about J>0 members - a derisory
As an effective rival to the Board of Erin it was finished.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE ANCIENT ORDER OF HIBERNIANS AND NATIONALIST POLITICS 1905-1914

Devlin's plan of capturing the A.O.H. for the Nationalist party and
the United Irish League had borne fruit at the July 1905 convention with
the election of himself and Nugent to crucially important positions in the
Order and the passing of the resolution from Division 21, Belfast.

These

steps, however, only provided a base to build on and, as time passed, the
A.O.H. was weaved even more into the structure of Nationalist politics.
The process happened in a host of ways'*".
Firstly, many Nationalist politicians were or became members of the
A.O.H.

Right at the top an impressive number (though never I think a

majority) of Nationalist M.P.s were Hibernians.

There was Devlin, of

course, William Redmond, the brother of the leader of the party,
Thomas Kettle, its rising young star, and later even Nugent himself who
won a by-election in the College Green division of Dublin in 1915 and held
it until the electoral disaster of December 1918.

At the local level a

similar pattern emerged and many of the U.I.L. members on the county and
borough councils set up by the Local Government Act of 1898 and on other
public bodies, such as Boards of Guardians, were Hibernians.

Those

members of the Order who held or campaigned for political office could
be certain of valuable support from the A.O.H. - though the support was
also extended to Nationalists who were not members.

Hibernians, for

instance, would often rim candidates' election campaigns;

A.O.H. halls

would be used for political meetings, or as centres for the
distribution of election literature, while the local divisions of the
Order in a constituency could provide an army of workers to canvass,
serve at polling stations and check the electoral rolls.

Those people

supported by the Order were naturally expected to show their gratitude
and the great meetings and demonstrations of the Order in this period
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always had a large number of M.P.s and councillors in attendance.
Another method of recompense was for M.P.s to give addresses or lectures
on current topics of interest to meetings of the A.O.H.
The A.O.H. and the U.I.L. drew ever closer together.

The Order had

members at the very top of the League structure, on the Standing Committee
where Devlin and Nugent were permanent fixtures, and also on the next
level, in the National Directory.

At the National conventions held under

the auspices of the League there was a rapid growth in the number of
delegates from the A.O.H.

Although only two dozen A.O.H. delegates

attended the convention of April 1903, this had grown to 417 delegates
at the convention of February 1909* while there would also have been
Hibernians among the delegates from the other organizations represented.
Considering that the total number of delegates usually ranged between
2,500 and 3,000, Hibernian strength was quite important.

When the

conventions were over the delegates from the A.O.H. had to read reports
of the business to meetings of their divisions so as to keep those
members who had not attended informed.
Members of the A.O.H. were also encouraged to join the United Irish
League and, sometimes, more than encouragement was applied;
divisions in fact would only admit members of the U.I.L.

2

some

r

Many members

of the Order doubled as officials of the League and meetings of a
division were often held at a convenient time so that when the meeting
was adjourned the members could then go straight to a meeting of the
local branch of the League.

In many cases this did not mean going very

far, since A.O.H. meetings were often held in the local U.I.L. hall.
The close relationship between the two organizations was continually
impressed on the public consciousness in a number of ways.

Nationalist

parades, for instance, would usually contain delegations from both the
A.O.H. and the U.I.L., while on the occasions where the U.I.L. marched
alone its branches were often preceded by Hibernian bands.
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Again the

Board of Erin would often issue declarations or resolutions affirming
the need for A.O.H. members to support the League, or bee erne members,
while individual divisions would often pass resolutions at their meetings
pledging their confidence in Redmond, the Irish party and the U.I.L.
Again, the A.O.H. was a valuable source of finance to the United
Irish League.

That the Irish party was chronically and perennially

short of money in this period is well known.

Since the payment of

salaries to M.P.s did not begin until 1911 many members of the Irish
parliamentary party had to be supported by financial assistance from
party funds, and in 1904 no less than 5^ Irish M.P.s were in receipt of
payments.

Again there were the strains imposed by general elections

and by-elections.

Though we do not have the details for the latter

part of the period^, such things as the occurrence of two general
elections in one year (1910) must have imposed a tremendous strain on
the financial resources of the party.
extent to relieve that strain.

The A.O.H. were able to some

Some money came from collections taken

at division meetings for the U.I.L.;

some came from fund-raising events

organized by the Order, such as dances, concerts and competitions, and
some from donations which divisions made either to the campaign funds of
individual candidates at election time or to the Irish Parliamentary fund.
One final source was the levies ordered by the Board of Erin on divisions,
e.g. in December 1907 the Board imposed a levy of 6d on each division as

4

a contribution to U.I.L. funds .
The A.O.H. was also useful to the U.I.L. as a weapon of discipline.
The Parnell split and the subsequent protracted dissensions and
recriminations had had a traumatic effect on all Nationalists in Ireland.
Thus when the split had been finally healed, unity at all costs became
the constant theme both in the parliamentary party and in the League.
Anyone, as William O'Brien was to find to his cost, who threatened to
upset that unity could only expect to be vigorously and relentlessly
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pursued.

The U.I.L. was an old hand at the business of putting the

squeeze on its opponents with methods which had been perfected in the
days of the Land League;

but it was always useful to have additional

support in areas where the League was strong or to have an organization
to do the disciplinary work where the League was weak.

Many divisions

of the A.O.H. were prepared to do this by shunning those people who had
violated the rules of the U.I.L.^
Finally, the A.O.H. became committed to supporting the main political
demand of the U.I.L. and the Irish Nationalist party, i.e. Home Rule.
This is something of an oversimplification, because it is only in
retrospect in history text books that the term "home rule" can be
unequivocally defined as a demand for a devolved parliament within the
United Kingdom, and not for independence.
were much less clear.

To contemporaries things

Some did indeed accept Home Rule in the restricted

form that was later to be embodied in Stormont for fifty years, but others
took it to mean the restoration of the old Irish Parliament.

Yet others

thought that when Home Rule was granted Ireland would achieve dominion
status similar to Canada or Australia.

Matters were not helped by the

often contradictory (and to Unionists, downright deceitful) statements
made by the leaders of the party.
What was the A.O.H. position on Home Rule?

Generally speaking, the

Hibernians were on the militant side of the Home Rule movement.

The

Order never pretended that it wanted the link with England to work better
and that this could be achieved by a parliament in Dublin with limited
powers.

On the contrary, it never concealed its dislike for England and

was prepared to advocate means of bringing it to its knees, e.g. Nugent

in 1907 urged "our brethern in Ireland and Great Britain, yes and those
in Australia and America, to initiate a united and determined campaign
which will make Government in Ireland impossible, and an extension of

£
England's trade with foreign countries difficult" .
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The Order liked to

indulge a little in sabre-rattling and admit the theoretical attraction
of using force and the hope that "the yoke of English slavery" could
quickly be overthrown "if we had some long Toms and a fair supply of
Mauser rifles", though in fact this was mainly paying lip service, because
Nugent was always careful to stress that given the power of England any
resort to arms would be a disaster.

The A.O.H. was committed to a

constitutional course, but comfort could be taken from the fact that
"while acting within the constitution, we can give England as much trouble
and annoyance, and prove ourselves as injurious to her prestige and
influence as if the pom poms were roaring from the hills of Antrim and
the shells flying into Cork
in discussion of

Harbour".

This militancy could also be

the degree of Home Rule for Ireland.

seen

Here the Order

was willing to accept, as a first instalment, "the same liberty that has
been extended to the Transvaal".

From this Ireland could go on to

achieve the aim of the A.O.H., i.e. "National Independence in its highest
form".
This was, of course, more than any British government at the time
would have been willing to concede - indeed it took a long time to get
the very limited

Third Home Rule Bill out of the Liberals.

In view

of

the difficulties

facing the Liberals,some Nationalists were tempted

to

settle for something less than Home Rule in the hope that this could be
built on.

Not so the Ancient Order of Hibernians.

While it might

accept gradualism from Home Rule, it would not accept it _to Home Rule.
There was a limit to the extent of concessions the Order would support
and this was one of the restricting factors which the leaders of the
Nationalist party had to take into account in their political
manoeuvring over Home Rule.

A good example of the Order's hard-line

attitude on the subject was its reaction to Birrell's Irish Council Bill
in 1907.

This Bill proposed to set up an administrative council for

Ireland with an elected majority, which would be given control of eight
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of the departments of the Irish administration.

Though this was an

advance on the status quo there were severe restrictions, as the A.O.H.
was quick to point out.

The June issue of the Hibernian Journal carried

the headline "The Irish Council Bill

No Touch, Trace, Hint, or

Suggestion of any new Legislative Power or Authority", and the article
went on to describe it as "a disgustingly timid half-hearted effort" and
condemned it since while the Council would have control of eight
departments there would still be thirty-seven uncontrolled, the
Lord Lieutenant would still have a veto power over its working, and the
nominated members of the Council would almost certainly be Unionists.
The Order, therefore, campaigned against the Bill and was partly
instrumental in having it declared unacceptable at a National Convention
called to debate it.

The bill was withdrawn by Birrell soon afterwards.

Though this put things back to square one the A.O.H. could at least argue
that "we have taught both English parties that Irish National Sentiment
is not to be derided and ridiculed and that no measure short of legis-

7

lative independence will be accepted as satisfactory by the Irish People" .
These then were all the ways in which the A.O.H. was interlocked into
the Irish Nationalist movement.

It must not be assumed, however, that

this was a smooth painless process which was greeted with joy by the
Nationalists of the parliamentary party and the United Irish League.
On the contrary the political work of the Order was soon surrounded by
controversy and many Catholics soon shared the hostility to the A.O.H.
felt on the Unionist side.
One major area of concern to them was the fact that the A.O.H. was
a sectarian organization which excluded Protestants.

In this respect it

differed from the United Irish League, which was the official Nationalist
organization.

The U.I.L. prided itself on the fact that it was open to

all religions and it valued the, admittedly small, number of Protestants
who became members.

Many U.I.L. members were therefore intensely aware
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of how vulnerable they were to the accusation of hypocrisy in that,
while preaching the doctrine of toleration, equality and conciliation,
they were intimately associated with an Order confined to one religious
group - and one which could not be kept decently out of sight given the
A.O.H.'s entitlement to representation at the National Convention and at
the conventions which selected the parliamentary candidates.

Some of

its Catholic critics comforted themselves with the fact that the A.O.H.
was only a subsidiary organization to the U.I.L.;

but some League

members never reconciled themselves to any link with the A.O.H., while
others were concerned with the possibility that though the Order was
subordinate to the United Irish League it might not always be content
with that role.
This last point is very important because the A.O.H. was
increasingly attacked by Unionists, and by Nationalists like
William O'Brien, on the ground that it had become so powerful that the
League and the parliamentary party had become its servants - a similar
accusation to the one directed for decades against the Orange Order in
Ulster.

It was an accusation to which some of the boasts of the

leaders seemed to give substance.

For instance, in 1912 Nugent

described the A.O.H. as "a gigantic organization capable not only of
swaying the Irish Parliamentary Party but of having sufficient influence

g
and power to dictate how the British Empire ought to be governed" .
Again many Nationalists were alarmed by the unsavoury image acquired
by the Order of having perfected the art of machine politics, earning for
its headquarters the dubious compliment of the nickname, Tammany Hall.
Thus, it was accused of all the tricks of the American machine, of
delivering the votes for the party on election day by innumerable
disreputable methods, ranging from bribery to impersonation and
intimidation.

It was accused of using its strength at the conventions

to select Nationalist candidates to put forward its ov/n members, "yes-men"
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who would automatically follow instructions from the local Hibernian
"boss".

If there were not enough Hibernian delegates to steamroller

its nominees through the convention they resorted to the simple expedient
of creating bogus branches and sending people along to represent them.'

o

Again, the Order was accused of providing "jobs for the boys", of using
its members entrenched in local government to see that any other lodge
member in need was catered for.

One caustic critic described the A.O.H.

as becoming "in the end, a society for getting unworthy Catholics into
jobs"^.

In sum, those on the side of the machine were looked after,

but those who incurred its wrath were visited with insult, boycott and
physical violence^.

It was an image which any organization like the

A.O.H. is almost bound to attract if it is engaged in political work and
insists on keeping its operations safe from the public gaze.

Many people

at the time wondered what exactly was going on in the (smokefilled?) rooms
of the local hall?
As a result of these accusations relations in some areas between
these two theoretical partners were surprisingly hostile and some
branches of the League even refused to admit Hibernians as members

12

It is important then to examine the question of how powerful was the
A.O.H.;

was it a threat to the U.I.L.?

supplant the League?

did it want to take over or

could it have succeeded if it had tried?

the Order was powerful is beyond dispute.

That

As has been shown it

performed many valuable tasks for the Nationalist movement.

In some

areas it was so strong, and the League so weak, that Hibernian lodges
often had to revive branches of it which had lapsed
abort Birrell's Council Bill in 1907*

13

.

It had helped

In Ulster the A.O.H. did in fact

supersede the U.I.L. as the primary Nationalist organization;

at the

Nationalist convention in February 1909, for instance, there were
representatives from 135 U.I.L. branches, but the A.O.H. had already
almost achieved numerical equality with delegates from 132 divisions.
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But certain points have to be made.

In regard to the Irish Council

Bill, it is true that the Order had strongly attacked it, but it was the
overwhelming reaction from all sections of the Nationalist movement which
had resulted in its rejection at the convention of 1907.
alone could not have secured that result.

The Order

As regards the ascendancy of

the A.O.H. in Ulster, this was simply due to the weakness of the League,
and not to any "conquest" of it by the Order.

After all, it was the

manifest sickliness of the U.I.L. which had led Devlin in the first place
to seek the help of the A.O.H.

Again at the very top of the League, on

the Standing Committee, the number of members who were Hibernians never
remotely approached a majority.

In 1911» for instance, of the twenty

members there were only four who belonged to the A.O.H.

14

On the

parliamentary side, a substantial number of Nationalist M.P.s did become
Hibernians but, and this is important, it never became politically
obligatory for them to join.

Indeed, the two leaders of the party,

Redmond and Dillon, never did so.

Finally, there is the fact that the

Order was dominated by two men, Devlin and Nugent, and this ensured that
the Order would always stay firmly in line.

Nothing could have been

further from the truth than the often disseminated picture of Devlin using
the A.O.H. to reduce Redmond to a position of cowering servility.

It is

true, of course, that Redmond did not dominate the party as Parnell had
done - he did not have Parnell's charisma, dominating personality or sheer
political skill - but neither was he a cipher.

His style of political

leadership was probably the only one which could have worked in the
reunited party.

That is, he was content to preside as chairman of a

committee which would decide the policy of the party and it was his job
to carry out that policy.
own.

There were no spectacular initiatives of his

But these constraints did not reduce Redmond to a figurehead.

the leadership group of the party, as chairman, he was the first among
equals and he commanded the loyalty and respect of the other members,
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In

including Devlin.

Devlin, indeed, always remained somewhat in awe of

the man and the authority with which he always spoke in the House of
Commons.

Devlin, therefore, saw his task as one of service - service

of Redmond and of the party.
by which he could serve them.

The A.O.H. was simply another instrument
What might have happened if the Order had

come under the control of a less unselfish politician is a very different
question.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE SPREAD OF THE ORDER 1905-1914

One aspect of the A.O.H. in the pre-war era which must be examined
is its phenomenal growth in size and extent during the period l^^-l^.
Before 191^ its leaders and members had been prone to make extravagant
claims, e.g. in December 1902 Father McKinley was declaring that it had
30,000 members in Ireland and Great Britain^ - a total which later turned
out to be greatly exaggerated.
over-estimates.

There were two main reasons for these

First, there was the natural desire to impress on

people the importance of the Order.

But there was also the fact that

even the leaders genuinely did not know how many members there were.
Before 1905 the organization was chaotic and in a situation where few
written records were being kept the leaders had to rely on information
from local leaders whose reports were always in glowing terms of the fine
progress being made by the Order in their district.
Just how exaggerated most of these reports were became clear soon
after the reconstruction of the Order in 1905*

One of the changes

introduced then was that each year, in April and October, there was to be
a levy of all members to help pay the salaries and expenses incurred in
the running of the Order.

The first of these levies in October 1905 on

the home provinces (i.e. the four Irish ones and Scotland, England and

2

Wales) revealed that there was a membership of only 13»000 .
decade, however, was to see the Order mushroom.

The next

Thus, when Nugent was

appointed National Secretary in July 1905 there were only ll8 divisions
in Ireland and Great Britain - with the vast majority concentrated in
Ulster^ - but by December of the same year he was able to tell the Board
of Erin that over 100 new divisions had been formed in the preceding
quarter.

County Boards had been established in Antrim, Armagh, Down,

Tyrone, Cavan, Derry, Monaghan, Sligo, Roscommon, Donegal, Durham,

-
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Northumberland, Edinburgh, Renfrewshire and Dumbartonshire, while
arrangements had been made for the formation of county boards in other
4
areas .

By August 190? the number of divisions had grown to 537 in

Ireland and Great Britain^ while at the quarterly meeting of the Board of
Erin in Belfast in December of the same year Nugent was able to report
that there was now a county board in every county of Ulster, together
with several in Leinster, and that the Order was spreading in Munster^.

n
By April 1909 the membership in Ireland was put at 60,000 , while by
July 1909 there were 640 divisions in Ireland and Great Britain,

g
South Africa and Australia .

By April 1911 there were only six

counties in Ireland which had not been organized and the exact
distribution of the Order in the United Kingdom was as follows ULSTER
Antrim

- 45 divisions

Donegal

- 72

"

Down

- 50

»

Armagh

- 39

Cavan

- 24

Derry

-

Fermanagh

- 44

»

Monaghan

-

25

"

Tyrone

-

85

"

"

51

CONNAUGHT

38

Leitrim

-

Roscommon

- 15

Mayo

-

3

Galway

-

2

"

Sligo

-

9

"

-
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divisions
"

LEINSTER

Dublin

- 12 divisions

Louth

- 11

ft

Wicklow

-

3

ft

Meath

-

2

tt

MUNSTER
Cork

-

9 divisions

Limerick

-

6

ft

SCOTLAND
Lanark

- 44 divisions

Edinburgh

- 17

ft

Stirling

- 10

tt

Dunbarton

-

6

tt

Ayr

-

6

tt

ENGLAND
Durham

- 22 divisions

Cumberland -

5

ft

London

-

3

ft

Liverpool

-

2

ft

Manchester -

3

tt

WALES
-

Cardiff
TOTAL

4 divisions
655 divisions

Divisions tended to be larger in the cities than in rural areas.
Very few of the urban ones had a membership of under a hundred and the
Q

vast majority had anything from 300 to 700 members .

By 1914 the

membership in Ireland and Great Britain was 125,000'^.
What accounted for this incredible growth?

One factor, of course,

was the presence at the head of the Order of Devlin, whose standing was
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such that his advice to his huge personal following to join the Order
would in many cases have been enough.

But there were many other reasons.

There was the very favourable impression created by the changes which had
been made in the running of the Order at the convention of July 1905*
The A.O.H. then had a very sound foundation in its new constitution, which
gave it a clear and uniform system of government with democratic elections
right up to the highest officer, the National President.

There were now

strict safeguards to ensure that the financial contributions of the
members would be well looked after and any malpractices by officers be
detected.

As proof that the Order was being efficiently run there was

now the existence of a national headquarters at 31 Rutland Square in
Dublin^ and a National Secretary to oversee its running.

This new

efficiency permeated right down to division level, and whereas
previously divisional meetings had often been slackly organized there
was now a set order of business.

A typical meeting would now open with

the reading of the minutes of the previous one, proceed through reports
on candidates for membership, correspondence, the authorization of payment
of benefits to members, and the reports of the various committees of the
division.

There would then be discussion of any business of interest

(this could range from which band to perform at a demonstration to which
candidate to support at the conventions which selected parliamentary
candidates), then the collection of dues and fines and finally the
closing of the meeting by the president.

As a result of these changes

the image of the Order underwent a dramatic change and recruits began to
flow in.
Another reason was undoubtedly the removal of the ban placed on it
by the Roman Catholic Church.

The removal did not mean that all

clerical opposition to the Order simply melted away.

Toleration had

been mainly due to the persistent advocacy of Bishop O'Donnell and other
members of the hierarchy continued to be less than enamoured of the A.O.H.
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Cardinal Logue, in fact, remained a virulent opponent of the
organization which he regarded as a "pest, a cruel tyranny, and an
organized system of blackguardism"

12

.

Also, at the local level, many

priests continued to denounce the Order and warn against membership and
attempted to prevent divisions being set up in their parishes.

But a

psychological breakthrough had been made, because toleration removed the
grounds for a crisis of conscience which must have deterred many
potential members in the past.
designed to still fears.

Another action of O'Donnell's was

The ritual book

13 which he wrote for the

Order tried to put beyond all possible doubt for a candidate for
membership that nothing the A.O.H. did was hostile to the
Roman Catholic Church and that the Church had the means available to
ensure that this was so.

The candidate was therefore informed during

his initiation ceremony that all A.O.H. business was to be "conducted
strictly in accordance with the teachings of the Church";
have "full liberty to consult (your) Confessor

he was to

about everything that

takes place at the meetings, inform him where the Division meets, who
are its officers and members and that as a priest he is at liberty to
attend any of its meetings and join in its deliberations.

He may

also, at any reasonable time, inspect the different books of the
division".

The candidate was also asked to declare that he did not

and would not "while a member of the A.O.H., belong to any Society
condemned by the Catholic Church".

Also he had to declare - "That

I will keep secret from all those who are non-members of this Order
the business transacted at our meetings, or any information I may
obtain by being a member of this Order.

I do declare, however, my

right to disclose any such business to any clergyman of the Church ....
....

and to any ecclesiastical authority.".

safeguards.

These were formidable

There was also the visible proof of at least some

clerical enthusiasm, e.g. Father Cannon was on the Board of Erin as a
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National Trustee and so was Father McKinley as the National Chaplain,
while at the local level many parish priests became chaplains to a
division or indeed became members of the Order itself.

Again,

divisions would show their devotion by organizing church parades in
which the members would march to Mass in their regalia of sashes, badges
and buttons.

In Scotland the situation continued to cause concern and

indeed, in July 1907, the hierarchy there sent a circular to priests
declaring that since "some doubts have arisen as to the position in this
country of the Society known as the Ancient Order of Hibernians, we
think it necessary to inform you that the condemnation of the Society by
the Holy See on l4th December 1882 has not been withdrawn, and that
membership falls under the restriction regarding condemned societies in
the Faculties granted for confession"

14

.

This was a severe blow;

but

in 1909 Devlin repaired the damage with a tremendous personal coup because
after a visit by him to Rome the Inquisitor-General, Cardinal Rampolla,
sent a letter to the head of the Scottish hierarchy, the Archbishop of
St. Andrews and Edinburgh, announcing that "in view of the reformation of
the rules, the Society called 'The Ancient Order of Hibernians Board of
Erin', and the others that are comprehended under it may be tolerated"

15

.

The situation in Scotland was, therefore, now the same as in Ireland and
most of the anxieties which had plagued the Scottish membership melted
away.
The social side of Hibernianism was also important.

More and more

divisions meant more halls which could be used to provide entertainment
for members and their families.

There would be concerts, dances and

sporting competitions (e.g. dart matches) between divisions.

The Order

also catered for those members who were perhaps staying in a part of the
country with which they were not familiar (such as men on business trips) for example, the Order opened the Ulster Hibernian Club in Belfast in 1906
to be used not only by members from Belfast but by any member in Ireland.
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Here he could meet other Hibernians and use the facilities of the Club.
Again, as membership increased, the parades which the A.O.H. held,
especially on St. Patrick's Day and Lady Day, became more impressive and
there was a snowball effect as more and more members joined so that they
could participate in the marches.

The parades in fact were the lifeblood

of the organization and for many members to walk with the rest of the
division behind a band in a procession along a street packed with
spectators was the highlight of the year.
Another factor was that as the A.O.H. became more respectable there
was an influx into the Order of men from the middle class, who in the past
would have regarded the Order as beneath them and would never have
dreamed of joining it.

These were people like solicitors and shop

keepers and it is perhaps no coincidence that many of them found
membership a help to them in their occupations.

A shopkeeper, for

instance, would be looking for the custom of other members of the
division and their wives and would hope that these people would
recommend him to their friends.

Again, the division itself would often

need such things as groceries and food for social evenings or excursions.
Also attractive was the fact that many employers who were members of the
Order often preferred to give jobs to other members.
Another boost to membership came from the A.O.H. becoming a
registered society.

In 1905 the construction of a welfare state had not

even begun and ill-health and death were misfortunes for which the
individual had to make his own arrangements.

Thus a society like the

A.O.H. was attractive, because if misfortunes did hit a member the
Order would pay benefits which would cushion the impact on him and his
family.

The scale of benefits varied in accordance with the size of

the payments made, but any member wanting full benefits could be covered
by paying a weekly contribution of sixpence halfpenny or sevenpence.
For this the member and his family got in the event of illness free
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medical attendance and medicine, while the member himself got a weekly
allowance for the first three months of the illness and a reduced
allowance for the succeeding three months.

Also, if the member died

his family got a mortality grant of £10 for his burial;
wife died he got a grant of £6.

if the member's

The attraction of the A.O.H. as a

benefit society was greatly increased by the National Insurance Act of
1911.

The Act, as it applied to Ireland, provided for the compulsory

insurance of all males and females between the ages of 16 and 70 and
earning less than £160 a year.

These people were to be entitled to

four main types of benefit (i)

Sanitorium benefit

- this consisted of treatment in a
sanitorium on the recommendation of
the Insurance Commissioners who
supervised the operation of the Act in
Ireland.

The Commissioners had the

power to extend the benefit to the
dependants of the insured person.
(ii)

Sickness benefit

- this consisted of weekly payments of
10s. Od. for men and 7s. 6d. for women
who had made 26 contributions.

(iii)

Disablement benefit - if the right to sick benefit had been
exhausted and the person was still unable
to work then he got 5s. Od. a week.

(iv)

Maternity benefit

- this consisted of 30s. Od. for the period
of confinement of a woman.

The contributions were not to be collected nor the benefits paid by the
State but instead the Act was to be operated through approved societies
approved by the Insurance Commissioners.

Since the insurance was to be

compulsory, it was really essential to become a member of an approved
society (though there were arrangements for a person who was turned down.
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for whatever reason, by one of the societies).

For the societies,

therefore, there was a vast pool of potential new members created by the
Act - if they were approved by the Insurance Commissioners.

The A.O.H.

was so approved, and before the Act came into operation in Ireland, on the
15th July 1912, it engaged in a big publicity campaign to attract new
members.

Recruits were soon flowing in by the thousand and indeed Nugent

was soon busily supervising the construction of a large A.O.H.
bureaucracy to cope with the expansion.
hundreds of jobs at its disposal.

The Order, in fact, soon had

There had to be agents to look

after the contributions and also - a much sought after position - doctors
employed by the society to provide the sickness certificates etc.

By

1915 the scale of the operation can be judged by the fact that the A.O.H.
with 122,000 people in Ireland in its insured section (over one-sixth of
the total insurable population) had eleven district offices in Ireland
and, including the centred office staff, employed over 1,400 people^.
It is little wonder, then, that in some parts of the country the A.O.H.
and the National Insurance Act were synonymous

17

.

Finally, the deteriorating political situation in Ireland with its
accompanying sectarian tension was an important fact in the increase in
membership.

This matter is dealt with in detail elsewhere

, so it is

only necessary to point out here that in a situation where the Orange
Order was booming as people joined to show their determination to resist
Home Rule it was only natural that Catholics should join their equivalent
organization to show that they were equally determined to have Home Rule.
An additional factor was the widespread gratitude which the A.O.H. earned
in Ulster for the assistance which it rendered to victims of sectarian
fighting.

After the severe rioting in Belfast in the summer of 1912 it

was the Order which took the lead in organizing collections through its
divisions for the Belfast Relief Fund which had been set up to look after
the Catholic victims

19

.
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These then were the main factors which encouraged expansion in the
decade before the first World War.

One final important one, however, has

yet to be dealt with - William O’Brien's attack on the Order.
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CHAPTER NINE

WILLIAM O'BRIEN'S WAR WITH THE ANCIENT ORDER OP HIBERNIANS

One of the people who watched the growth of the A.O.H. with
concern ws.s William O'Brien.

His eventual collision with the Order

was to he of crucial importance to its subsequent history and to
O'Brien's own career.
By 1908 O'Brien was approaching a turning point in his political
life after nearly 30 years in the House of Commons.

His career

since the reunion of the Nationalist party in 1900 had, to say the
least, been chequered.

After the reunion O'Brien had appeared to

many people as the dominant personality in the Nationalist
movement.

Redmond, after all, was not at the start held in high

esteem by the other leaders of the movement and wa.s only elected to
the chair of the parliamentary party because it was felt tha.t he
could be easily controlled and disposed of at any convenient moment.
In addition, O'Brien still controlled the United Irish Lea.gue and
his friendship and political alliance with John Dillon still seemed
firm.

All this was to be utterly transformed by O'Brien's political

conversion to his famous policy of conciliation.
conversion was not something new to him;

Political

he had originally been a

physical force man and a member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood
before switching to constitutionalism and membership of the
parliamentary party.

But that particular path was one that had

been trodden by many other Nationalists (Davitt, for instance) and
was perfectly acceptable.

His second great conversion, however,

was to destroy forever his friendship with Dillon and ultimately to
drive him out of the parliamentary party.
What had happened wa.s that O'Brien's career as an agrarian
agitator ha.d talcen a most peculiar turn.
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It was in this sphere

that he had first made his reputation.

In 1886, along with Billon

and Timothy Harrington, he had devised the Plan of Campadgn under
which tenants who felt that they were paying an exorbitant rent
could decide among themselves what was a fair rent.

If the land

lord refused to accept this the money was to be kept with trustees
until the landlord gave in, or if he evicted the tenants it would
be used for their upkeep.

Along with Dillon, O'Brien popularized

the Plan, and though it never rivalled the activities of the Land
League at the height of its power it required a sustained
programme of coercion by the Chief Secretary, Arthur Balfour
(which included the prosecution and imprisonment of O'Brien and
Dillon) before the Plan of Campaign was effectively brought under
control.
The 1890s seemed to leave O'Brien's belief in the validity and
effectiveness of agrarian agitation totally unshaken, and indeed it
wa.s as the lineal descendant of the Land League and the Plan of
Campaign that he had originally envisaged the United Irish League
when he formed it in I8981.

Again, as in the Plan of Campaign

days, O'Brien was a tireless organizer and though the agitation
never approa.ched that of the land war at its height in the late

1870s it was fierce enough to have 13 Irish M.P.s, or former
M.P.s, imprisoned in the period 1901—1902 and to have proclaimed
by the spring of 1902 the counties of Cavan, Clare, Cork, Leitrim,
Mayo, Roscommon, Sligo, Tipperary and Waterford, and the cities of
Cork and Waterford.

However, just as the previous phases of

agrarian agitation had led to Acts of Parliament dealing with the
land question, so did the activities of the United Irish League.
In September 1902 a Galway landowner, Captain Shawe-Taylor,
proposed a conference between representatives of the landowners and
the tenants to attempt to reach a final settlement of the land
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problem, and naming the people he thought should be the
representatives.

Though the landlords nomina.ted by Shawe-Taylor

refused to act, the approval given to the idea by George Wyndham,
the Chief Secretary for Ireland, was enough to get a conference
under way in December 1902 with the landlords headed by
Lord Dunraven and with Redmond and O'Brien leading the
representatives of the tenants.

Within a fortnight the conference

was concluded and a unanimous report adopted.

By it landlordism

was to be abolished by the State loaning money to the tenants with
which they could buy the land from the owners and since the sale
was not to be compulsory the landlords were to be induced to sell
by a government bonus in addition to the agreed purchase price.
The report wa.s the basis for Wyndham's Land Act of 1903» which in
effect solved the Irish land problem.

This was the very first time

in the long period of land agitation that the landlords themselves
were brought into the discussions and not just attacked by the
Nationalists.
For O'Brien the whole experience of the land conference had
been an exhilirating one.

He, a veteran agrarian agitator, had sat

down with landlords against whom he had been campaigning for years
and together they ha,d been able to abolish landlordism.

Here for

him was a technique which, if extended into other spheres, would
solve all Ireland's problems.
conciliation.

This was O'Brien's famous policy of

For O'Brien it would solve a problem which had

bedevilled Irish nationalists for decades and which, in a rather
different form, still bedevils them today.

This was that in

Ireland, and particularly in Ulster, there were large numbers of
Protestants.
A few of these Protestants were Nationalists, members of the
United Irish League and supporters of the demand for Home Rule, but
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they were really a derisory number.

Overwhelmingly, Irish

Protestants were Unionists and opponents of Home Rule who had shown
the strength of their determination in 1886 and in 1893 when
Gladstone had unsuccessfully tried to push through Home Rule Bills.
It was certadn that even if a future Liberal administration
introduced a Third Home Rule Bill, Protestants would resist.
O'Brien argued that this situation, with all its dangers, could be
ea.sily avoided.

The land conference had shown that men, who on the

face of it had nothing in common, could if they tried find a
surprising amount of common ground.

In the same way the

opposition of the Irish Unionists to Home Rule, arising in O'Brien's
view from groundless fears and misunderstanding, could be overcome
by a process of conciliation, Nationalist and Unionist becoming more
familiar with each other, discussing their differences, gradually
building up a reservoir of mutual trust until ultimately an amicable
solution could be agreed between all sections of the Irish population
as to what was to be the country's political status.
The sincerity of O'Brien is admirable.

He was one of the very

few Nationalist leaders to make a genuine effort of imagination to
understand and soothe Protestant fears.

The trouble was that he

did not represent the majority section of opinion in the party,
which depicted him as dreaming after the impossible.

This section,

which had its leading representative in John Dillon, believed (and it
must be said that it was a more accurate reading of the situation)
that there was no way in which Irish Protestants could be gradually
brought round to accepting Home Rule.

To engage in a very lengthy

process of conciliation would destroy Home Rule as a practical
proposition for decades.

The only way to achieve what, after all,

was the very object without which the Nationalist party was
meaningless, was to keep pressing for Home Rule in spite of Unionist
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opposition.

If there wa.s to be any conciliation it could be done

after Home Rule wa.s achieved and not before.

The strength of this

feeling became very clear after the report of the land conference in
December 1902.

Even though landlordism was to be abolished many

Nationalists felt that the landlords were getting a very generous
golden handshalce for agreeing to sell what was not rightfully
theirs in the first place.

Thus, when Wyndham produced a bill to

give effect to the recommendations of the conference it was endorsed
by a National Convention in April 1903 - but there were many
amendments.

When the bill finally got through parliament the paxty

newspaper, The Freemans Journal, declared it to be a victory for the
landlords.

Dillon, while accepting the bill, made it totally clear

that he did not draw the same lesson from the conference as O'Brien.
In August 1903 he declaxed "I am so far sceptical that I have no

2

faith in the doctrine of conciliation" .
Dillon's attitude to O'Brien's policy was to mean the
irrevocable end of what had been a very long and close friendship
between the two men^.

It was not quite a clash between a visionary

O'Brien and a reactionary Dillon because while Dillon had his faults
O'Brien was an excitable and rather unstable man, totally convinced
that any position he took up was right and impatient of any
opposition, which he was wont to ascribe to either stupidity or
malice or personal ambition.

Once two men of such fundamentally

different temperaments had taken diametrically opposed stances on
such an important matter it would have taken superhuman diplomacy to
keep them both within the party.

O'Brien recognized this and tried

to get the first blow in by trying to persuade Redmond to turn
against Dillon, but Dillon had too much support within the party for
him to be easily disposed of.

Also Redmond's relations with Dillon,

which had been distinctly cool a,t the time of the reunion, were now
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steadily improving.
O'Brien.

If it came to a choice he preferred Dillon to

The result was that (not for the first time) O'Brien quit

the political scene.

In November 1903 he resigned his seat in

parliament, withdrew from the National Directory of the United Irish
League and closed do™ his paper, The Irish People.

Though the

party in Cork refused to accept his resignation and, without
consulting him, returned him again in Axigust 1904, he was both
outside the fold and in effect in retirement.

From it he watched,

with increasing anger, an two schemes in line with his policy of
cautious advance came to nothing.

First, there was the fiasco of

Lord Dunraven's devolution proposa-ls in 1904,which culminated in the
resignation of Wyndham in March 1905» and then Birrell's abortive
Irish Council Bill in 1907*

Even though at the end of 190? O'Brien

was readmitted to the party in response to widespread public demand,
this was only a papering over of the cranks, because the reaction of
the leaders of the party to these schemes had greatly lowered them in
O’Brien's estimation.

Redmond initially had given a cautious welcome

to both and then back-tracked when opposition began to build up in the
party and this had confirmed O'Brien's opinion of him as a man of
straw, while Dillon's uncompromising rejection on both occasions
increased O'Brien's irritation at his rigidity.

But it was Devlin

and his organization, the A.O.H., who were to become the major objects
of O'Brien's singer.
Relations between Devlin and O'Brien were extremely hostile.
Devlin with his horror of division and dissension regarded O'Brien
as a wrecker and was less than overjoyed at his return to the party
fold in 1907.

He distrusted his motives for this and wrote to

Dillon attacking O'Brien "who finds, now that he cannot smash up the
movement and destroy the unity of the countiy from without, tha.t the
best thing to do is to try and patch things up and have a change of
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tactics .

To some extent O'Brien's dislike of Devlin was based on

jealousy and wounded pride, since Devlin had replaced him as the popular
hero of the Nationalist movement.

This was a position O'Brien had long

held and to which the middle-class Redmond or the austere and chilly
Dillon were no threat.

Devlin, however, with his working class origins

and his easy, friendly manner was an entirely different proposition.
Again, Devlin was his rival as an orator^.
triumvirate in the parliamentary party.

He was also one of the leading
But possibly most galling of all

was the fact that Devlin was now the effective head of the very United
Irish League which O'Brien had started when he was a national figure and
Devlin a minor Belfast politician, and from the inner workings of which
O'Brien and his supporters had been frozen out.

But besides these very

understandable personal motives O'Brien was perturbed at the growing
importance of Devlin's A.O.H.

It was maddening to him that while he was

preaching a policy of soothing and eradicating Protestant fears Devlin was
presiding over a sectarian organization which in fact was increasing those
fears.

The A.O.H., while proclaiming its goodwill towards Protestants,

had come out strongly against O'Brien and his policy of conciliation.

The

A.O.H. was strong in rural Ireland, many of its members buying their land
under the terms of Wyndham's Act, and it shared the disillusion with the
Act, feeling no gratitude to the landowners and seeing no reason why they
should be conciliated.

As an editorial in the Hibernian Journal said of

O'Brien, "He can well believe that the peculiar policy he preaches of
conciliating the Dunravens and Ashtowns and Kayos will find no support
from our members.

There are men in our Order today who recollect the

hellish tyranny of the landlord and ascendancy party;

who saw for

themselves the wanton and cruel persecution which our people were subjected
to by the very clan who are now endeavouring once again, although in a
very different manner, to dictate to the Irish people the best line of
policy to pursue."^
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O'Brien had had to watch while the A.O.H. had played a leading
part in frustrating Birrell's Irish Council Bill, which he had welcomed
so enthusiastically as a perfect example of his own policy of gradual
advance.

By the end of 1907 he was beginning to attack the Order.

Things had thus changed dramatically since 1900 when it was at
O'Brien's insistence that the A.O.H. was given representation at the

7

National Conventions .

Now through his paper, the Irish People, he was

giving publicity to the activities of the A.O.H. Benefit Society and,
equally irritating to the Order, attacking Devlin whom he claimed was
helping Dillon by using the A.O.H. to attack him and so ruin the
apparent reconciliation which had brought O'Brien back into the party.
The A.O.H. reacted angrily to this criticism and divisions were soon
passing resolutions of protest against O'Brien.

Relations between the

two deteriorated steadily throughout 1908 until in October 1908 Nugent
was declaring that "if the Parliamentary party is to receive a
continuance of the support and loyalty which has been yielded to it from
a majority of Irishmen it must now assert itself and expel Mr. W. O'Brien

g
M.P." .

By 1909 the hostility had reached breaking point, and it was

to erupt in what is possibly the most famous episode of O'Brien's whole
career - the "Baton Convention" of 1909.
briefly explained.

The background to this can be

By 1909 Wyndham's Land Act was breaking down,

mainly because it was proving so successful^

What had happened was a

drastic shortage of funds to advance money to prospective buyers and to
pay landlords their bonus on the sale.

The cause of the shortage was

partly the demand for tenants, which was greater than anticipated, and
partly because the price of the government stock from which the funds
were raised had slumped.

To meet the deficiency the Liberal government

introduced a bill to increase the tenants' annuities and also to put the
landlords' bonus on a sliding scale, so that the more they got from the
sale the less they got from the bonus.
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Furthermore, if the bill was not

passed the deficiency would have to be met mainly from the ratepayers of
Ireland.

O'Brien regarded this as blackmail and saw the bill as

destroying what he regarded as one of his finest achievements.

If the

financial arrangements for land purchase were indeed in jeopardy the best
remedy was a repeat of the formula which had led up to Wyndham's Land
Act - that is, another conference which would show that the spirit of
conciliation of 1902 could work again.

O'Brien, therefore, began to

advocate the rejection of the bill and the calling of another conference.
In pursuing this course, O'Brien was set on a collision course with
the majority section of the party, which had rejected his policy of
conciliation, and which felt that the Bill had to be accepted, otherwise
relations with the Liberal party (the only party which could deliver Home
Rule) might be severely damaged.
Convention of February 1909*

The clash was to come at the National

The arrangements for this conference were

left in the hands of Devlin, the U.I.L secretary and Denis Johnston, its
chief organizer, while the convention secretaries were to be Nugent and
Father Cannon.

Three of these four were Hibernians, a fact that O'Brien

was to make great play with later.

The Convention was expected to be a

lively one, since although O'Brien was no longer a dominant figure in the
Nationalist movement he still was a highly popular politician in Munster
and commanded the overwhelming allegiance of the M.P.s of Cork City and
County.

They at least could be expected to support him at the Convention.

Redmond, who was to be in the chair at the Convention, remembered that at
the Convention of 190? which had debated Birrell's Irish Council Bill there
had been some disorder and scuffling.

He therefore instructed Devlin

that there were to be enough stewards at this Convention to see that there
was no repetition of such scenes.

Devlin left the recruiting of the

stewards to Johnston and Nugent who between them got about 100 men, many
of them Hibernians and some from as far away as Belfast.

Johnston was

determined to take no chances and on his own initiative had a supply of
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wooden batons made which were to be given to some of the stewards to
help them in their task.

Redmond, however, was informed a day before

the Convention began that this was to happen and agreed to it providing

9

the batons were not used "except in case of desperate necessity" .
While it was no doubt distasteful for any gathering to have to meet
guarded by men with batons, Redmond would never have agreed unless he
feared that they might genuinely be needed to deal with disorder.
The Convention opened in the Mansion House in Dublin on February 9th
1909.

The atmosphere was electric on the first day as the debate on the

government's proposals got under way.
to be O'Brien's speech.

The high spot was obviously going

When it came to O'Brien's turn to speak and

move an amendment against Birrell's Bill there was, as the Belfast
Newsletter said, "a tremendous outburst of hostility"^.

The incredible

scenes which were to follow v/ere depicted so well by the reporters at the
Convention that extended excerpts from their accounts are the best way of
conveying the atmosphere of the occasion.

"After reading the resolution,

Mr O'Brien endeavoured to address the excited gathering, but cat-calls,
boohs, shouts of 'Sit down, traitor' and similar ejaculations were hurled
at him from all parts of the big hall."'^'*'.

He battled on but "Terrific

yells prevented a syllable of what Mr O'Brien was saying being heard.
A foot from where he was standing the whole assembly was in a condition
of seething excitement, and the rival factions denounced one another,
gesticulated, and turned the hall into a pandemonium.
"At this stage fuel was added to the fire by an incident which very
soon developed into a free fight.

A Nationalist member of parliament

who was seated in the rear of the platform then moved towards the chairman
(Redmond), with what object could not be gathered.
steward and others and hustled back without ceremony.

He was met by a
Some of those by

whom he was surrounded went to the member's assistance and in a few
seconds an embroiled crowd of legislators, priests, stewards and others
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were swaying about, pushing, seizing one another by the scruff of the
neck and shouting."

12

What in fact had happened, according to the Irish Times, was that
"M» Crean M.P. (one of O'Brien's supporters) (had) made a move in the
direction of the Chairman with the object, it is understood, of directing
his attention to the behaviour of some persons on the gallery, who were
continually interrupting Mn O'Brien's speech.

Mr. Crean was seized by

Mr. Flavin M.P., and a steward who tried to force him back, and a
struggle ensued.

Father Clancy of Kilkee rushed to Mr. Crean's aid,

and in a few seconds a dozen persons, including Mr. Joseph Devlin M.P.,
Mr. John Fitzgibbon, Mb Flavin, Mr. Crean and Father Clancy were seen to
be involved in handigrips.

Mr. Devlin was pushed violently by somebody,

who could not be recognized at the Press table, and he was observed
dealing a vigorous blow in return.

The Chairman and Mr. John Dillon

sat quite unmoved during this period." 13 .

Order of a kind was restored

and O'Brien continued, but the din was still so loud that he finally
gave up.

As far as can be judged, therefore, there was widespread

hostility to O'Brien in the Convention and as to the apportionment of
blame for the fighting it seems to have been six of one and half a dozen
of the other.
The story through O'Brien's eyes is naturally somewhat different.
He had to explain to himself how he, a man who for decades had been a
leading figure in the Nationalist movement, whom Parnell had wanted to
succeed him as leader of the party

14

and who more than any other person

had reunited the party, had fallen so low.
that was self-evidently correct;

it could not be due to any misreading

on his part of the political situation;

there had to be some other

explanation for such a catastrophic fiasco.
far.

It could not be his policy,

He did not have to look

To a man like O'Brien, always prone to believe in plots and

conspiracies

the answer was simple:

-
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he had been brought down by the

-

Hibernians in retaliation for the attacks he had made on the Order and
for his advocacy of the policy of conciliation.

He had fully expected

a hostile reaction from the Hibernian delegates at the convention, but
had believed that he would be able to swing the remainder of the delegates
behind him.

Now it was clear to him that he had never stood a chance.

The convention had been sewn up before it had even started.

The

involvement of Devlin, Nugent and Father Cannon in the organization and
running of the convention and the bringing of the Hibernians to Dublin to
act as stewards^ were indisputable proof that he had been the victim of
a deeply-laid and ruthless plot by Devlin and the A.O.H. to intimidate
the convention, destroy him and with him the policy of conciliation he
was fighting for.
Thus, he and his loyal band of supporters from Munster had come to
plead their case in a citadel, the ramparts of which were manned by
Hibernians, while inside a cowed assembly of delegates, many of whom were
really in sympathy with O'Brien, were kept in muted submission by
Hibernian "stormtroopers" swinging their batons as they patrolled the
aisles, scrutinizing faces and ready to pounce on anyone who stepped out
of line.

In addition, just to make doubly sure that O'Brien did not get

a fair hearing, groups of Hibernian delegates had been planted with
instructions to howl him down if he seemed to be going down too well.
This, according to O'Brien, was a wise precaution because when he rose to
speak ".........
welcome;

there burst forth a chorus of generous and unmistakable

but it was immediately drowned by shouts of angry hostility

raised simultaneously, and in manifest obedience to a signal by the
detachments of armed "Molly Maguires" all round the auditorium at the
back of the platform and in the great gallery which encircles the Round
Room.

It was clear from the first that the password for the day was not

to permit a word to be heard by the great mass of the Convention, and the
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order was put victoriously into execution.n
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He valiantly carried on but "While I was endeavouring by the aid of a fairly powerful voice
to dominate the ear-splitting clamour around me, Mr. Crean M.P., on the
suggestion of Father Clancy, attempted to reach me in order to urge me
to give up the unequal struggle.

He was no sooner on his legs than he

was pounced on by a group of Belfast "Mollies" and dragged back by main
force, while Mr. Devlin, with a voice blazing with passion, rushed to his
colleague in the Irish party, shouting to his lodgemen:
outi

Throw the fellow out'.

'Put the fellow

At the same time Father Clancy,

Mr. Sheehan M.P. and Mr. Gilhooley M.P. having interposed to remonstrate
with Mr. Crean's assailants, found themselves in the midst of a
disgraceful melee of curses, blows and uplifted sticks, Mr. Sheehan
being violently struck on the face, and one of the "Molly Maguire" baton
men swinging his baton over Mr. Gilhooley's head to a favourite Belfast
battle-cry:

'I'll slaughter you, if you say another word.'"'

18

The trouble with O'Brien's account of the convention, enthralling
though it is, is that, as Professor Lyons has said, for him "to suppose
that his collapse was due to its (i.e. the A.O.H.'s) machinations was
to yield to a pathetic illusion.

He was shouted down at the convention

in February 1909 because he had lost the ear of the country."

19

This he

could not bring himself to accept and with indefatigable energy he
proclaimed the A.O.H. as being the architects of his failure.

Again and

again he returned to the theme of the convention and the A.O.H., and
though it is dangerous for a layman to speculate on such matters anyone who
read O'Brien's newspapers, the Irish People and the Cork Accent, for this
period is very tempted to conclude that he was suffering from a combination
of a manic obsession and a persecution complex.

What, for instance, is

one to make of his explanation of how the heckling had been co-ordinated?
"........

while I was being howled by the "Board of Erin" brethern
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and the cattle drivers, the Grand Chaplain (he was referring here to
Father Cannon) sat by Mr. Redmond's side, with a broad grin of delight
upon his face, and with his hand to his cheek making motions, which to
.

all seeming were the secret signals of the Order, to the disturbers."

20

This makes rather sad and pitiable reading and if O'Brien was not a
disturbed and unbalanced man at this stage, then he certainly wrote like
one

21
The sense of grievance which O'Brien and his followers felt at their

reception at the convention resulted in a court case which had very
important consequences both for him and for the A.O.H.

Cream served a

simmons on Devlin and Johnston, alleging that they had acted and incited
others to act in a disorderly manner and aided, abetted and commissioned
the assault on him.

Crean v. Devlin and Johnston was, of course, simply

O'Brien v. the A.O.H. in a legal form, and since O'Brien was determined to
expose the Order once and for all by securing a guilty verdict he engaged
the finest advocate available, Tim Healy.
Healy's relations with O'Brien had now come full circle.

He was an

erratic genius, a total individualist - even more so than O'Brien congenitally unable to work as part of a team.

In addition, he had a

gift for the wounding phrase which in the past he had employed against
In 1898, for instance, he had described the United Irish

O'Brien.

League as "the efforts of a single individual to rescue himself from
oblivion"

22

.

It is little wonder, therefore, that, in 1900, with Healy

refusing to dissolve his own People's Rights Association in spite of the
reunion of the party and the acceptance of the United Irish League as the
official Nationalist organization, it was O'Brien who took the hardest
line against him.
bullet"

23

At this stage O'Brien regarded Healy as a "poisoned

and in the general election of 1900 he turned the U.I.L. machine

against Healy and his followers.
Healy's brother, Maurice.

O'Brien himself won the Cork seat from

Only Tim himself scraped home in North Louth.
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Shortly afterwards it was on O'Brien's motion that Healy was expelled
from the Nationalist party.

Healy in characteristically irrepressible

fashion delighted the new House of Commons when he said of O'Brien that
"The hon. Member for Cork has created two united Irish parties, of which
I am one.".

Healy, however, was not a man who held grudges - the same

could not be said of many of the victims of his barbed remarks - and when
O'Brien after 1903 began to experience the same political isolation which
he had inflicted on Healy the two men now had something in common and
began to co-operate with each other.

In 1907 O'Brien was able to

engage Healy (who was also one of the most brilliant advocates at the
Irish Bar) as his counsel in a successful libel action against the
Freeman's Journal, and when at the end of 190? O'Brien came back into the
parliamentary party he brought Healy with him.

Now in 1909» at this

moment of great crisis in O'Brien's career, he turned once again to Healy
and his powers of courtroom advocacy.

Healy better than anyone else would

expose what O'Brien and his supporters had been subjected to at the
convention.
Crean v. Devlin and Johnston turned out to be a riot of laughter
that kept Dublin entertained for a week.

Healy, of course, was

renowned for his biting tongue, his dazzling sense of humour and his
oratorical powers, and anyone who reads the accounts of the case can only
conclude that all the tributes which contemporaries paid him were fully
justified.

He absolutely dominated the courtroom, as day after day he

attacked the A.O.H. for attempting physically to crush all opposition at
the convention.

His tactics were a brilliant combination of sharp

interrogation and knockabout humour which frequently reduced the
spectators to helpless laughter, exasperated his opposite number,
Serjeant Moriarty, drove the magistrate Swifte to distraction and the
group of important Hibernians, including Devlin, Nugent and Father Cannon,
to incoherent rage and muttering indignant remarks "not audible to the
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press table".

Every attempt by the magistrate to keep Healy strictly

to the point was a failure, as he used every witness as an excuse to
attack the Order.
An idea of the flavour of the proceedings can be derived from the
following excerpts.

At one point Healy was attacking the A.O.H. as a

secret society, with passwords, when Moriarty (in one of the few moments
when he almost gave as good as he got) tried to make the point that other
harmless societies had passwords Serjeant Moriarty interjecting - "Have Foresters passwords?
Yes, and the Rechabites, Hearts of Oak, and others I have no doubt."
Mr. Swifte - "Mr Healy is himself a Forester" (laughter).
Mr. Healy - "Yes and I may tell your worship that all I got was
a sash (laughter);

and I may add that I only got the loan of it (laughter).

Serjeant Moriarty - "Oh, I would like to see Mr. Healy garbed as a
Forester in white breeches and high top boots" (laughter).
Mr. Healy - "I thought that was the uniform of a Serjeant-at-Law"
(laughter).
Serjeant Moriarty - "No, I have nothing but the coif - the old
monastic cowl" (laughter).
Mr. Healy - "Anything monastic well becomes my friend" (laughter).
Serjeant Moriarty - "The same to you".
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Again at another point Healy objected to some questions Moriarty was
trying to put.
Serjeant Moriarty said he would change them and show how amenable he was
to Mr. Healy (laughter).
Mr. Healy -"In a short time you will be a most perfect serjeant under
my direction" (laughter).
Mr. Swifte - "I am afraid the apprenticeship is rather severe"
(renewed laughter).
Mr. Healy - "He needs discipline sir".
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He also ridiculed the two defendants at every opportunity.

He

continually referred to Johnston as General Johnston, while as to
Devlin he declared that he had no vindictive feelings and with mock
magnanimity said that he would only be pressing for the application of
the First Offenders ActJ
Though Devlin and Johnston declined to go into the witness box,
Healy had plenty of material to work on.

Redmond was given a severe

grilling on his relationship with and knowledge of the A.O.H. (how Healy
must have loved getting Redmond into the witness boxJ) while Nugent had
a classic demolition job performed on him.

A string of minor witnesses

were greeted in mock conspiratorial tones by Healy with the words "The
seas are rough", which he claimed was the current A.O.H. password, and
listened while he railed against the "Mollie Maguires" (the A.O.H.
witnesses in particular did not like this comparison with the lodges of
Pennsylvania) and brought out some of the more embarrassing skeletons
from the cupboard, such as the condemnation the Order had for long
suffered at the hands of the Roman Catholic Church.
However, despite the fact that Healy established that batons had
been issued to stev/ards at the convention and that Hibernians had been
brought in to act as stewards, he could not secure guilty verdicts
against Devlin and Johnston.

When Swifte announced his verdict on the

15th April 1909 he dismissed all the charges against Devlin and Johnston
and awarded costs of £250 against Crean.
For O'Brien and the A.O.H. the 1909 convention and the related court
case were to be of crucial importance.

First, for O'Brien they sealed

his final and irrevocable breach with the Nationalist party.

After the

dreadful humiliation he had suffered at the convention he was convinced
that since the party was now totally controlled by the Ancient Order of
Hibernians it was beyond redemption.

He left the convention the very

same day and in a state of great agitation headed for Cork where he
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announced that he was going to establish an All-for-Ireland League,
which would be the future vehicle for his policy of conciliation.

His

state, however, was such that his health had to come first and so yet
again he resigned from parliament and went abroad.
was filled by Healy's brother Maurice.

The vacancy at Cork

However, with the general

election of January 1910 such was O'Brien's hold on Cork that he had to
come back and stand for parliament again and win.

He had the support of

most of the Nationalist candidates in Cork and the result was that after
the election O'Brien was able to break forever from the Nationalist party
by becoming the leader of a group of eight independent Nationalist M.P.s.
Heartened by this success O'Brien set about organizing his All-forIreland League.

Its object was to be "the union and active co-operation

in every department of our national life of all Irish men and women who
believe in the principle of domestic self-government for Ireland".

The

League's programme was to be put forward by his supporters in parliament
and its ideas disseminated by a daily newspaper, the Cork Free Press.
As might have been expected, the League's strength was mainly in Munster
where its ideal of Catholics and Protestant co-operating did get some
practical expression by a significant number of the Protestant gentry and
businessmen joining.

These included Lord Dunraven, Lord Mayo and

Lord Castletown.
Secondly, however, the result of the court case meant that O'Brien
was to start his breakaway movement with a considerable amount of egg on
his face.

He and his supporters had invested a considerable amount of

hope in getting a favourable verdict to prove his contention that he had
been the helpless victim of an A.O.H. plot to destroy him.
succeeded, much to the elation of the Order.

He had not

In its eyes it had come

through a smear campaign to a triumphal vindication.
Thirdly, the A.O.H. did not forgive or forget what O'Brien and Healy
had done.

They had abused it and dragged its National President through
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the courts.

They were also splitting the Nationalist party and

threatening a revival of the nightmares of the 1890s.

Thus from the

minute the court case was decided it set out to bring them down.

In

the two general elections of 1910 the Hibernians in Cork campaigned
frenetically against O'Brien and his supporters.

Particularly galling

to the latter, in spite of their electoral victories, was the clerical
approval and encouragement which the Order received in the city and
county of Cork.

This they blamed on a relative of the then bishop -

Canon Sexton.

When Sexton was nominated as Coadjutor Bishop of Cork

they drew up a memorial
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which was to be sent to the Pope demanding an

inquiry into Sexton's relationship with the A.O.H. and alleging that a
society, which as recently as May 1909 had been attacked by the Primate
of all Ireland (this was Cardinal Logue), was, in Cork, having churches
set aside for church parades, with special portions of the churches
reserved for Hibernians;

that priests in addition to canvassing for and

with the A.O.H. had attacked O'Brienites and forbidden people to attend
meetings of the All-for-Ireland League.
Healy in his outpost at North Louth was more isolated and exposed to
A.O.H. attack
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There the electoral campaign against him was co

ordinated by the Louth County President, James Hughes.

In the general

election of January 1910 Healy managed to hold his seat by 99 votes in
a poll of 4,786 after a very vicious contest against the Redmondite
candidate, Hazleton.

The result, however, showed how vulnerable Healy

was and his opponents were determined that the election of December 1910
would reverse this result.

Hazleton was again his opponent and the

campaign was, if anything, even more bitter.

20,000 copies of a

leaflet called 'Place-Huntingat Home' were distributed throughout the
constituency alleging that Healy had used his political position to secure
jobs for his family and friends.

So great was the hostility of Healy's

opponents that his campaign in Dundalk was confined to his committee
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rooms.

When Healy visited it he had to be escorted by about 200 of

his supporters and a large force of police.

On polling day

(8th December) when Healy visited one voting booth in Louth his car was
attacked by a mob and his chauffeur fled terrified leaving Healy inside
the booth which was surrounded by the mob who attacked it with stones.
It took a force of over 60 police two hours to get Healy out.

When the

result was announced Healy had lost by^+OSin a poll of 4,556.

Healy

thereupon lodged a petition against the result alleging among other
things intimidation and bribery.

The case was heard in February 1911 at

the Court House, Dundalk, and Hazleton's election was declared null and
void.

Healy, hov/ever, was fully aware of the precariousness of his

position in North Louth and did not contest the ensuing by-election.
This was won by Hazleton who had been cleared of personal involvement in
his campaign irregularities.

Instead, Healy left the constituency which

he had represented for l8 years and took refuge in the seat at N.E. Cork
provided for him by O'Brien.

It was a victory which the A.O.H. savoured

po

to the full

.

Another important result of the convention and the court case was
that they provided the A.O.H. with its crucial breakthrough onto the
national stage.

Though by 1909 the Order was spreading beyond Ulster

there were still large areas where there was no A.O.H. division, and still
many people to whom the Order was not even a name.

This situation the

huge publicity given to the convention and Crean v. Devlin and Johnston
absolutely transformed.

By the time of the court case anyone living,

for example, in Dublin who did not at least know of the existence of the
Order simply did not read a paper.

The continuing battle between the

Order and O'Brien ensured continuing publicity for the Order and O'Brien
indeed became the best recruiting sergeant the A.O.H. had, since many
Nationalists angered by O'Brien's behaviour concluded that any
organization condemned by him had to have something to recommend
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it!

The result was a rapid spread of the Order in the south and west of
Ireland.

In Munster, where the A.O.H. campaigned vigorously against

O'Brien, by December 1910 every important town in County Cork and
County Limerick had a division
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In a way the Order had much for which

to thank William O'Brien.
Finally, O'Brien's attacks on and denunciations of the A.O.H.
provided valuable ammunition to the Protestant critics of the Order
in the struggle against Home Rule.

They continually denounced the

Order as blatantly anti-Protestant and one which, in a Home Rule
Ireland, would discriminate against and persecute Protestants.

This

the Order denied, of course, and dismissed as simple scaremongering,
a tactic in the political game.

It was more difficult to dismiss

these claims when they were backed up to the hilt by a leading
Catholic Nationalist like O'Brien - one more factor which explains the
A.O.H.'s furious hatred of him.

It had to watch while Protestant

attacks on it were frequently supplemented with quotations from O'Brien’s
speeches and newspaper articles confirming all their worst fears, e.g.
"Mr. Dillon described it as an infamous falsehood that the
object of Molly Maguireism is the extermination of the Protestant
community in Ireland.

We repeat it is nothing but the simple truth.

Whether it is a question of custom, office, public contracts or
positions Molly Maguires are pledged to support a Catholic against a
Protestant.

The domination of such a society would make the country

a hell."30
This common concern with the A.O.H. allied with O'Brien's general
policy of conciliation led him to co-operate with Unionists to damage
the Order whenever possible.

The most important example of this

occurred during the passage of the National Insurance Bill in 1911.
It was obvious to all that when the Bill passed, and the A.O.H. became
an "approved society" under its terms, there would be a further large
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increase in its membership.

To prevent this O'Brien and Healey, acting

with the encouragement of the Conservative leader Balfour and in
conjunction with Carson's lieutenant, James Campbell (later
Lord Chancellor of Ireland), put down two amendments which they hoped
would foil the A.O.H.

31

O'Brien's first amendment, which he moved on the

l4th November 1911» was designed to delay the application of the Act to
Ireland until 191^ when he expected that the Home Rule question would have
been satisfactorily resolved.

Speaking on the amendment, O'Brien made

it clear that he was opposed to the Bill in principle, since he argued
that serious illness was a rare thing in rural Ireland, and in practice
since it would force many people to join an approved society.

They

would thus "have to become secret society men, joining the Board of
Erin, for it is that Board who run the whole machine, as they are
practically running the whole government at the present moment"
This amendment was defeated by 242 votes to 4y.
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Later on the l4th he

moved an amendment withholding permission to operate the Act from any
"approved societies whose rites of initiation or rules confine
membership to persons of a particular religion, and whose meetings, signs
and passwords are of a secret character".

This led to a bitter debate

on the A.O.H. involving O'Brien, Redmond and Dillon,resulting in the
defeat of the amendment by 220 votes to 62.
an approach by O'Brien to the Prime Minister.

Similarly fruitless was
On the 4th November he

had written to Asquith on the general topic of Home Rule and argued
that ".....

the best of all ways of reassuring the Irish Protestants

would be the severance of the sectarian secret society known as the
'Board of Erin' from its present position of predominance in
Mr. Redmond's Party, instead of having it endowed, as proposed, under
the National Insurance Bill........ Nothing came of this letter and
the A.O.H. became an "approved society".
After this there were no more climactic moments in the story of
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relations between O'Brien and the A.O.H.

These settled into permanent

hostility until political events in Ireland made the whole thing
irrelevant.

There was no reconciliation with Devlin and right to the end

of his life O'Brien was still railing at him for bringing the A.O.H. into
prominence in Irish life, poisoning relations between Catholics and
Protestants and wrecking the prospect of an agreed Home Rule settlement
for Ireland.

He never forgave Devlin or the A.O.H.
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CHAPTER TEN

THROUGH PROTESTANT EYES 1905-1914

A topic of supreme importance is the impact which the restructured
A.O.H. had on Protestant opinion in Ireland.

It is important because the

decade 1905-14, which saw the rise of the Order to its pinnacle of power,
also saw the formation of a determined movement on the part of Irish,
and in particular Ulster, Protestants to resist what they regarded as
the imposition of Home Rule on Ireland.

Both processes are intimately

connected.
The organizing of Protestant opinion to resist a possible third
Home Rule Bill really began in December 1904 when a conference of
delegates from the various Unionist organizations was held in Belfast.
It was clear by then that Balfour's Conservative government was in its
death throes and the return of a Liberal government committed to a policy
of Home Rule was at least a possibility.

To organize opposition to this

the conference decided to set up an Ulster Unionist Council of about 200
members composed of the Ulster Unionist M.P.s and representatives from
the Unionist Associations and the Orange Lodges in the Province.

The

first meeting of the Council was held in the Ulster Hall in Belfast on
the 3rd March, 1905» when the Duke of Abercorn was elected President, and
from that day onwards the movement to resist Home Rule was led and co
ordinated by the Ulster Unionist Council.
Balfour's resignation in December 1905i his replacement as Prime
Minister by Campbell-Bannerman, and the subsequent stunning Liberal
victory in the general election of January 1906 did not cause an immediate
crisis.

This was because the Liberals had a majority over all the other

parties combined, including the Irish Nationalist Party, and thus had
avoided the possibility of having to buy survival by introducing a
Third Home Rule Bill.

This well satisfied the Liberal cabinet which was
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not exactly eager to repeat the traumatic experiences of 1886 and 1893*
But it did not resolve the situation because while the Liberals were in
power the Home Rulers could at least always hope and that ensured that the
U.U.G.'s preparations continued.
The determination of the Protestants or Unionists (and despite all
the qualifications they were much the same people) to oppose Home Rule
was based on many reasons.

Most of them are well known , but one

important one which has not been stressed nearly enough in the accounts
of the period was the fear and suspicion which they felt towards the
Ancient Order of Hibernians.
There were many reasons for this hostility.
important was certainly the religious problem.

One of the most
Many Protestants

genuinely believed that Home Rule would inevitably lead to the
extinction of Protestantism in Ireland, since, they believed, a Horae
Rule parliament, dominated by Catholics, would inevitably take its orders
from the Vatican.
Rome Rule".

This gave rise to the popular slogan "Home Rule means

One cleric, the Reverend Samuel Prenter, expressed

Protestant fears well when he wrote,
"The contention of the Irish Protestants is that neither their will
nor their religious liberties would be safe in the custody of Rome.

In

an Irish Parliament civil allegiance to the Holy See would be the test of
membership, and would make every Roman Catholic member a servant of the
Vatican.

That Parliament would be compelled to carry out the behests

of the Church.

The Church is hostile to the liberty of the press, to

liberty of public speech, to Modernism in science, in literature, in
philosophy;

is bound to exact obedience from her own members and to

extirpate heresy and heretics;

claims to be above Civil Law, and the

right to enforce Canon Law whenever she is able.

There are simply no

limits even of life or property to the range of her intolerance.”
Protestant fears had been further increased by the Ne Temere decree of
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1908 which declared that mixed marriages which had not been solemnized
in a Roman Catholic Church were null and void - even if the law of the
land declared otherwise.

As a direct consequence of this decree there

occurred the celebrated McCann case of 1910, when in obedience to the
decree a Catholic father left his Protestant wife and took the children
with him.

The case created a sensation in Ulster and to many Protestants

was an intimation of the kind of power the Vatican would wield in a Home
Rule Ireland.

In this atmosphere of increased religious tension

Protestants began to pay increased attention to the Ancient Order of
Hibernians.

Here, after all, was an Order which was anxious to prove

in every way that it deserved the removal of the ban placed on it by the
Roman Catholic Church.

Divisions were encouraged to have chaplains just

as the Board of Erin now had a National Chaplain;
parades by most divisions;

there were church

resolutions would be passed pledging loyal

support to the Pope in his struggles with the anti-clerical governments
on the continent and the Hibernian Journal would print profiles of
prominent churchmen.

To many Protestants the A.O.H. in a Home Rule

Ireland would have free rein to give practical expression to its
religious zeal probably in the form of assaults on Protestants and attacks
on Protestant churches.
Straightforward sectarian clashes between Hibernians and Orangemen
involving stones, bottles and guns were an old story, and by now were
accepted almost as a game, but certain events in the period 1905-14
convinced many Protestants that the Order was intent on violating the
rules of the game.

A very important one was the proposed Garvagh

demonstration of 1910.

In that year the Board of Erin decided that the

two main August 15th demonstrations in Ulster should take place at Newry
and Garvagh.

Newry was not a controversial choice, since it was a

Nationalist stronghold;

but Garvagh was a different matter altogether

because it was a strongly Protestant town where no Catholic demonstration
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had taken place for over a century.

Now, not only was the A.O.H.

proposing to march there, but to march in strength with special excursion
trains bringing people from Belfast to hear speeches by four Nationalist
M.P.s, including Tom Kettle.

The A.O.H. took the view that its members

were simply exercising their right to march wherever the law entitled
them.

This, however, was a legalistic argument which ignored the

probable practical consequences, because it could not reasonably be
expected that the Orangemen of Garvagh would quietly ignore a massive
display of Hibernian strength in their own town.

The proposed

demonstration was in fact looked on as a provocation - "a direct
challenge to the whole loyalist community"^.

Throughout early August

1910 tension built up in Garvagh and the surrounding district;

the

inevitable avalanche of rumours occurred and it was believed that the
Hibernians would be coming on the 15th armed with pikes, swords and
revolvers to force their way into Garvagh through any blockade that the
Protestants might mount.

That there would be a blockade was not in doubt

and in a symbolic gesture of their determination the Orangemen of Garvagh
4
brought a piece of cannon from Limavady and placed it in the Orange hall .
With plenty of concealed guns and ammunition in the district violence was
guaranteed.

Fortunately the government stepped in at the last moment and

on the 12th August the demonstration was banned.

To enforce the

decision hundreds of police were drafted into Garvagh, some from as far
away as Dublin.

The Board of Erin ordered that the ban be observed and

an alternative demonstration was held at Kilrea.

As a result the day at

Garvagh passed off quietly but the episode was not quickly forgotten.
To many Protestants it seemed ominous that an organization, which
continually proclaimed itself as a defensive one, existing to protect
Catholics, should now feel so confident of its strength that it should
begin to mount probing exercises into loyalist heartlands.

It seemed

to symbolize the way the tide was beginning to flow on a national scale.
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Here all the worst Unionist fears were beginning to be fulfilled.
The constitutional crisis caused by the rejection of the "People's
Budget" by the House of Lords had led to two general elections in
January 1910 and December 1910, which had swept away the massive
Liberal majority of 1906.

In December 1910 the Liberals and

Conservatives won exactly the same number of seats (272) and if Asquith
was to continue in power he was going to have to rely on the support of
the Labour party and even more on the Irish Nationalist party.

Redmond

was now in the position that Parnell had achieved in 1885 of holding the
balance of power between the two main English political parties;

indeed

his position was shortly to be improved with the Parliament Act of 1911
which meant that Home Rule could not be destroyed in the House of Lords,
as it had been in 1893» but only delayed for two years.
At this point the determination of the Unionists to resist the now
likely Third Home Rule Bill, always serious, became deadly earnest.

The

Standing Committee of the Ulster Unionist Council commissioned
Viscount Templetown to undertake the resuscitation of the Unionist Clubs
which had been formed in Ulster in 1893 to resist the Second Home Rule
Bill and these were soon flourishing.

On 23rd September 1911 came the

first great Unionist demonstration at Craigavon to see their new leader,
Sir Edward Carson.

Various other measures were soon to be required

because in April 1912 Asquith introduced a new Home Rule Bill.

It was

in this atmosphere of growing tension that the most famous sectarian
clash of the period occurred.

This was the Castledawson affair, and it

was to profoundly affect the Protestant attitude towards the A.O.H.

5

On Saturday, the 29th June, 1912, an excursion party from
Whitehouse Presbyterian Sunday School came to Castledawson for a day's
outing under the care of their minister, Reverend Barron, and some of
his teachers.

There were about 500 children altogether and 100 of them

were under eight years of age.

In the evening the outing was making its
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way back to Castledawson station for the 6.00 p.m. train but, as luck
would have it, about

Hibernians who had been at a demonstration in

Maghera and had been due back at 4.30 p.m. did not arrive until 5*30 p.m.
The result was that the Sunday School children on the way to the station
met the A.O.H. men on the way from it.

As Barron was later to stress,

no provocation of any kind came from the children, in fact they were
moved over to one side of the road to let the Hibernians pass without
inconvenience.

Barron gave a friendly wave to them;

there were no

party cries from the children and the only things they had on display
were a few banners bearing scriptural texts - and one Union Jack.

The

last item was enough to provoke a riot because one of the Hibernians,
a man called Craig, rushed across to try and seize it.

He was caught

and pushed back by one of the small number of police accompanying the
two parades.

This was the signal for waves of A.O.H. members to pour

into the children punching, kicking and throwing stones and trying to
get their hands on the banners.

News of the affray reached Castledawson

very quickly and soon crowds of Protestant men were streaming to the spot
engaging the Hibernians with sticks and pitchforks.
meanwhile, had gone to get their rifles.

The few police,

While the fighting was going

on Barron and his teachers were gathering the frightened children, who
had fled in all directions, and they made three or four journeys to the
station with batches of them - coming each time under heavy stoning from
Hibernians.

When the police returned it needed the fixing of swords to

finally disperse the two sides.
When news of the affair began to filter through to the rest of the
Province the result was a gale of Protestant fury.

Numerous

denunciations of the A.O.H. came in the form of resolutions from the
Unionist Clubs and sermons in many Protestant churches and also of
protests by Unionist members in Parliament.

The Unionist member for

Londonderry South, John Gordon, whose constituency contained Castledawson
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managed to get a private notice question to Birrell, the Chief Secretary
for Ireland, on the 2nd July asking him if he had any information on the
matter^.

To Gordon's anger Birrell, pleading lack of knowledge, simply

read out the police report

7

which was a very bald and unemotional

statement and the attempts of Gordon and later Sir James Craig to get him
to make a straightforward denunciation of the Hibernians' attack on the
children foundered on Birrell's statement that he could not make himself
a partisan in the matter.

Gordon was furious and in his fury he

expressed well Protestant anger at the A.O.H. when he said "These are the gentlemen who are a friendly society approved of
by the Insurance Commissioners and championed by the hon. Member for
West Belfast.

I know my constituency.

I have represented it now for

twelve years, and that is the source of disturbance and all rioting that
ever occurs in county Derry.

They go to their meetings and they cannot

go home like ordinary orderly citizens but they must fire shots either
out of the train or on the public highway.

They must throw stones and

break windows, and now they have begun to attack defenceless women and

g
children.

In my opinion the situation is intolerable."

Protestant fury of the verbal kind was quickly overtaken by the
physical.

In the Belfast shipyards the anger felt by many of the workers

was ignited when a rivetter, two of whose children had been injured at
Castledawson, got involved in an argument with a Roman Catholic workman
and very soon sectarian fighting was taking place, which continued right
through until the Twelfth of July holidays shut the yards.
Castledawson is crucially important for various reasons.

First,

for the time that it occurred, two months after the introduction of the
Third Home Rule Bill.

To many Protestants here was an organization with

the scent of imminent victory in its nostrils, giving a demonstration of
what it really was and what it was capable of if Home Rule were granted.
Here were men who could not even stand the sight of a Union Jack and, even
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worse, were willing to assault and terrorize very young children.
men were vicious bullies.

These

Assurances from Redmond that a Home Rule

Ireland would be a model of conciliation and toleration had to be seen in
the light of his supporters' actions at Castledawson and the picture was
not a comforting one.

As one newspaper said, the affair seemed to be

"an eloquent commentary on the value to be placed upon Nationalist

9

professions of tolerance and fair play" .
Secondly, Castledawson reaffirmed the widespread conviction that the
two elections of 1910 had left the Liberal government in thrall to the
Irish Nationalist party and in such a position that it dared not take any
step which might anger the Home Rulers enough to make them turn the
government out.

Thus Birrell's refusal on the 2nd July to condemn the

Hibernians (probably justifiable at that stage owing to the incompleteness
of his information) seemed to many people to be a craven unwillingness to
distinguish right from wrong^.

This feeling was not allayed in the

slightest by a curious tailpiece to the riot.

Twenty-three Hibernians,

who had taken part in it, were tried and convicted of riotous behaviour
at the Winter Assizes at Londonderry and sentenced to three months'
imprisonment with hard labour, but they did not even serve this sentence
(which most Protestants regarded as scandalously lenient) because after
a few weeks the government had them released by the exercise of the
Viceregal prerogative.

The Unionist explanation for this was

sarcastically summed up by one reporter who wrote that Devlin could not
"comfortably take his rest at night while twenty-three of his patriotic
followers were behind the prison bars.

A word .....

addressed to the

nominal rulers in Dublin was sufficient and immediately the prison doors
flew open.

Mn Birrell at once saw the wisdom and justice of tempering

the judicial wind to the shorn Hibernian lambs.The reference to
"the nominal rulers" should be seen in the context of Redmond's
description of Devlin in 1910 as "the real Chief Secretary for Ireland"
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a description which many Protestants now regarded as not the least bit
amusing.
Finally, at a time when the Unionist leaders were on the brink of
more radical resistance nothing could have been more convenient to them
to still the doubts of those supporters who were perturbed at the thought
of such things as drilling, the formation of para-military organizations
and the importation of arms than proof that desperate measures were
justified if a hundred Castledawsons were to be prevented.

As one paper

declared "The brutal attack on a band of children only the other day
shows the significant impatience on the part of Mr. Devlin's Hibernians
for the hour of their full supremacy.

If ever "loyal men", men who are

loyal to the cause of freedom and justice, found "urgent necessity to
defy laws", they must find it when their civilization is betrayed by
political barter and they are ordered by "law" to let the Goth within
their gates. "^.
Something might have been saved from the wreckage if the Order had
perhaps disowned the Castledawson rioters and made a full apology.

The

A.O.H. line, however, was set by Devlin in parliament on the 5th July when
he intervened in the renewed questioning on the affair.

Then he stated

that "With regard to the school children we deny the facts, and we
challenge inquiry - a complete inquiry.
to give us that.

We challenge the Chief Secretary

There were no assaults on children and none on women.

A crowd of Hibernians resented an attack made on them by a band of
Orangemen.

I regret it.

I wish the Hibernians were as patient in

Ireland as I am in this House."

14

The kindest interpretation that can

be placed on this is that Devlin had uncritically accepted misleading
assurances from the Castledawson Hibernians.

He may also have been

betrayed by what was perhaps his greatest weakness as a politician a tendency, whenever he was under attack, to instinctively strike back
without examining whether the attacker might have a case and a tendency
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to believe that criticism of him was inspired by low and malicious
motives.
one.

Whatever the cause, Devlin's intervention was an unfortunate

(Though marginally less than that of Dillon who claimed in

parliament that the school children had gone to the station two hours
before their train was due to leave, accompanied by a band of Orangemen
with the express intention of attacking the Hibernians when they
arrived.) J

The impression was created that the leaders of the

Nationalist party, who would, of course, hold important positions in
an Irish government, were prepared to tell blatant lies on the floor
of the House of Commons to cover up the misdeeds of their supporters.
The more extreme measures which Castledawson made many Protestants
more ready to accept were not long in coming.

In January 1913 came the

decision to form the Ulster Volunteer Force, a preliminary to the final
phase of the Home Rule crisis.

As Unionists armed and drilled another

aspect of the A.O.H. became of importance in Protestant eyes - the
potential military threat of the Hibernians.

Nationalist imitation of

the U.V.F. was slightly belated and even when the Irish Volunteers did
emerge in November 1913 its founders like MacNeill and Hobson were men
outside the establishment of the Home Rule movement.

Redmond, in fact,

was unenthusiastic at first about the Volunteers, partly because he had
not been consulted about its formation and partly because as a convinced
constitutionalist he was distinctly edgy about another extra
constitutional movement, and one which might appeal to many of his
supporters.

By June 191^» however, he could temporize no longer and the

result was his famous ultimatum to the leaders of the Volunteers that
they should accept the addition to the Provisional Committee of twentyfive people nominated by the Irish parliamentary party.

When the

ultimatum was accepted and the men were nominated it was quickly noticed
that a number of them were high officers in the A.O.H. and the leading one
none other than Nugent himself.

Many A.O.H. men had long talked loosely
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of themselves as the army of the National movement and the military
potential of an organization organized on clear and orderly lines and
composed, for the most part, of men eligible for military service was
obvious to all - including the U.V.F., which in 1913 drew up plans for
the seizure of A.O.H. halls in the event of a "Doomsday" situation^.
Nugent, whose organizational talent had been so invaluable in weaving
the Order into the political side of the Nationalist movement, now set
about doing the same on the military side.

Accordingly, he sent a

confidential letter to all divisions suggesting that the officers form
themselves into provisional committees and affiliate with the head
quarters of the Irish Volunteers.

He also recommended that they secure

and pay experienced drill instructors and that the training be done in
A.O.H. halls

17

.

The drilling movement was soon taken up with enthusiasm

and if a resort to arms had been the result of the Home Rule crisis then
A.O.H. members would have played an active part in the conflict.
One final area of concern to Protestants concerning the A.O.H. in
the period 1905-191*+ was in the field of discrimination.

Unionists

regularly claimed that wherever A.O.H. members got into a position of
power they did everything they could to help fellow Hibernians.

For

instance, Balfour's Local Government Act of 1898 had introduced a British
system of local government on the elective model which in large areas of
the country saw power transferred to Nationalist control.

As a result

it was often alleged that council contracts were given to Hibernians,
that members of the Order could get a job over far better qualified
Protestants and that Hibernians were relentlessly trying to whittle down
the number of Protestants employed by Nationalist-controlled councils.
Indeed the fact that they continued to employ any Protestants at all was
often alleged to be due to the fact that the latter had often been
appointed before

1898 by the old County authorities and that their life

interest had been guaranteed.
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This is the sort of thing that is terribly difficult to prove and
all that can be said with certainty is that it was widely believed to
exist and that it would be surprising if it did not.

As the Home Rule

crises deepened, however, there were specific instances of anti-Unionist
and anti-Protestant activity by the A.O.H.

One famous example occurred

in late 1913 when the organization of the southern Unionists, the Irish
Unionist Alliance, issued a circular declaring that there would be
economic ruin if Home Rule was granted.

Among the signatories were

29 Sligo businessmen and the publication of their names in a local
newspaper spurred the Sligo division to launch a boycott of them by
passing a resolution protesting "against the conduct of a number of local
Protestant merchants ........

to whom Home Rule money must be as equally

18
objectionable as Home Rule itself"

.

This was not an isolated

instance, the A.O.H. in County Waterford tried to get local traders to
boycott Belfast firms which were opposing the Home Rule Bill, though this
particular effort petered out in early 191^19
These were all fields in which the Order was of concern to
Protestants, but in a curious way the A.O.H. was a godsend to the Unionist
cause and good use was made of it.

Unionists were able to point with

glee to the spectacle of leaders of the Nationalist party foaming at the
mouth with indignation over Orange bigotry, while they were perfectly
prepared to accept the help of an organization which had many similarities
with the Orange Order.

Again Unionists were able to claim that they were

being punished simply because they wanted to remain loyal to the British
Crown, yet Liberal ministers (like Churchill at Celtic Park in February
1912) were prepared to share political platforms with a man who headed an
Order whose members were enraged at the very sight of a Union Jack and
was petty enough not only to bar from membership serving members of the
armed forces but even people who were in receipt of any pension or
allowance for past service.

Unionist spokesmen continually hammered
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away at these two themes (A.O.H. sectarianism and disloyalty).

The

Ulster Unionist Council in 1911 declared "It may be remarked, however, that the charge of bigotry against
Ulster does not come very consistently from a political leader whose
most powerful henchman, Mr. Joseph Devlin ........

operates his policy

through the secret and exclusive society called the Ancient Order of
Hibernians.

The British democracy ought to know that the Society is

exclusively, rigidly sectarian, that it strictly debars Protestants from
its ranks ........

The Society claims descent from a seventeenth

century Irish combination against the progress of British authority in
Ireland, and especially against the Protestant plantation of Ulster.
Its characteristics are its exclusive Roman Catholicism, its deadly
hostility to England, and its determination to work for the complete
independence of Ireland."

20

Again, Unionists tried to use the A.O.H. to undermine Redmond's
claim that the demand for Home Rule had overwhelming support in Ireland.
It was true that the Nationalist party had control of the vast majority
of Irish seats, but how many of these, Unionists asked, were due to
genuine enthusiasm among Catholic voters and how many had been won by
A.O.H. intimidation?

People like Craig tended to emphasize the latter

and argued that if only the A.O.H. could be "got off the back" of the
Catholic population and it was allowed to vote free of fear the demand
for Home Rule would be shown to have far less support than Redmond
claimed^.
Where the basis for propaganda did not exist it could always be
manufactured, and the A.O.H. became the victim of an interesting little
exercise in "black propaganda".

Most campaigning on behalf of the

Unionist cause in Great Britain was done by the Irish Unionist Alliance.
During the December 1910 election they sent nearly every candidate in
Great Britain a copy of what was alleged to be the oath taken by every
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person on his initiation into the Order, ending with this blood
curdling promise:
"I will persecute, and not spare from the cradle to the crutch,
and from the crutch to the cradle.

I will not hear the moans and

groans of infancy or old age, and will wade knee-deep in Orangemen's
blood, and do as King James did.

I will aid and assist, with all my

might and strength, to massacre Protestants, cut away heretics, burn
British Churches, and abolish Protestant kings.

By virtue of this oath

I will think it no harm to kill a Protestant wherever opportunity serves."
The only trouble was that the whole thing was bogus, obviously modelled by
its creators on old Ribbon oaths.

It is important to remember, however

(and it gives some idea of the mood of the time), that the "oath" was
believed in by at least some people and was to have a surprisingly long
life.
This propaganda was of such concern to the A.O.H. that Devlin was
driven - when it was being distributed at by-elections in 1912 - to
denying in parliament that it v/as genuine and taking the unusual step of
reading out the actual obligation which new members of the Order had to
take

22
This particular episode brings out a point which must be emphasized -

that the A.O.H. must not be saddled with all the blame.
had parades attacked and halls burnt down.
examined, therefore, is

its

It f too, had

A topic which should be

attitude to Protestants.

Officially the

line was that the Order believed strongly in toleration, and that
Protestants had nothing to fear from it as long as they respected the
rights of Catholics.

The Order was proud of the fact that in its political

work it was perfectly prepared to support Protestant candidates as long as
they stood for the Irish Nationalist cause.

In the 1906 parliament, for

instance, it was able to point out that in two counties where the A.O.H.
was strongest - Cavan and Donegal - the A.O.H. had helped to get
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Protestants elected.

Even in areas where the population was evenly

divided it stuck to the same policy, e.g. Tyrone where the Order had
supported a Protestant, Serjeant Dodd, against a Catholic.

Also, the

Order was capable of making groping gestures of reassurance to
Protestants, e.g. in 1914 with the Home Rule crisis coming to a climax
the Board of Erin cancelled the St. Patrick's Day and 15th August
demonstrations in an attempt to lessen the tension.
official line.

This was the

The individual opinions of members ranged from a desire

to uphold religious liberty to sectarian bigotry.

But one thing united

Hibernians, whether they respected Protestants or whether they hated
them - the fact that they did not really understand them.
The mental gap was very wide.

All through the Home Rule crisis

the A.O.H. persisted in regarding the Ulster Unionist movement as a
joke - "Carson's stage army".

This attitude went right to the top in

the Order, to Devlin himself.

Devlin did not deny that many

Protestants were apprehensive about Home Rule and as the most prominent
Nationalist politician familiar with Ulster he tried during the passage
of the third Home Rule Bill to take account of these fears.

Thus,

writing to Lloyd George, he said that providing the Liberal government
made it clear that the unity of Ireland under the Bill would be
preserved and that an Irish parliament would have authority over all
the population of Ireland the leadership of the Nationalist party was
prepared to make concessions to Protestant opinion.

"We believe';

Devlin wrote, "the case would be met by permitting 'Ulster' to claim
exclusion after, say, ten years, if her representatives were not
satisfied with their treatment in the Irish Parliament........... As
a second concession, we would be in favour of giving 'Ulster
representation in the Irish parliament.

extra

And, as a third concession,

we would be prepared to accept such an arrangement of the Senate as
would afford them an additional safeguard against unfair treatment."
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23

.

However, this praiseworthy willingness to conciliate was
combined in Devlin with a strange complacency and sheer blindness.
Thus in the same letter to Lloyd George he could say of a country
riddled with religious bigotry, "We have over and over again asked
for one instance of Catholic persecution of Protestants as such in
Ireland, and none has been forthcoming."

24

.

As to Unionist

preparations to resist he could write to his leader, Redmond, in
February 1914, v/hen Asquith's government was frantically seeking to
avoid civil war "We do not believe in the reality of threats of civil war
indulged in by Sir Edward Carson and his followers.

We have

exceptional sources of information in regard to the Ulster Volunteer
Movement, and we are convinced that its danger is grotesquely
exaggerated.

The main ground for this conviction is the fact that

in Belfast, the headquarters of the Carsonite Movement, where the
Catholics and the Protestant Home Rulers would be among the first
victims of any outbreak amongst the Orangemen, the Home Rulers
regard the whole thing with absolute contempt and are astonished
that anyone outside Belfast should take it seriously."
Fatal, fatal delusion.

25

.

The casually dismissive tone of this

statement, its almost complete divorce from reality, are rather
frightening.
This lack of comprehension on Devlin's part of Unionist fears
and determination extended to the impact which his A.O.H. was having
on Protestant opinion.

Devlin simply could not believe that a

society with a person like himself, totally devoid of religious
bigotry, at its head could possibly be regarded as a threat by
Protestants.

Devlin's attitude to them was eloquently expressed

in an address which he and the Board of Erin ordered to be read to
all divisions in 1914.

This praised the "forbearance and restraint"
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shown by Hibernians while the Home Rule Bill had made its way
through the House of Commons and declared that this was "a happy
augury for the future of Ireland under self-government.

Let us hope

that the lesson will be taken to heart by those who talk of nothing
but armed resistance and civil strife, and that the hand of friendship
and goodwill will be grasped in the spirit in which it is given and a
mutual feeling of respect and regard engendered under the altered
conditions amongst those formerly in the opposing camps."

26

.

Devlin

meant this sincerely but for him to expect Protestants to believe that
it was also the opinion of most Hibernians was to ask too much especially with the memory of Castledawson still strong.

On the

contrary, the A.O.H. effectively hardened the determination of the
Protestants not to have Home Rule under any circumstances.

Granted

that the Unionist leaders encouraged and inflamed Protestant fears
about the Order and that even without the existence of the Hibernians
Home Rule would have been resisted the A.O.H. made that resistance
more certain.

By a strange irony the Ancient Order of Hibernians

had contributed to the destruction of its own cherished goal.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

A.O.H. v. SINN FEIN

PART THREE

We have already seen the struggle which took place within
Hibernianism between constitutionalism as represented by Devlin and
Nugent and Sinn Fein as represented by Flannery, Ferguson, Johnston,
Dobbin and MacManus.

This struggle reflected another one which was

taking place at local and national level between the Nationalist party
and Sinn Fein and in the latter struggle Devlin's Ancient Order of
Hibernians was to play a very important part.
The emergence of Sinn Fein at the convention of the National
Council in November 1905 was not of immediate concern to the Home Rule
party.

After all, the following month was to see the fall of Balfour's

government and the return of the Liberals under Campbell-Bannerman.
Their crushing victory in the general election of January 1906 confirmed
them in office and made a Third Home Rule Bill at least a live possibility
again.

This gave Redmond's party a renewed sense of purpose and

confidence was increased by its complete electoral domination in nonDnionist Ireland.

Sinn Fein had not had the time to organize an

electoral campaign in January 1906 nor would Griffith have put up
candidates if it had.

He was very conscious of just how fragile it

was and he had bitter memories of the fiasco which had occurred when he
had supported the candidacy of John MacBride in the South Mayo byelection in 1900 only to see him pick up a derisory 427 votes.

He was

prepared to steadily build up support for his policy at local level,
concentrating particularly in Dublin, and getting members elected onto
the corporation.
The meetings and demonstrations held in the capital in support of
Sinn Fein brought Griffith's supporters into conflict with the Ancient
Order of Hibernians there.

The Order had made rapid progress in Dublin
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since Nugent had inaugurated the first division there in July 1904'1'
and by the summer of 190? it was in a flourishing condition with over

2

500 members in the Dublin divisions .

It was strong enough for the

National Convention of the Order to be held there in July 1907 and,
symbolic of its growing importance and prestige, the convention was
opened by the Lord Mayor, J.P. Nannetti, who was a Hibernian, later a
Nationalist M.P.

In the capital the A.O.H. rendered valuable

assistance to the U.I.L. and the parliamentary party.

One of the most

valuable ways in which it helped was in the provision of stewards-cumbodyguards at U.I.L. meetings in Dublin.

These were particularly

useful, since as Sinn Fein quietly built up its strength there U.I.L.
meetings would often be interrupted by the arrival of Sinn Feiners who
would engage in constant heckling and jeering.

The reverse situation

was just as likely to happen, of course, and physical violence was
always a possibility.

In the elections for Dublin corporation in

January 1908 there was what one paper called "a battle-royal between
the believers in constitutional methods and the adherents of Sinn Fein"^.
When the results were in, the respective strengths on the corporation
were

Nationalists, 15 Sinn Feiners and 8 Conservatives.

Thus the

Home Rulers had a very healthy majority, but Sinn Fein had made enough
headway in the capital not to be dismissed with derision.
By this stage, in fact, the threat from Sinn Fein was giving serious
concern to the very leaders of the Nationalist party.

It was now clear

that the prospect of speedy progress held out by the Liberal triumph in
January 1906 had been a mirage, since the Liberals with an overall
majority in Parliament were in no hurry to revive the Home Rule
controversy.

This lack of progress was accompanied by the fiasco of the

Irish Council Bill in 1907, which was a serious blow to the prestige of
the parliamentary party.

There was a mood of impatience which Redmond

and his colleagues realized might be capitalized on by their opponents.
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The great fear that haunted them was that though their dominance seemed
total and complete in Ireland, if the foundations were chipped away, even
partially, by an organization like Sinn Fein, it might start a landslide
that would sweep away the Nationalist party.
It was at this point that the Home Rulers clashed for the first time
at national level with Sinn Fein.
of February 1908.

This was the North Leitrim by-election

This had been precipitated by the conversion of the

sitting member, Charles Dolan, to the policy of Sinn Fein.

Originally

when Dolan had announced his conversion he had not intended to resign,
since he got the backing of the U.I.L. executive in North Leitrim for
his stand, but after intense pressure on him by the Nationalist party
he announced that he would resign.

Some of the pressure which was

exerted on him came from the Ancient Order of Hibernians which was strong
in North Leitrim.

The defection of Dolan, whom they had campaigned to

get elected, was just the latest in the long line of insults they had had
to tolerate from Sinn Fein.
Johnston, and MacManus;

There had been the activities of Flannery,

there had been the friction in local politics

in Dublin, the occasional anti-A.O.H. piece in Griffith's publications,
and now thisi

When Dolan announced his conversion the Order in

North Leitrim announced that it would be holding a big demonstration in
4
Manorharailton on 29th June 190? •

Though Dolan, in fact, declared his

intention to resign before this date, the protest meeting went ahead,
gathering an impressive 7,000 supporters, and it proceeded to pass a
resolution pledging support for Redmond and the Nationalist party and
5
promising them "our whole-hearted and unstinted support" .

They were as

true as their word, because when Dolan finally did resign from parliament
in February 1908 to re-contest his seat there followed a campaign which
was to be a classic demonstration of the electoral muscle power of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians.
First, a Nationalist candidate had to be found to fight Dolan and
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indicative of the strength of the Order in the constituency was the
fact that when the selection convention took place on the 11th February
1908, A.O.H. representation was almost equal to that of the United Irish
League (l6 divisions of the Order were represented as against 19 branches
of the League).

It was no surprise when the candidate selected was

F. E. Meehan, the President of the Manorhamilton division of the A.O.H.^
The by-election attracted widespread interest in the country and got
very extensive coverage in the national newspapers.
realized the high stakes they were playing for^

Both sides

For the Nationalists

a poor showing would be a severe blow to their prestige, while for
Sinn Fein it might mean extinction.

Both sides therefore mounted an

electoral campaign of high intensity.

General supervision of the

campaign on the Nationalist side was in the hands of Devlin, in his
capacity of secretary of the League.

Devlin, as head of the party

machine, was in an excellent position to see the malaise that was
affecting the movement.

He was worried about the impact Sinn Fein was

having and in June 190? writing to Redmond in connection with Dolan's
intention to resign he urged his leader to speak out on Sinn Fein "putting
before the country the true issues and calling on the people to stand by
you in the maintenance of discipline, in strengthening the Party in order
to enable you to carry on the vigorous and fighting policy in Parliament
and in the country ........

This would have a wholesome effect upon

the country, and would frighten the factionists remaining within the
party and put an end for a considerable time to the cabals and intrigues
which are poisoning the well-springs of Parliamentary action and scattering
the energies which ought to be devoted to the general work of the

7

country" .

In addition to encouraging Redmond to speak out Devlin was

tempted to deal with the threat from Sinn Fein by bringing its supporters
within the fold.

In December 190? he had written to Dillon telling him

that he had been considering
".......

making a strong appeal to the Sinn Fein crowd to come
-
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into the movement, and suggesting that their presence in the movement
would bring it added strength and power, and that they are much more
likely to render effective service to the cause they advocate by
exercizing influence within than by standing without.

Further that

the only point on which we differ is that of the retention of the Irish
members at Westminster and that this might be waived, provided, on the
other hand, that the Party would pledge itself, when Parliament was not
sitting, to devote themselves during the Recess, each member in his own
o

constituency, to all the practical objects in the Sinn Fein programme."
There is no evidence that Devlin did make such an approach and indeed his
strategy when it became clear in early

1908

that there was to be a by-

election in North Leitrim was to attempt to crush Dolan and Sinn Fein.
The instrument to achieve this was to be the Ancient Order of Hibernians.
Meehan could rely on the support of the Hibernians in North Leitrim
and he was soon sending out telegrams to other division presidents
requesting that they send contingents to attend his meetings.

Nothing

was to be spared since the telegrams always finished with Meehan's

9

assurances that he would pay the expenses ..

Throughout the country

A.O.H. divisions passed resolutions of support bolstering up Meehan's
campaign.

The final touch came from Devlin himself.

There were

many battle-hardened Hibernian veterans and since the contest was going
to be rough contingents of them were imported from Belfast to provide
some muscle power.

Devlin cabled Meehan to inform him that "all

expenses will be paid.

Have the constituency thoroughly worked up.

.

„10

Wire House of Commons whatever assistance you require"

.

When the campaign got under way emotions were high and extra venom
v/as injected into the contest when Sinn Fein announced with pride that a
branch of the National Council had been formed in Omagh and that
"several members of the Ancient Order of Hibernians (B.O.E.) - an
organization which for some time past has been manipulated by the
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Parliamentary wirepullers, were amongst the first to join"

11

The

organizers of Dolan's campaign (the chief one Sean MacDermott, the
I.R.B. man later to be executed for his part in the Easter Rising of
1916, was interestingly enough an ex-Hibernian

12 ) could have been under

no illusion as to what would be the Hibernian reply to that particular
provocation.

olan's campaign was subjected to steady and organized

harassment and disruption.

Wherever he went, he was followed by squads

of Hibernians, with the Belfast contingents particularly prominent, who
heckled, shouted, jeered, and intimidated.
at Kinlough on 19th February

A perfect example occurred
previous day,

Meehan and his supporters had held a meeting, so in the ordinary course
of events Dolan's meeting of that day would have had a clear run.
However, a group of Meehan's supporters (including the Belfast
Hibernians) arrived in Kinlough in advance of Dolan's party, and when
the latter arrived it was faced with the sight of the Belfast party
leading two bands up and down the village.

A considerable number of

supporters on both sides crammed into Kinlough and the mood was such
that the few policemen had to be supplemented by constables from
Ballyshannon and Bundoran.

'When Dolan's meeting got under way and he

began to speak he was met by a torrent of groaning and yelling, drums
were beaten and eggs were thrown at him and the rest of his party.
Dolan, provoked beyond endurance startedshaking his fist at Meehan's
supporters and shouting "Constable, remove those men - West Belfast
asses".

This only encouraged the Belfast contingent to engage in

singing songs, throwing more eggs and other objects - including an old
boot.'

Dolan, after shouting about the "scum of Belfast" leapt down

from the platform, made for the Belfast party and aimed an unsuccessful
blow at their leader.

At this point "for a few moments it seemed that

his opponents would get beyond control.

Sticks were brandished,

offensive epithets were freely used, and fears were entertained that the
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small band of police would be overpowered"

14

.

A full-scale riot was

only prevented by Dolan abandoning the meeting.
Kinlough was not untypical of what the Sinn Feiners had to put up
with during the campaign, but it could not prevent Dolan securing 1*L57
votes (Meehan got 3*103) - certainly enough to prevent the complete
extinction of Sinn Fein which Devlin had been aiming for.
Leitrim by-election is important on several counts.

The North

First, it had seen

an impressive demonstration of the electoral muscle power of the
Hibernians.

Wherever Dolan went, there were sure to be Hibernians

present to harass him and spoil his meetings.

It was a campaign of

disruption carried through with great energy and managed with considerable
skill.

It is little wonder that the Order was able to crow after the

result that "we have undoubtedly shown the power we possess"^
Secondly, the leaders of Sinn Fein did not forget or forgive the
treatment the A.O.H. had meted out to them and, though Sinn Fein did not
contest any more by-elections before the outbreak of the First World War,
the memory lingered on.

It may even be true that Sinn Fein learnt

something from the tactics which had been used against them because in
the general election of December 1918 in some constituencies Sinn Fein
used very similar tactics to those of the Ancient Order of Hibernians in
North Leitrim in 1908.
Despite its delight at Meehan's victory the Board of Erin seemed to
know that verbal abuse and physical attack were not enough to deal with
the threat posed by Sinn Fein to the Nationalist party.

It might even

have been possible that some of those Hibernians who had seen "active
service" in North Leitrim had been contaminated.

Thus the membership

of the Order had to be educated on the principles of Sinn Fein, so that
its inadequacies could be pointed out.

In June and July 1908 the

Hibernian Journal took the unprecedented step of publishing two long and
carefully reasoned front-page articles on Sinn Fein by a future
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Nationalist M.P. called W. G. Fallon.

Fallon was prepared to admit

that Sinn Fein was dedicated to the betterment of Ireland.

Also that

it was putting forward some interesting proposals, such as the creation
of a national civil service by the institution of a common national
qualifying examination.
deficiencies.

However, these were more than outweighed by its

These included the method by which Sinn Feiners were

putting forward their policy, which ranged from personal attacks on
M.P.s and attributing unworthy motives to them (a nice touch this,
coming after Dolan's experiences).
weaknesses of principle.

It also included devastating

The Sinn Fein proposal for M.P.s to withdraw

from Westminster since parliamentary action had proved to be a failure
was met by Fallon's pointing out that on account of such diversions as
the land agitation and the long split caused by Parnell's downfall,
parliamentary agitation had only been going properly since 1900 - far
too short a period of trial.

Moreover, the party had through its

attendance at Westminster managed to get numerous Acts passed of
practical benefit to the people of Ireland.
The concern with the progress of Sinn Fein which had prompted the
Hibernian Journal to print Fallon's articles soon abated.

North Leitrim

was to be the electoral high water mark of the first phase of Sinn Fein
and never again before 1914 did it face the Nationalist party in an
election.

The general elections of 1910 and the Parliament Act of 1911

opened the way to a third Home Rule Act and soon the tide was flowing
strongly in Redmond's way with the publicity given to Sinn Fein greatly
diminished.

As a direct consequence friction between Sinn Fein and

A.O.H. lessened.
of the Order.

But Griffith never became reconciled to an acceptance
It was not just a question of his not being able to

forgive the harassment his supporters had had to endure.

A primary

reason for his dislike was his concern at the impact of the A.O.H. on
Protestant opinion.

Griffith desperately wanted Sinn Fein to be a non-
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sectarian organization.

He wanted Protestants to support it in large

numbers and it was in the hope of at least making this possible that he
had dropped republicanism from his programme and become a King, Lords
and Commons man.

His sense of outrage is understandable, therefore,

when he saw the A.O.H. driving Protestants further back into a "laager
mentality" making significant Protestant support even more unlikely than
it would have been in the first place.

Indeed, it seemed to him that

the Order "had given the Orangemen the only explanation for their
existence"^.
Griffith's anger at the Ancient Order of Hibernians was fully shared
by most of the other leaders of "advanced nationalism".
instance, declared that "......

Pearse, for

this narrowing down of nationalism to

the members of one creed is the most fateful thing that has taken place
in Ireland since the days of the Pope's Brass Band.

The Hibernians

are not by any means the shrieking bigots that Mr William O'Brien would
have us believe;
their lights.

on the whole, one imagines they mean well according to
But that the driving force of the official Nationalists

should be supplied by an organization of which no Protestant, hov/ever
good a patriot, can be a member, is in direct opposition to the policy
and traditions of Irish Nationalism, and while it continues no appeal to
Ulstermen to take their places in the National ranks has the faintest hope
of success.

One imagines that Mr. Devlin himself is beginning to find

that this Frankenstein monster he has created will prove a menace instead
of an aid........
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CHAPTER TWELVE
DOWNHILL ALL THE WAY 1914-1975

By 1914 Devlin, Nugent and the rest of the Board of Erin had ample
grounds for pride and satisfaction.

The A.O.H. of which they were the

governing body had, in the course of little more than a decade, been
almost completely transformed.

There had been a staggering increase in

membership and recruitment was continuing at a high level.

The system

of government of the society had been completely reorganized and the
Order placed on a more efficient and democratic basis.
of the Roman Catholic Church had been removed.

The disapproval

The Order was now

intimately connected with the largest political party in Ireland and
the goal of that party, Home Rule, now seemed on the brink of
realization.

Few people could have foreseen that 1914 was to be the

high water mark of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and that the next
four years would bring disaster and set it on a path of decline from
which it has never recovered.
The First World War was to prove damaging in that right from the
start it seemed to destroy the old certainties on which the great mass
of the membership of the A.O.H. relied.

The Order found, somewhat to

its embarrassment, that it supported England in its war against Germany.
It was not, of course, following this policy out of any love for England
but because of the German violation of neutral and Catholic Belgium,
its destruction of Roman Catholic churches along the invasion route
(their spires made ideal sniping positions) and, to its credit, the
A.O.H. realized that Germany's overpowering ambition meant that in the
event of her victory "her domination would be worse than that of England
ever was".

However, the result was that the membership was being

encouraged to join up and fight in a British army uniform when right
up to the declaration of war members of the army, navy and the police
were not even allowed to be Hibernians.
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Many members took the advice

of the Board of Erin, enlisted and distinguished themselves on the
western front, but for the member brought up with a rigid distaste for
England the whole business must have been a severe shock.

Other blows

were the suspension of the Home Rule Act and the difficulty of holding
in wartime the large parades of which the Order was so proud.

The

Saint Patrick's Day demonstrations of 1915 in Ulster were almost
completely abandoned with only one parade being held in County Tyrone’*'.
Coming after the cancellation of both the Saint Patrick's Day and Lady
Day demonstrations in 191^5 owing to the inflamed political situation
over Home Rule, the effect on morale was similar to that brought about
by the cancellations of parades at the start of the present Ulster
troubles.

In August 1915 came another blow with the death of

Father Cannon.
By 1916, however, the problems facing the A.O.H. seemed
containable.

The Nationalist party still dominated the political

scene in Ireland.

This apparently comforting situation was utterly

transformed by the Easter Rising of 1916.

As is well known, the

initial reaction in Ireland to the revolt was one of disgust but
the executions of the leaders like Pearse, Connolly, Clarke,
MacDermott and Plunkett utterly transformed the situation.

The

"rebels" became heroes, Sinn Fein rather fortuitously started to
reap the political benefits and the Irish Nationalist party was
suddenly and sensationally on the defensive.

Its position was made

even worse by the attempts to negotiate a final settlement of the Home
Rule question.

After a visit to Ireland Asquith appointed Lloyd George

to meet with the Irish leaders.
compromise.

By June 1916 he had come up with a

Home Rule was to come into operation immediately for all

of Ireland except the six counties.

At the end of the war there

would be a conference to determine their future.

Partly owing to

Lloyd George's ability to be all things to all men, both Unionists
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and Nationalists thought that they had got what they wanted.
Obviously Redmond would have to get the support of the Ulster
Nationalists for the deal.

The result was that a conference was

called in Belfast on June 23rd 1916.

It was attended by 776 people,

including Nationalist M.P.s for the six counties, priests, U.I.L.
officers, as well as the county officers of the A.O.H. in the six
counties and ten other A.O.H. members from Belfast and Derry.
Redmond, who presided at the meeting, managed to get a majority of
210 for the proposals (the vote was 475 to 265) partly by threatening
to resign if defeated and partly because Devlin supported the
proposals.

For many of the delegates this was enough - it certainly

was for the A.O.H. delegates who voted 36 to 1 in favour.

The

following day the National Directory of the United Irish League
accepted the settlement.

It was then that things began to fall apart;

on 10th July 1916 Asquith made it clear that the six counties would
only be brought under Home Rule if the Unionists agreed.

The ground

had been cut from under Redmond because after forcing the settlement
through against opposition the deal had fallen through.
The disillusionment with the Nationalist party which this
particular fiasco had deepened became clear in February 1917 at a byelection at Roscommon.

Here Sinn Fein supported Count Plunkett (the

father of Joseph, the executed I.R.B. man) while the Nationalist
candidate, Devine, was a member of the A.O.H.

The campaign was to

give a spectacular demonstration of how far the rot had gone among the
Southern Hibernians because, unlike pre-war days when the divisions of
the Order in a constituency would work unceasingly for a candidate who
was a Nationalist and a fellow Hibernian, Devine's support was lacklustre
and he was decisively beaten.

Not only that;

to the consternation and

mortification of the Board of Erin some of the divisions in Roscommon

2

actually passed resolutions congratulating Plunkett on his victory .
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This was an indication of the way things were going and in March 191? a
Unionist travelling in the South noticed the transformation that was
affecting the Nationalist party and the Ancient Order of Hibernians
there.

He wrote -

"I have chatted with chaps who at one time were Redmondites, but
they have now become ardent Sinn Feiners.

Hundreds of these have

altogether left the "Mollies" and are now as bitter against
Redmond and his party as "agin" the English government.

They

complain Ireland has been sold by Redmond and Co. and all denounce
his action which they say favoured recruiting, and his silence
in the House of Commons when the Rebels were being shot.

The

sympathy to Sinn Fein is growing rapidly, and I believe
thousands of "Mollies" would support a Sinn Fein candidate if an
election took place in the morning."^.
In June 1917 the Hibernian Journal in pained fashion had to admit just
how far the previously admirably efficient A.O.H. machine in the country
had disintegrated.

The Limerick County Board which had not met for

12 months had been suspended after presiding over a drop in membership of
more than a half in three years;

in Kerry the county president had been

suspended after not being near a division meeting for almost two years;
in Clare at the last meeting of the County Board only three delegates had
bothered to attend.

The Journal was also complaining of harassment from

Sinn Feiners with attacks on Hibernian members and halls.
Things did not get any better in 1918.
was succeeded as leader by Dillon.

Redmond died in March and

Sinn Fein continued to pick up seats

at by-elections - though not as remorselessly as it often thought;
Redmond, for instance, was succeeded at Waterford by his son, William.
The stunning blow of the year, however, was the general election of
December 19l8 which saw the decimation of the political party which had
dominated the political scene in Ireland for the memory of most if its
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inhabitants.

In the south all but one of the party (William Redmond

at Waterford) were swept away, including Dillon and Nugent.

In Ulster

only five members were returned, including inevitably Devlin who now
became leader of the party.
The A.O.H. declared that it would accept the verdict of the Irish
people as expressed at the general election of 1918 (it had little
alternative) and give Sinn Fein a chance to make good the promises it
had made.

It would not support violence and as the Anglo-Irish war

got under way the Order made it clear that it still supported
constitutional methods.

The result of this stand was that during the

war A.O.H. members were subjected to harassment and intimidation of a
more ruthless kind than they had ever practised on Sinn Fein.

Armed

raids on A.O.H. halls became common, as did assaults on Hibernian
members and attacks on Hibernian excursions.

This sustained campaign

by the I.R.A. (though never comparable to the military campaign being
waged against the army and the police) was to be one of the factors which
was in the 1920s to set the membership of the Order on a path of almost
relentless decline.

So intimately had the A.O.H. been connected with

the Nationalist party that disaster for one was bound to affect the
other.

With Sinn Fein now in firm control both in national politics

and at the local government level those people who were politically
ambitious and might have joined the A.O.H. as a first step on a
political career would certainly think twice.
politically the Order had nowhere to go.

The result was that

Sinn Fein welcomed

ex-Hibernians, but any organic link between the two organizations was
out of the question - it would have been rejected by both leaderships.
Consequently the Order remained loyal to the memory - there was more of
that than actual substance - of the old Nationalist party.

A stream of

pamphlets poured off the A.O.H. press justifying the actions of the
party before 191^» proving how it had nearly achieved Home Rule,
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listing the beneficial Acts it had managed to secure for Ireland and
then with the Anglo-Irish Treaty which effectively partitioned Ireland,
claiming that Sinn Fein had betrayed Irish nationalists and proving
with numerous quotations that Redmond had said that he would never
accept partition.

The trouble with all this was that while it

enabled people like Nugent to justify their past careers, by 1921
most Catholics looked on it as fighting old and increasingly irrelevant
battles in which they were just not interested.
party was dead and gone.

For them the Home Rule

That was the end of the matter and anyone

who thought differently was simply living in the past.
In Northern Ireland, although the A.O.H. held its own much more
than in the South, there was considerable cause for concern.

The

United Irish League machinery of which the Order had been such a vital
component had disintegrated.

The result was that when Nationalists

prepared for the first elections for the Northern Ireland parliament
in May 1921 candidates were selected at conventions operating under no
fixed rules.

For Devlin, who before 191^ had presided over one of the

most efficient political machines in Europe, these conventions proved
a bitter sight.

At one in Tyrone over which he presided arrangements

had been made for 400 delegates, but only about 40 turned up "mostly old men ........

4

It was tremendously disappointing" .

At too many of them for his own comfort Devlin was himself asked to
stand as a candidate.

He had already agreed to stand for West Belfast

and North Antrim and to stand for any more would simply show just how
short of talent the Nationalists were.

It is little wonder that in

April 1921 writing to Dillon he was declaring that,
"The whole job is an exceedingly difficult one.

The want of

machinery, the lack of funds, and the difficulty of raising
enthusiasm making our job an extremely difficult one."

5

The result was that though the Nationalists managed to get six
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candidates elected (including Devlin and Nugent, who had reluctantlystood in Armagh) they were balanced by six Sinn Feiners including
de Valera, Collins and Griffith.

Not only that.

In an election

conducted under proportional representation Sinn Fein accumulated
over 100,000 first preference votes to the Nationalists' 60,000.
The election showed that Ulster Catholics had not been immune from
the transformation of opinion which had taken place in the South.
The result, however, was also partly due to events in Northern Ireland
which were undermining the A.O.H..

In the years 1920-22 about 200

Catholics lost their lives in rioting and in assassinations.
July 1920 saw severe rioting in Belfast, Londonderry, Lisburn,
Newtownards.

In the following month trouble broke out in the

shipyards and factories of Belfast.

Many Catholics were expelled

from their jobs, others obliged to sign statements that they were
not Sinn Feiners, others driven from their homes.

In July 1921

the murder of a policeman provoked a holocaust which lasted for a
week resulting in l4 dead and over 100 wounded.

Many Protestants

died also, but we are concerned here with the impact on the Catholic
community.

To its immense credit the A.O.H. had condemned the

violence being perpetrated, but to some Catholics at least the old
A.O.H. methods of welfare, relief and economic boycott seemed
hopelessly outdated.
The reduced circumstances of the Order became clear at the
biennial conferences held in the 1920s.

The number of delegates

attending these, affected though the Order was by unemployment in
Scotland and England, was still considerably smaller than in the
heyday of pre-19l4.

By 1928 the rot had gone so far that the

Hibernian Journal of March 1928 was prompted to begin a series of
articles under the heading of "Has the necessity for the continued
\

activities of the Order passed away?".
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Though naturally enough its

answer was in the negative, the mere fact that the question was being
asked is indicative of the concern felt by the leadership of the Order.
The question, in fact, implied a recognition that the role it had
played before the first world war was played out and nothing had been
put in its place.

The Journal tried to point out that valuable work

could still be done in combating the decline in morality and the
drift of people into societies condemned by the Church.

This was all

very worthy, of course, but also a little vague.
193^ was to be a crucial year for the Order.

At the beginning

of the year the insurance section was absorbed by the Free State
government into a new unified society under government control called
the National Health Insurance Society.

Though the insurance work of

the A.O.H. in Northern Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales was
unaffected it meant that in Southern Ireland those people who had
joined the Order only for the practical benefits it would bring were
now lost to the A.O.H.

The second great blow it received in this year

was the death of Devlin.
Devlin had remained the leading Nationalist in Ulster but the
last fifteen years of his life had been very sad.

The great Irish

Nationalist party had disintegrated and Ireland had been partitioned.
Devlin had remained at Westminster from 1918 to 1922 as M.P. for Falls;
but it was as the leader of an insignificant rump in a parliament
dominated by the Lloyd George coalition.

In 1922 he vacated the seat

when it was merged into a larger West Belfast seat and his attempt to
win the Exchange division of Liverpool at the general election of 1922
was unsuccessful.

Henceforth (despite again becoming an Imperial M.P.

in 1929 when he won Fermanagh and Tyrone) Devlin was reduced to
provincial status.

He faced constant and bitter frustration.

He

loved parliament but the Nationalists had pledged themselves at the 1921
elections not to enter the new Northern Ireland parliament.
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Not until

after the 1925 elections, when it was clear that Northern Ireland would
endure for the foreseeable future did the Nationalist M.P.s take their
seats.

Devlin, of course, was their automatic leader, and when in 1929

the Nationalists decided to set up a political organization in the province
(the National League of the North) Devlin was elected its President.
Things, however, did not improve.

Devlin was angered by what he saw as

the lack of generosity on the part of Craigavon's government and finally
in 1932 he led the Nationalist M.P.s out of parliament.

He never returned.

His death brought a remarkable demonstration of how high was his prestige
and how successfully he had bridged the sectarian divide;

because in the

funeral cortege were Cosgrave, the ex-President of the Executive Council
of the Free State, Sir Dawson Bates, the Northern Ireland Minister of
Home Affairs, and J. M. Andrews, the Minister of Labour.
For the Ancient Order of Hibernians Devlin's death marked the
beginning of the end of an era because the man who had raised it to its
pinnacle of power was gone.
invaluable asset.

Even in decline his name had been an

At the national convention of the Order in July 193^

Devlin was succeeded by his vice-president. Canon McCafferty.

The new

National Vice-President was James Dillon, the son of John Dillon, who was
already a rising member of the Dail, set on a political career that was
ultimately to make him the leader of Fine Gael and twice Minister of
Agriculture.

Under the leadership of McCafferty and Dillon the major

A.O.H. theme of anti-partitionism was supplemented by that of anti
communism.

Politically the A.O.H. had long been concerned at the menace

of socialism of one kind or another.

Deriving partly from the strong

Catholicism of the Order, which often saw the menace of atheism lurking in
any anti-capitalist philosophy, and perfectly in tune with the strong
conservative instincts of the membership of the Order (such as the farmers)
it had. manifested itself in the period before the First World War in
harassment of socialist workers and the breaking up of their meetings.
Connolly, for instance, who had a meeting broken up by Hibernians in
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Queenstown in 1911 and had suffered the ignominy of actually being chased
out of the town, conceived a bitter hatred of the A.O.H. ("the foulest
brood that ever spawned in Ireland") which was reinforced by the hostile
line taken by the Order against the great Dublin strike of 1913*
Connolly's participation in the 1916 rising was a matter of great
concern and suspicion to the A.O.H. and during the Anglo-Irish War the
Order's condemnation of Sinn Fein and the I.R.A. stemmed not just from its
genuine detestation of the violence being used but also from a belief that
Sinn Fein and the I.R.A. were controlled by revolutionary socialists who
were using Irish nationalism to advance their own political aims.

As one

Hibernian put it in 1919 "a 'Socialist Republic' was the demand of a very
powerful section of Sinn Fein, and not a few of the Sinn Fein M.P.s during
the election campaign last November declared their belief in and adherence
to Connolly's Socialist republic.

And just as Pearse, the Celtic

idealist, and Connolly, the Socialist, slept in the same grave, so, too,
were Sinn Fein and Socialism inseparably intertwined.
who were not Socialists dared not disown Socialism;
challenged to do so often and always kept silent;
Fein prospered so would socialism.
passing phase in Ireland.
behind Sinn Fein;

Those Sinn Feiners
they had been

consequently as Sinn

We could not dismiss Socialism as a

The evil had taken root and it was sheltering

and it was bound to grow as it was using Sinn Fein as

a cloak"^.
With the Bolshevik victory in Russia the A.O.H.'s concern grew.
International communism in its view was a deadly enemy to be fought wherever
the Order could fight it.

Hibernians did literally fight it in Spain in

General O'Duffy's Irish Brigade which assisted Franco.

In Ireland itself

the Order campaigned against politicians who seemed to be sympathising with
the anti-Franco side.

This could only be effective in the one area where

the A.O.H. still had some political strength.

Here the main target was

the Northern Ireland Labour M.P. for the marginal seat of Dock,
Harry Midgeley.

He had spoken out against Franco (or, as the A.O.H. put it,
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he had "championed the cause of the Reds in Spain"').

In the Stormont

general election of 1938 Midgeley was opposed by a Unionist and a
Nationalist, an A.O.H. member, James Collins.

Collins’ intervention

was enough to put Midgeley to the bottom of the poll and let the
Unionist slip in.

Even this the

A.O.H. was prepared to stomach as it

crowed afterwards that Midgeley’s defeat was "a victory of which he
Q

(Collins) may well feel proud" .As compensation for Collins’ defeat
there was the fact that the A.O.H. had six members elected as
Nationalist members of parliament.
The other method of combating the menace of communism was education.
Dillon, who seems to have fancied himself as a political philosopher
with a deep knowledge of the principles of Marxism, would regularly give

9
lectures to A.O.H. meetings on the Communist threat.

According to him

this threat, in practice, took five main forms
(i)

the fomenting of industrial strikes, culminating in a national
strike and revolution;

(ii)

class war;

(iii) the abolition of religion and the prohibition of all religious
teaching in schools;
(iv)
(v)

confiscation of all land and property;
destruction of the family as an institution.

The question, of course, was how to prevent Communists getting into a
position of power where these threats might be fulfilled.

Dillon

rejected the use of the law to prevent Communists putting forward their
views.

He did so, however, not on libertarian grounds but because it

was "virtually impossible to establish definitely that the particular
argument of any individual legally comes within the definition of what is
prohibited by law"10.

Instead it was better to remove the grievances on

which Communism battened, and Dillon put forward some simple but
nonetheless very worthy proposals such as good housing, the eradication
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of hunger and fear.
In the post-war world the warnings of the A.O.H. on the Communist
threat in Ireland and its cunning tactics of infiltration.

In August

i960 the Hibernian Journal alerted its members to those people who
"sympathise with you in all your troubles as an Irishman or worker.
They promise you heaven on earth.

Maybe they speak from a platform

topped with the green, white and gold flag, and refer to Tone, Emmet,
Davis, Pearse, Connolly, and so on.
plays and dances ........

They run Irish socials, concerts,

Members of the A.O.H. don't be fooled.

If you love your God and your country be on your guard for such
people would rob you of both.".

In September 1968 Dillon was

warning "........ Hibernians everywhere to be on their guard against
the Communist conspiracy to destroy freedom by precipitating anarchy
out of which they hope to get the opportunity of establishing a
materialist tyranny where the state is supreme"^.

The A.O.H. sees

the present troubles in Northern Ireland as bitter proof of the
correctness of Dillon's prophecy because it is convinced these have
been instigated by Communists with the aim of producing chaos so that
ultimately they could step in and take control.

The A.O.H. is not

alone in this view.
In 19^0 an era finally came to an end when Nugent died.

The last

of the great figures from the halcyon days of the A.O.H., Nugent had
had the bitter experience of also running the Order in its period
decline.

Only the loss of Devlin had been greater.

He was

succeeded as National Secretary by his son, James, whose period of
office saw a continuance of the decline.
the convention of July 19^5

His report presented to

makes rather sad reading.

Whereas his

father had been able to talk of increases of tens of thousands, James
had to report an increase in membership in Ireland between 19^ and
1945 of only 820 members, while in Scotland the increase was only 77*
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In England and Wales there was actually a decrease of 12 members.
In November 1951 the National President, Canon McCafferty, died
and at the National Convention of July 1952 James Dillon was elected
to fill his place.

The new National Vice-President was an Ulsterman,

Senator Gerry Lennon.

Lennon, an Armagh solicitor who had become

a Nationalist Senator in 19^, was one of the most influential figures
in the party and when in 1958 another Hibernian, Joseph Stewart, M.P.,
for East Tyrone, became the leader of the party it gave the impression
that the A.O.H. wielded great influence in the Nationalist party.
fact it was an illusion.

In

Stewart by this time was the only

Nationalist M.P. in the Order while on the organizational level the
A.O.H. was not of great importance.

This can be seen by comparing the

National party organization in the 1950s (now known as the AntiPartition League) with the old United Irish League.

Membership was

infinitely smaller than in the days of the United Irish League, the
A.O.H. did not as a body provide funds for the party and though A.O.H.
representatives attended the conventions which selected Nationalist
parliamentary candidates there was no longer the army of candidates to
help in their campaigns.
Stewart died in 1964 and was succeeded as leader of the
Nationalist party by Eddie McAteer, a tax consultant who had been
elected for Mid-Derry in 1945was slightly ambivalent"^.

McAteer's attitude towards the A.O.H.

Lennon had tried to persuade him to join

the Order but he had declined, partly because he disliked what he
regarded as the "exhibitionism" entailed in marching in regalia and
partly because he was sensitive to Unionist accusations that the Order
had undue influence in the Nationalist party.

As a result McAteer

only agreed to speak once at an A.O.H. demonstration.

Yet he was

not against the A.O.H. on principle because he believed that in a
divided society it was "part of the fabric for survival" since it
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could provide jobs for Catholics and also uphold the right of
Catholics to parade in certain areas.

He got on well with Lennon

whom he regarded as an able and articulate man whose sincerity he much
respected and, indeed, it was because of this friendship that the
A.O.H. was, for the last time, to attract widespread interest and
publicity in Ulster.

In 1962 when McAteer was the heir apparent

to the leadership of the Nationalist party he was attempting to
improve community relations.

He was interested in sounding out the

Orange Order but the trouble was that he did not know anyone on the
Orange side.

Lennon, however, in the Senate was on friendly terms

with Senator George Clark, the Grand Master of the Orange Order in
Ireland, and it seemed to McAteer that if these two men could engage
in a dialogue and discuss the problems facing Ulster they might set
an example which other public figures could emulate leading to better
relations between Unionists and Nationalists.
Lennon.

He suggested this to

Lennon agreed to the suggestion and prepared the way at the

August 15th celebrations by declaring at a Hibernian rally in Omagh
that he would welcome discussions with representatives of the
Protestant community to try to remove discrimination from public life
in Northern Ireland and in particular that he would like to meet
Sir George Clark.

The two men did in fact meet in October 1962 in

the first of a series of meetings that went on into early 1963 and
which were to become known as the "Orange and Green" talks.

Though

these eventually petered out without achieving anything it was a
praiseworthy exercize which had the full backing of the A.O.H.
Shortly after the "Orange and Green" talks ended McAteer, still
pursuing his aim of improving community relations, tried a completely
different tack involving the A.O.H.
Order should disbandi

He suggested to Lennon that the

McAteer argued that if it did this it might

destroy the basis for the existence of the Orange Order on the
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Protestant side.

It says much for the strength of the friendship

between McAteer and Lennon that not only could McAteer make such a
suggestion in the first place but that Lennon, while not agreeing
with it, passed it on to the National President, James Dillon, for
consideration.

Dillon rejected it on the grounds that, firstly,

the A.O.H. had done an immense amount of good and that, secondly,
he did not agree that the Orange Order would disband if the A.O.H.
were to do so - in which he was surely rightJ
James Dillon and Lennon continued to control the A.O.H. until 1975In September of that year Dillon, considering that he had had a long run,
resigned as National President and the national convention of the Order
elected Lennon to fill his place.

The new National Vice-President was

the Armagh County President, Hugh News - who was also a member for Armagh
in the Northern Ireland constitutional Convention.

Lennon, however, died

in March 1976 and News has been acting National President since that date.
He presides over an organization which probably has about 4,000 members
in Ireland, almost all of them in Northern Ireland.

It is a dying

organization but how long it will take to die is a matter of speculation.
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CHAPTER ONE

Richard Rose found in a survey of Northern Ireland in 1966 and 1967
that 69% of Roman Catholics stated that they did not know what the
A.O.H. stood for - Governing without Consensus (London 1971) p.260

2

Philip Cambray Irish Affairs and the Home Rule Question (London 1911)
p.117
McGrath History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians (Cleveland 1898)

4
J. J. Bergin History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians (Dublin 1910) p.
^See for instance J. C. Beckett The Making of Modern Ireland 1603-1923
(London 1966) p.253
O'Dea The History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and Ladies'
Auxiliaries' 4 Vols.
(Philadelphia 1923) Vol. II p.771
^N. Gash Mr Secretary Peel (London 1961) p.174

g
Copy of an oath "administered to an Association of Ribband Men" (1823)
P.R.O.N.I. D562/3869

9

For instance a note pinned to the door of a James Cunningham in
Rasharkin on 16 March 1831
take note Mr Cunningham to let your Brother Orangemen
and yeomen know that the ribbin-men will pay you a visset the
17th March inst.
Given from under my hand.
Captain fear not".

P.R.O.N.I. D157/H

■^John O'Leary Recollections of Fenians and Fenianism (London 1896)
Vol. I p.lll
L^The following account of the Roden Committee's work is based on the
Report from the Select Committee of the House of Lords appointed to
Enquire into the State of Ireland in Respect of Crime.
Issued as a
House of Commons publication in Sessional Papers Vol. II Parts 1 and 2
(1839)

12

13
14

Baron Ashtown The Unknown Power behind the Irish Nationalist Party
(London 1907) p.72
Copy in the National Library, Dublin
The remainder of the paragraph is based on an article on secret
societies by H. W. Fanning in the Catholic Encyclopedia (London 1912)
Vol. 14 pp. 71-74

150'Dea op. cit. Vol. II p.771
ibid.
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17

iS
19
20
21

Bergin op. cit p.9
In Liverpool by as early as 1843, John Denvir The Life Story of an
Old Irish Rebel (Dublin 190?) p.19
Michael Davitt The Fall of Irish Feudalism (London

1904) pp.42-43

Beckett op. cit. p.3l6
Davitt op. cit. p.42

^^The Nation, 30 October 1858
23
^Belfast News Letter, 19 August 1872
24
25

Belfast News Letter, 16 August 1872
The Judicial Division of the Chief Secretary's Office compiled
numerous clerical denunciations of the A.O.H.
For instance (a)

At Swanlinbar R.C. church on Sundays, December 8 and 15, l895i
the Reverend Father O'Reilly, P.P., denounced secret societies,
and warned young men of the parish to beware of a certain
"secret agent" who was going about trying to entrap them into
such a society.
The Crime Special Branch reported that the
secret agent referred to was Terence McGrory, parish master of
A.O.H. for Swanlinbar.
Father O'Reilly had cautioned McGrory
a short time previously that if he did not give up secret
society work, he (Father O'Reilly) would denounce him.

(b)

At Fintona R.C. church, on November 24, l895> the
Reverend James McGlone, C.C., denounced a movement which was on
foot to establish secret societies in the district.
The police
reported that this denunciation had referred to an attempt to
start a branch of the A.O.H. at the Bar, near Fintona.
Owing to the opposition of the R.C. clergy, the movement came to
nothing.

Both these examples are from a booklet entitled Denunciation of Secret
Societies by Clergy for November and December 1895*
Compiled by the
Judicial Division of the Chief Secretary's Office.
State Paper
Office, Dublin
^Examples include (a)

Passwords - "Ireland has had a long night".
have a long day"

Yes but she will

(b)

Signs - One person would rub the right eyebrow with the back of
the forefinger of the right hand to which the other member was
supposed to reply by putting the thumb of the left hand into the
left pocket of his vest

(c)

Marks - a pin head in the head of travelling cards

C*B-S* f00 (1890)
27

The following is based on Bergin op. cit., a copy of the rules in
C.B.S. 12897/S (1896) and the police records of the period
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An article by "Rory Oge" (who wrote a weekly column on the A.O.H.)
in the Irish Weekly, 27 January 1906, stated that in the 1820s
".... a series of conferences were held, which resulted in the
establishment of a governing body called the Board of Erin"

29c.B.s. eaz (1892)
3°C.B.S. 26|68 (1901)

■^See p. 8?

32

ibid.

^The police survey in 1891 of the leaders of seven lodges in
County Tyrone listed three fishermen, one tinsmith, one shoemaker,
one farmer and one scutcher (C.B.S. 987^ (1891))

-
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CHAPTER TWO

“'‘See p.ll

2

The Molly Maguires had been one of the Irish secret societies of the
first half of the 19th century, possibly an offshoot of the Ribbonmen.
Who exactly Molly Maguire had been (if in fact she ever did exist) is
a matter of dispute.
One version has it that she was a poor widow
evicted from her home.
Another that she was a crazy old woman from
Co. Fermanagh.
The 'Molly Maguires' became a popular description for
the Hibernians in Ireland in the decade before 1914.
It was
popularised by William O'Brien who became a bitter enemy of the A.O.H.
(see Chapter Nine).
For the Molly Maguires see W. Broehl Jr.
The Molly Maguires (Cambridge, Mass. 1964)

^J.O'Dea The History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and Ladies
Auxiliaries 4 Vols.

(Philadelphia 1923) Vol. Ill p.1006

^T. McGrath History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians (Cleveland 1898)

P-72
^ibid. pp.81-82
^ibid. p.82
'ibid, p.82
o

°Details taken from the copy of the agreement in O'Dea op. cit. Vol. Ill
pp.1092-1093
9D.I.C.S.

(City of Belfast) July 1897

19The following is based on O'Dea op. cit. Vol. II pp.ll45-ll6l
"^ibid. p.ll48

12

The police believed that McKinley's interest in the A.O.H. stemmed from
his desire to secure "the withdrawal of the A.O.H. from secret society
work" - H.O.(C.D.-S.B.) 28048 (1902)

13H.O.(C.D.-S.B.) 24769

(1901)

S
ll+H.O. (C.D.-S.B.) 23788
(1901)
S
15H.O.(C.D.-S.B.) 26084
S

(1902)

l6H.O.(C.D.-S.B.) 26563
S

(1902)

1?H.O.(C.D.-S.B.) 26084

S

(1902)

ng

°A copy of the agreement is in the Hibernian Journal, December 1907
19H.O.(C.D.-S.B.) 27158 (1902)
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20

I

-

Irish News, 16 August 1902
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CHAPTER THREE

The Scottish background is well covered in J. E. Handley - The Irish in
Modern Scotland (Cork 19^7)» especially Chapter IV - Religious and Racial
Discord
Copy of the document provided by the Archivist of the Archdiocese of
Glasgow, Father P. Tierney.
For the Apostolic Constitution see p.10
'’ibid.
The background to this is described in the Glasgow Star, 4 August 1906
5H.O. (C.D.-S.B.) 2-6^ (1906)
6H.O. (C.D.-S.B.) 27^ (1902)
7H.O. (C.D.-S.B.)

(1904)

8R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.) 2'9|-Q

(1904)

^Glasgow Star, 6 August 1904
10R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)

(1904)
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CHAPTER FOUR

I am very grateful to Mr F. J. Whitford for allowing me to read his
unpublished M.A. thesis on Devlin.
The details of his early career
are based on this.
Devlin's relations with the A.O.H. are, however,
entirely based on my own research - as is the interpretation of
Devlin the man and the politician.
'Joseph Devlin, Ulsterman and Irishman1, M.A. (External) Thesis,
London University, 1959

2

There is a masterly survey of this in Professor F. S. L. Lyons 'The Irish Parliamentary Party 1890-1910 - Chapter I - The Aftermath
of Parnell' (London 1951)

3ibid. p.125
4

ibid, p.151

5

"Undoubtedly he was the finest open-air speaker in Ireland in his day"
T. J. Campbell - Fifty Years of Ulster l890-1940 (Belfast 1941), p.228

^Owen Dudley Edwards in his chapter on Irish Nationalism in
0. D. Edwards (et al) Celtic Nationalism (London 1971)> P*l85

n
For an account of the Association see I. B udge and C. O'Leary Belfast Approach to Crisis (London 1973) PP* 118-125
o
In a letter to Dillon, 28 March 1900, Dillon Papers, Trinity College,
Dublin.
The letter is in the folder for 1900 of letters from Devlin
to Dillon
Q

7In a speech to the Boston Convention of the American A.O.H. in 1908
Devlin said he had been a member of the Order for 15 years
(Hibernian Journal, November 1908)
The Irish News, 13 January 1909, said Devlin had been initiated into
Div. 114 "many years ago"
■^J. O'Dea - The History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and Ladies'
Auxiliaries, 4 Vols. (Philadelphia 1923), Vol. Ill,
1:LR.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)

12

p. 1248

(19o4) and Irish News, 11 January 1905

There is a good article on O'Donnell in Northern Star, 25 April 1905

"*"^I am grateful to the present administrator, Father Daniel McDyer, for
information on Father Cannon.
There is also an article on Cannon
in Northern Star, 25 November 1905
14

Nugent's rise can be traced from the United Irish League Files in the
State Paper Office, Dublin

15
^Hibernian Journal, April 1940, in a tribute to Nugent
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l6H.O. (C.D.-S.B.) ^2|91 (19o4)
17R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.) -2-9-|-? (1904)
l8R.I.C.

(C.D.-S.B.) 2-9|-1 (1904)

19See p.43
20H.O. (C.D.-S.B.)

(1901)

21H.O.

(C.D.-S.B.) —(1902)

22H.O.

(C.D.-S.B.) 2688^ (1902) and Northern Star. 13 May 1905

23R.I.C.

(C.D.-S.B.) 27|^ (1902) and H.O.

24H.O. (C.D.-S.B.) 27742 (1902)
29Northern Star (ll April 1903)
O'Dea op. cit. Vol. Ill, p. 1248
2rSee pp.25-26
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(C.D.-S.B.) 27|-4-2 (1902)

CHAPTER FIVE

■''F. S. L. Lyons - Ireland Since the Famine (London 1971) P* 245
^Bulmer Hobson - Ireland Today and Tomorrow (Tralee 1968) p. 4
?For the National Council see Richard Davis - Arthur Griffith and
Non-Violent Sinn Fein (Dublin 1974), pp. 19-20
There are good reports on the Convention in Derry People, l4 January
1905 and Glasgow Star, 7 January 1905
J. J. Bergin - History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians (Dublin 1910),
p. 46
^Hibernian Journal, May 1909
^H.O. (C.D.-S.B.)

8 Derry

(1905) and Hibernian Journal, December 1907

People, 17 June 19®5

9-For the Convention see Irish News, 22 July 1905
10-v^

ibid.
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CHAPTER SIX

^Derry People, 22 July 1905

2

I have made extensive but unsuccessful efforts to locate copies of the
paper

3r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.) ^26s (1905)
L.

C(-)l

R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)

(1905)

5R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)

(1906)

^See Hobson's tribute to her in his book "Ireland Yesterday and Tomorrow"
(Tralee
7

1968) p.5

United Irishman, 1 December 1900

o

ibid.

30 May 1903

Q

7Gaelic American, l8 August 1906
^^Glasgow Observer, 15 July 1905
i;lr.i.c.

(c.d.-s.b.)

(1905)

^"^R. Davis - Arthur Griffith and Non-Violent Sinn Fein (Dublin 197^)i P-25
■*"3Devoy Papers MS
i4c.b.s.

18006(14) (Letter dated 5 February, 1907)
9874 (1892)

15r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.) ^26s (1905)

am very grateful to his daughter, Miss Patricia MacManus, now living
in New York, for information on her father
17h.o. (c.d.-s.b.) -2-^p- (1903)
1o

R. Davis op.cit.

pp. 173-174

197In 1904 he was noted by the police as having joined the Clan-na-Gael
(H.O. (C.D.-S.B.) 29702 (1904)) and in 1908 as being a member of the
I.R.B. (H.O. (C.D.-S.B.)
20

3150/

(1908))

The following paragraph is based on a letter from MacManus to Devoy
Devoy Papers MS l8007/35i 20 June 1906
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'till the last he never let mention of the very name 'England' pass
without denouncing her infamy in Ireland' (communication from his
daughter, Miss Patricia MacManus)
22Devoy Papers MS

18007/35, 20 June 1906

2^See p-52

24Gaelic American, 28 July 1906
25

■ibid.

p6

2 December 1906

Irish News, 20 September 1905

(1906)

27r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.)

28r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.) ^-l6s (1906)

29r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.)

|^26s

(1906)

^Glasgow Star, 25 November 1905
31R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.) f^33S (1906)

(1906)

32r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.)

33
34

35
36
37

Hibernian Journal, May 1909
J. J. Bergin - History of The Ancient Order of Hibernians
(Dublin 1910), p.57
ibid.

Hibernian Journal, May 1909
ibid.

38 See, for instance, a report in the Irish Times, 24 June 1912, of a case
J
at Lifford Quarter Sessions where two members of the B.O.E. side were
dealt with for assaulting some members of the A.O.H. Benefit Society.
One was sent to prison for 1 month and fined 20/- plus costs.
The
other was fined 20/- plus costs.
39

40

Derry People, 22 July 1905
Irish People, 26 September 1908

4ir.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.) ^5-33S (1906)
42R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)

1^43

(1906)

43r.i.c. (c.d.-s.b.)

^!54s

(1907)
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44R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.) i|22 (1907)
o

45

•^Gaelic American, 8 December 1906

4^J. O'Dea The History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and Ladies
Auxiliaries

-----------

4 Vols. (Philadelphia 1923)

Vol. Ill p.1409

Hibernian Journal, May 1909

48R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)
49

(1909)

Hibernian Journal, May 1909

50 ibid.
51 ibid.
52

Information to the author from Willie Coyle derived from Father Cannon

55Devoy Papers MSS 18011(23), 6 May 1909
54

Hibernian Journal, June 1909

55R.I.C. (C.D.-S.B.)

(1911)

^F. O'Donoghue - Tomas MacCurtain (London 1958), p.27
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CHAPTER SEVEN

There is a striking similarity between the growing relationship between
the A.O.H. and the Home Rule movement and the parallel one between the
Orange Order and the Unionist Party.
See J. F. Harbinson The Ulster
Unionist Party 1882-1973 (Belfast 197?) PP- 86-97

2

The Shercock division (Co. Cavan) was one
1905

Dundalk Democrat, 24 November

^F. S. L. Lyons in his book The Irish Parliamentary Party 1890-1910
(London 1951) bases his study of the party's finances on the papers of
J. F. X. O'Brien (National Library of Ireland) who was a treasurer of
the party 1886-1905Even these are somewhat patchy
Vl.C. (C.D.-S.B.) 1892 (1907)

^At a meeting of the Drumkeeran division 221 (Co. Leitrim)

".... all

members were cautioned not to deal with any person violating the rules
of the U.I.L." Sligo Champion, 50 June 1906
^This and all the other quotations in the paragraph are from the Hibernian
Journal, May 1907

7

'Hibernian Journal, June 1907

g
Freemans Journal, 5 September 1912
Q

7Even some Hibernians were uneasy over the friction caused.
See a
resolution passed against the practice by Mohill Division (Co. Leitrim)
in June 1907
".... that we consider that Divisions speedily rushed into existence
immediately before such conventions have an ulterior object in view,
which engenders and promotes discord among good Nationalists"
(Leitrim Advertiser, 27 June 1907)
■^Sir James O'Connor

History of Ireland 1798-1924 (London 1925)

Vol. II p. 185
11"It will be seen that no country in the world was ever so completely at
the mercy of a camarilla.
It commands every avenue of public life.
Any man who ventures to incur its hostility is doomed.
The organizers
will be on his track without delay; he will be struck down by the
Mollies from their ambush at the first opportunity." Cork Accent,
15 January 1910

IP

"With some supposed Nationalists we are trying to kill both the U.I.L.
and the Irish Party.
So far has this idea been pushed that members of
our body are viewed with suspicion if they join the U.I.L., and indeed
in some isolated districts they have been actually refused admission
into the U.I.L." Statement by Nugent in Hibernian Journal, September 1907

1^See a report in Hibernian Journal, February 1908.

"The benefits of

Hibernianism to the National Organization has received further
illustration by the Thomas Sexton branch of the U.I.L. in Anderston
(Scotland).
The branch lapsed some time ago through lack of support,
but has now been taken in hand by the local division of the A.O.H. and
was reformed at a highly successful meeting..... "
U.I.L. branches
-
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lapsed in the most unlikely places.
The Newry one had to be
re-established in 1910 with A.O.H. assistance. Irish News,
26 October 1910
14

Statement by J. Redmond

Hansard 1911 Vol. 31 Column 303
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CHAPTER EIGHT

^Tn a letter to the President of the American Order in J. O'Dea

The

History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and Ladies Auxiliaries
4 Vols. (Philadelphia 1923) Vol. Ill p. 237

2

Hibernian Journal, April 1940 (in a tribute to Nugent)

•^Hibernian Journal, August 190?

4

Irish News, 16 December 1905

5

Hibernian Journal, August 1907

6h.o. (c.d.-s.b.) 1892 (190?)

S

7

g

Freemans Journal, 22 April 1909
Freemans Journal, 19 July 1909

9

Hibernian Journal, April 1911

^Hibernian Journal, April 1940

11

It is still in the same building though the square has been renamed.
It is now 31 Parnell Square

12 Irish Independent, 14 May 1909*

Cardinal Logue was one of the most
vehement believers that the A.O.H. used strongarm methods.
The report
in the paper went on to say that speaking at Carrickmore he declared
that in some places "...... the members of the A.O.H., not content
with being Hibernians themselves, endeavoured to compel others to join
the order by means of boycotting, threatening, interfering with persons
buying and selling and with tradesmen carrying on their trade, and
still more by waylaying and beating persons who did not join their
society.
This state of affairs he could not tolerate, but would be
obliged to take sterner measures, and if the remedy which he was now
about to apply did not bring these practices to an end, he would in
the discharge of his duties as Bishop excommunicate the Hibernians
throughout his diocese .....
In future he would strictly forbid
all priests to give absolution to anyone who, by boycotting, by
threatening, by waylaying, or by any other means, should try to
compel any person to join the Society."

13 A member of the A.O.H. (who should remain anonymous) kindly allowed
me to make a copy of the ritual book
14

15

16

Copy from the archivist of the Archdiocese of Glasgow,
Father P. Tierney
ibid.

Hibernian Journal, July 1915
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17

18

19

"Why do you not attend and report the meetings of the County Derry
Insurance Committee?" I asked one of our local reporters.
"The
reason is we look upon it as a wee Hibernian Lodge" was the reply.
H. S. Morrison Modern Ulster (London 1920) p. 199
See Chapter Ten
Hibernian Journal, September 1912

-
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CHAPTER NINE

1See p.40
p
3

4

F. S.L. Lyons - John Dillon (London 1968) p. 236
"...... first his closest political friend and then his bitterest
political enemy" ibid. p.l6
John Dillon papers - Folder for 1907 of letters from Devlin to Dillon
( 16 October 190? )

^Not, of course, that O'Brien agreed.

He described Devlin as "....

a

young man full of ambition and organizing gifts who achieved a very
considerable success on the platform by means of a rich and
inexhaustible flow of eloquence of the kind depicted by a great
Frenchman as 'pouring a deluge of words over a desert of ideas'"
W. O'Brien An Olive Branch in Ireland (London 1910) p. 240
^Hibernian Journal, February 1909
n

He was forced to admit this by Dillon in Parliament on l4 November 1911;
though he claimed that at that time he knew nothing of the Order and had
only agreed to the step to please Michael Davitt who suggested it
Hansard 1911 Vol. 31 Column 312

g
Hibernian Journal, October 1908
q

Freemans Journal, 11 March 1909
"^Belfast News Letter, 10 February 1909
n., ..
ibid.
ibid.
^Irish Times, 10 February 1909

14
F. S. L. Lyons, op. cit. p. 126
■^"Tim Healy once said of him in my presence that if there was a
mousehole in the room and O'Brien saw it, it instantly became the
Cave of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves" J. J. Horgan Parnell to
Pearse (Dublin 1948) p. 40
■^This emerged in the case of Crean v. Devlin and Johnston

See pp.111-113

17
'W. O'Brien op. cit. p. 450.
For the origin of the term "Mollies"
see p.21 and footnote 2 of Chapter Two
1

R

ibid. p. 451

"^F. S. L. Lyons

The Irish Parliamentary Party 1890-1910

(London 1951) P* 125
PO

W. O'Brien op. cit. p. 447
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^^His own biographer admits that he was "overwrought and ill"
Michael MacDonagh

Life of William O'Brien

(London 1928) p. 185

22,
'Irish Times, 27 September 1898
23;M. MacDonagh op. cit. p. 153
24

Freemans Journal, 12 March 1909

25ibid.
O'Brien papers MS 8557(2) Undated but seemingly drawn up after the
general election of December 1910.
There is no indication that it
was actually sent.
There is no reply in the file.
Sexton did
not become Co-Adjutor Bishop.
27

28

29

This paragraph is based on the minutes of evidence taken during the
trial of Healy's election petition after the election of Dec. 1910 and on
the judgment.
Parliamentary Papers 1911 (LXII) 306-334 and 337-637
A.O.H. feelings towards Healy were amply demonstrated at a big rally
in Armagh in May 1910, the highlight of which was the burning of an
effigy of him dressed in wig and gown Dundalk Democrat, 21 May 1910
Irish News.

December 1910

^ Quoted approvingly in a pamphlet called 60 Points against Home Rule
by T. S. Frank Battersby (preface by Sir Edward Carson) issued by
the Unionist Associations of Ireland.
P.R.O.N.I. D989C/1/14
■^For this episode see J. J. Horgan op. cit. p.208
•^Hansard, 14 November 1911, Vol. 31 Col. 212
^^Lloyd George Papers C/6/9/1
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CHAPTER TEN

^See F. S. L. Lyons "Ireland Since The Famine" (London 1971) PP- 285-289
2

In an essay "The Religious Difficulty Under Home Rule
(ii) The Nonconformist View"
S. Rosenbaum (ed.)

Against Home Rule (London 1912) pp. 212-221

Prenter had been the Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church 1904-5
•^Belfast News Letter, l6 August 1910
^ibid.
^The account of the Castledawson Affair is based on the accounts in the
Belfast News Letter, 1 July 1912, and 3 July 1912, and the Belfast
Evening Telegraph, 1 July 1912
^Hansard Vol. 39 (1912) Column 976
The report of the proceedings in Parliament on Castledawson Irish News,
3 July 1912, was the first mention of the affair in the paper.
The
paper was much concerned to play it down.
Headlines included
'Official Version of Bloodless Castledawson Affray'
'Wild Tory Allegations'
^Hansard Vol. 39 (1912) Column 977
O

ibid.

Columns 1091-1092

^Belfast News Letter, 1 July 1912
"^"Mr Birrell, standing in fear of the Nationalists, yet unable to
palliate the disgraceful incident, took refuge in reading the police
report which described the events but did not put the blame on the
right shoulders" - Belfast News Letter, 3 July 1912
^Sheffield Daily Telegraph, 11 February 1913
This reference was located in a file of newspaper cuttings on events in
Ireland 1910-20 in the Craig papers (MS D 1327/7/8 Public Record Office
of Northern Ireland)

12

Irish News, 25 November 1910

^Belfast Evening Telegraph, 4 July 1912
1^Hansard (1912) Vol. 39 Column 1572
^Hansard (1912) Vol. 39 Columns 976-977
“^A survey called "Ulster Movement Against Home Rule" - p. 38.

It was

drawn up by the Judicial Division of the Chief Secretary's Office
(State Paper Office, Dublin)
1^Devoy Papers, MS l8008/23, 9 May 1914.
by Bulmer Hobson
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The letter was sent to Devoy

l8 Sligo

Champion, 29 November 1913

19 From a Confidential Survey of Counties in the Intelligence Files of
the Justice Department of the Chief Secretary's Office (State Paper
Office, Dublin).
In a memorandum to the cabinet on 11th October
1912, Birrell provided other examples "At a meeting of the Clonmel Division on the l6th ultimo it
was resolved that no member should give an order for goods to any
Belfast firm which had taken part in the expulsion of Catholic
workmen in Belfast.
A list of the firms was before the meeting.
"Enquiries with a view to similar action were decided on by
the Cashel Division on the l4th August.
From County Mayo it is
reported that a boycott of Belfast commercial travellers has
commenced.
Last month several travellers were refused orders by
former customers and in some cases ordered to furnish their accounts
and leave.
The shopkeepers so acting were nearly all members of
the A.O.H."
Lloyd George Papers C/19/3/6

20.Year Book of the U.U.C. Report for 1911 (P.R.O.N.I.
21

D972/17)

For instance Craig could write that "...... if the terror of the United Irish League and of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians were removed a poll of the people
would result in a majority against Home Rule."
Sunday Chronicle, 2 July 1911
This reference was located in the file of newspaper cuttings on
events in Ireland 1910-1920 in the Craig papers op. cit.

22

Hansard (1912) Vol. 4? Columns 443-444 and Column 645 - for extracts from
the declaration see p.91
23
^Lloyd George Papers C/20/2/6.
The letter is undated but probably
written in early 1914 (see footnote 25)
24

ibid.

^Redmond Papers MS 15l8l(3), 20 February 1914.

Devlin included

exactly the same statement in his letter to Lloyd George,
footnote 23

26.
Hibernian Journal, June 1914
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^Hibernian Journal, August 1907
2ibid.
•^Irish People, 25 January 1908

4

Leitrim Advertiser, 27 June 1907

5ibid. 4 July 1907
^ibid.

13 February 1908

'Redmond Papers MS 15l8l(2), 25 June 1907

g
John Dillon Papers Folder for 1907 of letters from Devlin to
Dillon - letter was dated 20 December 1907

9

Copies of the telegrams from Meehan were printed in Sinn Fein,
22 February 1908.
They had obviously been secured from a friendly
source in the post office.
A sample one was
To

O'Donnell, President A.O.H.,
Drumkeerin

"Bring as many car loads as possible to Ballingheragh meeting tomorrow
at eleven.
I pay expenses.
Meehan"
^Sinn Fein, 22 February 1908
'^ibid.

12

15 February 1908

"Sean MacDermott" by Very Reverend Charles J. Travers
Breifne 1966 (ill) No. 9, p-8

'*'^The following account of the Kinlough Meeting is based on the
reports in the Freeman's Journal, 20 February 1908, and the
Irish Times, 20 February 1908

14
Irish Times, 20 February 1908
^Hibernian Journal, March 1908

16 Gaelic
17

American, 26 October 1912

Irish Freedom, April 1911
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CHAPTER TWELVE
^Hibernian Journal, April 1915
^Hibernian Journal, July 1917
^Letter from J. Mackay Wilson, 5 March 1917

4

P.R.O.N.I. D 989/A/8/7/28a

Letter from Devlin to Dillon, 22 April 1921.
It is in the folder
for 1921 of Letters from Devlin to Dillon John Dillon Papers

5ibid.
^J. P. O'Kane speaking at the A.O.H. Hall in Derry

Irish News,

7 March 1919
O

'Hibernian Journal, March 1938
®ibid.

g

In a speech issued by the A.O.H. as a pamphlet entitled
Address by James M. Dillon Esq, at the Hibernian Reunion,
Donegal Town, Sunday, 22nd November, 1936

10

ibid.

^‘‘Hibernian Journal,

October

1968

^Hibernian Journal, July 19^5
1^The following is based on an interview with Mn McAteer
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